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FOREWORD

In 1964, University Research, now Student Testing and
Research, established a developmental research project
Entitled Biography of a Class. The purpose of the project
is to describe characteristics of the students to faculty
administrators, and students, and to contribute to existing
research In higher education.

Research was begun tlth the 1964-65 Freshman Class. To
date, seven series of census reports for the 1964 through
1970 freshman classes collectively entitled Freshman Class
Status Report, five survey reports of graduating classes
1969-71, four interview studies of the 1966 freshmen, and
one interview study of 1967 freshmen have been published.*

This report is the fifth in the series based on
interview data from a randomly selected sample of 100 stu-
dents of the 1966 freshmen clas. The focus of Part I is on
the University related aspects of their University experience
during the academic year 1969-70, the fourth year of the inter-
view project.

*A list of these reports with a brief description of their
contents is available upon request from Student Testing and
Research, 316 Harriman Library, SUNY/B.
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ABSTRACT

This report is the fifth in a series reporting data from a

ten-year longitudinal study of a random sample of the 1966 entering

freshman class at SUNY/B. Students were asked to describe their

reactions to the University experience, attitudes and opinions about

the University, involvement in University life, and attitudes toward

faculty and course work. They saw the functions of a university as

fostering personal development of students, providing academic

experiences, service to community and society, and vocational prep-

aration. They regarded the University atmosphere as liberal,

academically competitive, and conducive to their maturing. Most of

these students reported some out-of-class contacts with faculty and

said that such student-faculty relationships enhanced learning by

making it less impersonal. In looking back over their four years;

a majority reported that academic experiences were a source of sat-

isfaction, that their personal development was the most valuable of

their experiences, and that interpersonal relationships were the

most meaningful of their experiences. Their most frequent advice to

a high school.senior was, "Go to college."
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INTRODUCTION

The past decade has been a period of stress for American higher

education. Pressures of increasing enrollment, demands for relevance,

attention to current social issues, and incidents of violence became a

part of the American college scene. It was a time of rapidly occurring

changes. At SUNY/B in particular, these last few years included rapid

expansion of facilities, faculty, and programs. This period was

followed by one of limited growth and retrenchment when resources became

suddenly less available. In addition to the academic modifications,

social aspects of the University experience were also changing. Rules

for residents became fewer, and activity and influence of fraternities

and sororities declined while student participation in various on and

off-campus causes increased. Demonstrations, rallies, demands, and

even strikes and violence became a part of the University experience,

here and elsewhere. What of the students who were a part of the

University community during this time of change and stress? What were

their reactions to the University experience?

This longitudinal study provides information about the experience

of some students who lived through this turbulent period. The data were

gathered from interviews conducted in an atmosphere marked by openness

and personal contact during the four years following their enrollment at

the University. This report is based on interviews conducted in the

spring of the fourth year and provides information which can contribute

to an understanding of the interaction between the student and the

University.



CHAPTER' I

GENERAL METHOD

The design of this ten -year study of students who entered the
State University of New York at Buffalo (SUNY/B) in 1966 provides for
fivo interviews - one in each semester of the freshman year and one
in the second semester of the three succeeding years - plus six ques-
tionnaires - one in each of the six years thereafter. It is assumed
that the myriad subtle, and not so subtle, changes which occur during
this period are invaluable to an understanding of the late-adolescent
and early-adult years of college students.

Sample

A random sample of 100 students, stratified by sex and residence,
was selected from the approximately 2000 freshmen who were graduated
from high school in the spring of 1966 and enrolled in SUNY/B in
September 1966.

The composition of the original proportional sample (1966) and
1970 sample are presented in Tables 1.1 and 1.2. For the fifth inter-
view, held in the spring of the fourth year, 77 of the original stu,
dents responded, 70 by interview and 7 by questionnaire. Eleven of
these students* had withdrawn from school, and five had transferred to
other institutions of higher education.

TABLE 1.1 COMPOSITION OF ORIGINAL PROPORTIONAL SAMPLE

Men Women Total

Residents 21 22 43
Comuuters 36 21 57

Total 57 43 100

*Although some interviewees were no longer students at any college
or university, for ease of presentation the term "students," used
throughout this report, includes those who had withdrawn, unless other-
wise stated in the text. Separate references to transferees or drop-
outs are made only when their responses differed noticeably from those
of students registered at SUNY/B during the semester of the interview.
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TABLE 1.2 COMPOSITION OF FOURTH YEAR INTERVIEW SAMPLE

1970
Residents (in 1966)

Men Women
Commuters (in 1966)

Men Women Total

SUNY/B

Drop-Out

Transfer

Total

17

1

-

18

11

3

3

17

23

3

1

27

10

4

1

15

61

11

5

77

Residence is defined by the housing of each student during his
initial semester at SUNY/B (fall 1966). At that time freshmen were
required to live either in University housing (residents) or with
their families (commuters). As the years passed, some students fran
both defined residence groups elected a third option of establishing
their own households, usually in an apartment. The residence status
of the sample in the fourth year is shown in Table 1.3.

TABLE 1.3 RESIDENCE STATUS
IN THE FOURTH YEAR

Apartment 37
Family home 31
University housing 7
Other 2

Total 77

Because of the reduced size and change in residence status of the fourth
year sample, data are not reported by sex/residence categories in this
report as they have been in the previous interview studies,
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Enrollment of the fourth year interview sample in the six
undergraduate faculties of the University followed the same pattern
as in the third year interview. Nearly half the students, a greater
percentage of men (56%), especially resident men (63%), than women
(35%), were enrolled in the Faculty of Social Sciences and Adminis-
tration. It was chosen by more students in every group except
commuter women. The latter most frequently chose a major in Faculty
of Arts and Letters, the second most popular Faculty both for these
interviewees and for the total 1970 graduating class of SUNY/B
(Table 1.4). The interview sample's enrollment in Faculties followed
a pattern very similar to that of the 1970 graduates of SUNY/B
except that this sample had fewer engineering majors. However, not
all the students in the fourth year sample were graduated in 1970
(See Academic Plans, p. 80 ).

TABLE 1.4 ENROLLMENT IN FACULTIES IN THE FOURTH YEAR

FACULTY
1970 Interview Sample

RM CM RW CW TOTAL
1970 SUNY/B
Graduates*

Social Sciences and

- - % of students

Administration 63 52 50 20 49 48

Arts and Letters 19 4 21 40 17 16

Health Sciences 6 13 14 20 13 11

Educational Studies - 9 29 20 8 7

Natural Science and
Mathematics. 13 9 7 - 8 .8

Engineering - 17 - - 6 11

Special Major - - 7 - 2

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (16)(23)(14)(10) (63) 2012

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (16)(23)(16)(10) (651** 2072

*Unpublished data provided by Jane Faulman.. Additional information
on 1970 SUN :/J3 seniors can be found in Faulman, Jane, 1970 Senior. Sunny,
University Research, State University of New York at Buffalo, 1971.

**Includes two students with double majors.
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Interview Schedule

The interview in the fourth year was the most extensive one in
the series. In addition to the core questions which had been asked
in earlier interviews, the 1970 schedule included a number of ques-
tions which focused on changes or differences over the four year
period of the University experience.* It also included questions
which probed more intensively into self-description and perceptions,
relationships with peers, and attitudes toward marriage and family
roles. These subjects will be discussed in Part II of the fourth
year study.

Parallel interview schedules were prepared for transferees and
drop-outs. While a majority of questions were the same as for reg-
istered students, few of the questions reported here were appropriate
to students not enrolled at SUNY/B. Several questions were uniquely
applicable to those who had left SUNY/B.- Those data will be reported
in an attrition study.

Method

All fourth year interviews were conduCted by one interviewer.
With some exceptions, all students who were registered at SUNY/B
were asked each question on the interview schedule, although not
necessarily in a given order. To provide as natural a situation as
possible, the interviewer changed the ordering of questions if the
student introduced a topic covered in another section of the inter-
view schedule. Further, if a student provided an answer to a given
question while discussing another topic, he was not explicitly asked
that question later.

All students, including drop-outs and transferees, are retained
in the sample for the 10-year period. Whether each appears in a
given interview sample is a function of his or her availability and
willingness to participate. As time has elapsed since these students
began as freshmen, some students have increased theirgpographical .

distance from the University, decreasing their availability..

For this fifth interview, three people were interviewed by phone,
and seven provided written responses to the questionnaire. The others
were interviewed in person. Interview appointments were schedUleafor
two hours. If an additional half an hour or more was anticipated as
needed to ask remaining questions, another appointment was made to
complete the interview.

*On the copy of the interview schedule appearing in the Appendix,
the new questions are marked by an asterisk.
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Coding

Interviews were tape-recorded with the knowledge and consent of
the student, and transcribed verbatim. References to the student's
name, his student number, names of individual faculty members or
friends were deleted to insure the confidential nature of the interview.
Each transcript was proofread against the original tape to assure
accuracy of transcription.

Coding of the data was done from transcripts of the interviews.
Coders noted every response to each question regardless of whether it
was an answer to the stimulus question or a part of-another reply,
Initially the transcripts were read and indexed; the location of the
response to each question was recorded on an index sheet. The specific
responses to each topic were compiled on code sheets and then combined
into major categories or dimensions for presentation in tables.
Most of the dimensions used to present information in the tables, and
hence to provide the framework for discussion of responses in the
text, had already been developed in earlier studies in this interview
study sequence. Others, for new questions, were developed empirically
from the responses of the interviewees. The structure of the emergent
dimensions was similar throughout this study.

Major Dimensions

As this interview project evolved during the first interviews,
several of the questions became focused by asking students to respond
along three dimensions: social, personal, and academic. In the
second interview three question areas had those specified dimensions;
in the third interview four questions were so focused, and in the
fourth interview, five questions. In the fourth interview, however,
the academic dimension was expanded to intellectual and vocational.
None of the question areas in this fifth interview specified the
dimensions, but as the data were being sorted for presentation,
responses to several questions fell into the three dimensions of
social, personal, and academic defined as follows:

Social (interpersonal) concerned with interpersonal
experiences, understanding and expressing sympathetic
concern for others: persons in specific close relation-
ships and humanity in general.

Personal (self-development) concerned with self, feelings,
capacities, needs, identity and maturity, values and goals.

Academic (intellectual/university) pertains to out -of -class
learning experiences.as well as those in formal acadeMic set-
tings, and to the general University, which provides an
opportunity for a total learning experience via exposure to
new and different ideas, people, and things in an atmos-
phere of free inquiry.

5



Vocational preparation or development of job-oriented competen-
cies is usually reported as a separate dimension, but is occasionally
included as part of the academic dimension when the number of respon-
ses is very few.

These descriptions Of the major dimensions establish a basis for
coding many of the students' responses. The definitions, while
generally helpful, do not eliminate all problems of overlapping cate-
gories. In general, couldn't every experience be described as contri-
buting in some way to personal development? However, the greatest
difficulty in coding was found in the academic (intellectual/
university) dimension because of the possibility of a shift in emphasis
within that definition. Sometimes the response emphasis is clearly
on the intellectual/scholarly aspects; at other times a broader focus
of total University is the emphasis presented. For example, in order
to reflect the spirit of students' responses describing university
atmosphere and environment, the presentation of the academic dimension
is subdivided into academic/intellectual and university: liberalism
and diversity. These distinctions are made in an effort to reflect
the spontaneous organization or emphasis which emerged with student
responses while nonetheless maintaining major dimensions as a stable
base for organizing responses.

Organization of Results

The increased length of the fourth year interview resulted in
extensive transcripts containing a mass of data to be coded and
analyzed. In an effort to cope with so much data, the topics
covered by the interview were divided into related sets. This report
presents those data which focus on the University aspects of the
students' experience. Self-descriptions, changes in personal
attitudes and values, family and other interpersonal relationships
are not included here but will be presented in later reports.

This report is based on responses to twenty-three of the fifty-
three major areas of questions which comprised the interview
schedule. These questions deal mainly with the students' reactions .

to his interactions with the University and his perceptions of how
a university should function. Also included are responses to
several questions which dealt with the most valued, meaningful, or
satisfying experiences of these students during the four years of
their University experience. Questions on which this report is
based are typed in upper .case in the interview schedule in the
Appendix.

The data are presented in three ways. First, impressionistic

generalizations are given. Where differences were evident,
comparisons of responses of sex/residence groups and SUNY/B
students/transferees and drop-outs are made.

6



Second, to complement these generalizations, tables are
presented. Dimensions of students' responses to each question
and the percentage of students who gave such responses to each
question are reported. Data from different groups of students
were usually not sufficiently different to warrant separate
tabulation. Transfers and drop-outs were not included in all
tables because of the differences in interview schedules. In
the text, an analysis of the responses shown in the tables is
provided.

To eliminate the repeated use of percentages in the text,
the following toms are used to denote a corresponding range of
percentages:

Most = more than 75%
Many = 50% - 75%
Some = 25% - 50% .

A few
= less than 25%

A number

Finally, to provide interesting and pertinent examples of
students' responses, quotations illustrative of various themes
and dimensions are included. Quotations were not edited to change
the grammatical structure, but only to delete superfluous phrases
such as "uh, ycu know."

Results are presented and discussed by topic area, rather than
in the order in which questions were asked.

Interpretations of Tables

The data presented in the tables of this study* and in all previous
ones except the first in this series** are reported in the peheent4ge
o 4tudent4 who responded in a given way to a specific question.
Because of the diminished number of interviewees, data are not presented
in sex/residence categories as they had been in previous studies.

Categories in some of the tables are mutually exclusive, e.g., a
student either worked or did not. Most questions, however, allowed an
unlimited number of responSes: a student may cite more than one
characteristic of the University atmosphere, or he may have both posi-
tive and negative reactions to his courses, and each is coded and reported.

*Tables 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 3.11 excepted.

**KUbiniec, C.M., Wyant, H.S., Alberti, J.M., The Univelaity Expeniencep.
the grat dew weeto, University Research, State University of New York at
Buffalo, 1967; in which tables contain only the number of responses and
respondents, not percentages.

7



Because of this variation, each table includes a report of the total
number of responses to a particular question as well as the total
number of students who responded to that question. When several
independent responses are possible, the total number of responses
will exceed the total number of students. Further, in the case of
multiple responses, the percentages shown in categories and/or sub-
categories are not necessarily additive and their sum may be greater
than 100 percent.

When responses of fewer than 77 students are reported in a table,
it is because a codable response was not given, or the question was
not asked of every student. Only 7 of the questions included in this
report were applicable to drop-outs or transferees. Also in a number of
cases, a given student was not asked a question because of lack of time
or oversight.

The interview group is frequently referred to as thue Atudento
to avoid implying that the reactions of these students are the
reactions of all students. Further, in those few cases in which
differences between sex/residence groups are cited, statements refer-
ring to differences among groups are not based on tests of statistical
significance.

8



CHAPTER II

PERCEPTIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT

The perceptions of students about the functions of a University
and the role students should assume with the administration and
faculty in the decision-making process can reveal a great deal about
what they seek from the University experience. Their descriptions of
campus atmosphere, their impressions as to whether this environment
is conducive to maturing, and their recollection of changes in'the
University since they matriculated create a picture of the University
as these students saw it.

Descriptions and reactions of these student participant-observers
can enrich the understanding of faculty and administration, the other
participant-observers, when they appraise the ongoing impact and
directions of change. in the SUNY/B environment. Some of the students'
more personal reactions to their experiences at the University will
be presented in a later chapter. In this chapter the major focus is
their descriptions of the milieu in which they encountered their
University experience.

Functions of a University

What do these students see as the fUnctions of the University? Do

they expect it to serve primarily the interests of the students,' of
scholars, of the nearby community, or society in general? Students gave
responses in all of those categories, but most frequently they cited
provision of opportunities for personal growth and development of
students. Second most frequently, they described the University as
working with knowledge - imparting existing knowledge to a new gener-
ation as well as seeking new knowledge. The third-ranked function was
service to society and the community of various kinds: being involved
and preparing students for involvement with the nearby community,
as an example or conscience, examining existing attitudes and values,
and promoting a broader awareness and concern for worldwide issues.
Finally, almost a third of the students specified vocational prepara-
tion of students as a function of the University (Table 2.1).

Students had no difficulty in listing functions of a university;
the number of responses averaged slightly over three per student. They

apparently see no single function but rather several complementary or
overlapping ones. To illustrate their responses accurately, some of the
quotations presented are exerpts which show only the portion referring
to the topic under discusSion, but others are more fully presented and
include reference to more than one function.



TABLE 2.1 FUNCTIONS OF A UNIVERSITY

FUNCTIONS % of students

Peraonat Gnowth and Devetopment Stadenta

Encourage each student to discover and develop
his or her potential through a variety of

78

experiences including recreation 42

Encourage each student to develop his or her
pereohal standards and values 36

Encourage self-reliance, independence /prepare
students to be leaders l4

Encourage each student's capacity for getting
along with and relating to others 14

Serve the students, offer what they want to
learn 8

Academic/Intettectuat
F

Impart existing knowledge, culture 51

Provide intellectual and aesthetic stimulation
for students 14

Seek and discover new knowledge 10

Concentrate on teaching services 10

Savice to Society and Community 42

Prepare students for community involvement 17

Provide within the University population an example
for society of heterogeneity (socio-economic
status, race, age, beliefs) 12

Be closely involved with surrounding community/
provide continuing education services 12

Examine existing societal values, attitudes 12

Lead in initiating changes in society 10

Promote a broader awareness and interest in
worldwide concerns 10

Movide Vocational. PicepaAatiOn f an Student6 31

2Otheit.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

(591

(182)



The academic 6unction o6 teaching you, coming
here ion knowtedge, and thene's atzo tike a
4ociat neckeation type 06 tiunction, too. 1

don't think that a univensity wound be very
good ib it wao att wank, and o66eA4 no sofa

ucteation on owtzide type o6 teauing;
abitity to .('earn things outside 06 ju4t the
ctassuom without tectunes, iifms and demonztta-
tionz and things tike that. 1 think that besides
the academic, thene's cuttutat and a sociat
iunction. And then again thete's the iunction,
1 don't know you can catt it a tiving liunction,
but ztitt, providing a ptace to steep and ptaces
to eat and to canny on the things that you have
to do in otdet to Live.

Growth and Development of Students

Most students (78%) described various facets of personal
development within the university function of providing opportunities
for growth. The most frequent response, given by a majority of men
(52%) but fewer women (20%) was that the University should encourage
each student to discover and develop his or her talents. Ideally the
University was expected to furnish a variety of experiences: academic,
personal, social and recreational all of which would challenge students
to achieve their potential.

Over one-third of the students said that experiences at the
University should promote maturity of students and encourage each
student to determine and establish his own standards and values. A
few others added that the University should provide opportunities for
independence and foster the development of leadership among students. A
similar number of students thought that the University should develop and
foster each student's capacity to get along with and relate to others.
All of these responses describe the maturation and development of each
student as an individual. Ideally a student should'became mature, inde-
pendent, selfmotivated, cognizant of his own beliefs and identity, and
able to relate well to others as a function of his or her university
experience.

I MALUy iea that a UniveAzity iA just a
ptace whete we all zit bar Out yeau, exptou
new things and grow up.

PAimatity to o66eic counses in ditiietent things.
It's a. ptace bona pet6on to matuxe, to give them
a chance to do diiienent things.
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To educate people, to give people a chance to
expand themselves, to become move hounded.

A few students stressed that the function of the University was to
serve student needs - that whatever students identified and desired
as educational experiences should be provided by the University.

1 th-Lnk the iunc,t,i.on is to serve the students'
need not the Linivexsity's... should encouxage
the initiative oi each peas on, not rigid standaxds,

coin e, and La each individeuit by add
develop in whichevex way his bent. ties... It's
thehe ion advice and Lt's 60n the student. It
shouldn't derive anybody else. I# shouldn't serve
.the govanment bon he6eanch; Lt shouldn't serve
the teachers ion xeseaxch. The student Ls the
most important thing.

Basicatty should help each individual. It
should help him to be able to attain his own
goal. Like peithaps the model 0)6 this univexsity
ought to be the model ob every univen6ity.

Academic/Intellectual

Nearly two-thirds of the students saw the function of the University
as working with knowledge in some way. A majority, commuters (70%) more
than residents (33%), said the University should impart existing knowledge.
In addition to passing along existing knowledge, a few students said that
a function of the University was to seek and discover new knowledge.

A tot ob people can pick up and exptohe
valtious 6acets ob the woad which you would
just tike to know mane about, and actual
4thuctuhed couxses is a utativety easy
way oi tea/ming compared to going out and
iinding out all the inionmation fiat youmeti,
and the UnLveuity ptesent6 that oppohtunLty
to you.

You could say it's the heaxch fox tuth, what-
even that is, amimitating knowledge,- pupazimg
people Soh caheet6.



Aga you've gone to hehoot, theu'h eettain
things here that help, tike moat people that
go to cottege, they teed bookh mane. They ahe
culturally awake oil thing& and they become move
involved in thingh.

A few students said that the University should provide intellectual and
aesthetic stimulation for students, i.e., encourage their intellectual
skills and their cultural development. Others added that the focus of
the University should be on teaching.

I think LI: 4kould be a learning ptace, a
diheuhhion centek 04 open thought, 6/Lee
thought, I don't think anything hhoutd be
rammed down anybody14 thnoath by anybody.

To get people to think.

Muotty to get people .interested and learning,
and to educate... the mote you're educated,
the more you're aware o6 a tot clIS things ...

the more you tearan mane, the mane you know and
the more you can relate and connect things .

Possibly just to phoduce mohtty the people, the
thinkeu oti tomorrow - the next generation os
thinkeu.

Service to Society and Community

Service to society in general and to the more immediate geographic
community may be thought of as two aspects of a general societal service
function of the University. About 40 percent of the students, especially
resident men (68%) as compared to the others (33%), regarded it as a
function of a University.

Nearly one-third of the students said that the University should
serve as a conscience and critic of society by setting an example, perhaps
by providing a heterogeneom population mix on its campus, by promoting
and living up to democratic principles, nd by encouraging a broader
awareness of and concern about worldwide problems.

I Seel at40 a Univeuity hhoutd be the mainstay
as a democAatic 4ociety OA whatever you want to
call it. It 4houtd be an example oi how 4ociety
should liunction. Not as they've been now, but
example as they .should be - ideaLatic.
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It should be a peace where there .4 communication
between people o6 di66ekent backgrounds, Just
zo people can get to know each other... a tot o6
times you have a tot oi prejudices because you
don't know what that pennon teatty tike, but
you make azzumptionz. But you can get to tack
to that person, maybe you bind out you have a tot
o6 things in common, that they weren't that much
di66etent.

The one thing I think that cottege does bon you
44 that it gives you a broad view o6 ti6e. It
shows you tike, bon .instance, history chows you
the.whvee past 06 mankind and you ptace youraet6
in phopet peupeetive... you /Lead about the
peasants dating the Black Plague on zomethimg in
Europe or the Chinese peasantry oi twenty years
ago; I mean the way mankind has tived throughout
act history.

One-fourth of the students said that the University should be con-
cerned with the nearby community. This concern could be expressed by
preparing students for involvement with the community, or through the
University itself being involved in the community, for example by
providing continuing educational services.

We, keep the community /cunning, I guess. It
teaches the next geneution how to keep a city,
a country, going, neatty.

To be conztantty young, to tzatize what Atudents
want, to be able to give them counsel in what they
need and want, to work with the community - tike I
have no xe6pect bon cottegez who ctaim they're
renowned in medievat Greek literature. ?ha-V.6 out-

dated. The Univeraity zhoutd be bon today.

Other students said that the university could serve general society
by examining existing values and attitudes or by leading in initiating
changes in society. Two of these students felt that keeping the University
a sanctuary apart from general society would enhance this possibility of
the University serving as a conscience or monitor of society.

It's the opening o6 theix eyes to theiA6uuoundix96
and what needs change and what doesn't need change.
And once they get out, that Univetz.ity undeApaduate
days witt show them how to .s tart these changes ... I
think that these are people that the Univetzity
ptoducing to see where change i6 needed and keep it
go along.
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The hiAtoAy o6 the Univemity crowd ithet6 as
being a monastaAy type thing. Years ago the
puApase o6 the UniveAsity wad bon a student to
get out o6 the woAtd and go into AecutAion and
then contemptate on hi4 ti6e, and now the
Univeibsity 4.d becoming a vehicte 6oA. Aociat
change... It's pubabty a good *situation with
somebody who AA abte to be in a UniveAsity -

they cute 4ta2 protected 6nom the outAide woAtd
40 that they can have the 4ecunity to generate
their:. own ideas, which A abo neceAAaAy bon any
kind o6 Aociat change.

Vocational Preparation

Some students (31%) said a function of the University was
vocational preparation of its students. Usually they referred to
the learning of skills in their undergraduate major, but a few saw the
undergraduate degree as a required preparatory step to graduate or
professional education which would more directly provide vocational
skills. This function can be viewed as a practical service to both
students and society as well as a dimension of personal growth and
development.

I aee as a ptace to temn how to think
and a place to Learn, and I paAticutaAty see
42 ad a peace to teaAn a pto6e44ion a4 ouch.

Fox most people 12 puparte6 them 60A.Aome type
Oi career. Lts4 atmast mandatory to have a
dLptoma you come 64om a middte class 6amity,
which I do.

To educate, to prepare you 6ox a careen. That's
as ban as goes with me.

It's a liunCtiOn Oh me to get me a degree - a
piece o6 papa tha.tAayA I can go on... It had
att fand4 o6 other:. 6uncti0nA tike 4ociati.zing
people 40 they can gt into a niche, and that's
what I'm doing - trying to tind a connect way to
communicate Ao I gt right in. So keeping people
out o6 the Labor market and getting people into
the tabor. market.
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Summary

In describing what they believed to be the functions of a
university, the students referred to four basic dimensions. They
were, in order of frequency: personal growth and development of
students, academic experience, service to society and community, and
vocational preparation.

These four University functions described by SUNY/B students in
1970 are similar to the five major purposes for higher education des-
cribed by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education 1972.*

Providing opportunities for growth of
individual students

Advancing human capability in society
at large

Enlarging educational justice for the
post Secondary School age group

Transmitting and advancing learning
and wisdom

Critically evaluating society for the
sake of society

Student Participation in Decision-Making

Should students participate in decision making at the University?
The overwhelming response of these students was "Yes!" One hundred
percent said that students should have some role. However, the extent
of that role and in which decision areas it should be exercised re-
ceived a variety of responses.

Most interviewees discussed students' role in general decisions.
In addition, a few students discussed specific decisioa areas which
they felt ought to include more or less student -111....tt than decisions
in general. The specific areas mentioned included: faculty hiring
and tenure, curriculum courses and requirements, and social functions
or short term decisions. Table 2.2 presents the expressed preferences
for assignment of authority for decisions. Percentages in three
categories: shared control, advisory role, and student control repre-
sent 100% of the students, ** but any student in the student advisory
role category who specified that faculty-administration should make
the final decision is also listed in that category.

*Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, The Purposes and Performance
of Higher Education in the United States, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1972.

**An exception is accounted for by two students who are counted only
in the Other category.
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TABLE 2.2 ADVOCATED AUTHORITY FOR DECISION-MAKING
AT THE UNIVERSITY

DESIRED CONnOL

GeneAme

% of students

Shared: Faculty/Students voting roles 56

Student Advisory Role: non - voting 34

Faculty-Administration 18

Students: final decision 4

Other (Miscellaneous) 22

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

(50)

(55)

General Decisions

In regard to decisions in general, a majority of students said
students should share actively in the decision process of the University
perbaps'by having the whole student body asked to express their opinions
in a referendum.

Some of those who wanted shared control of decisions specified
an equal student-faculty division of power. Others thought that there
should be various ratios of power, that only upper level students
should be included, or that. more groups be represented - faculty-students-
staff or other combinations; one combination included "the taxpayer."

I think '.c is gneat; Lt'zi the sChOut;
they're the ones who get sheeted by the
decisions. 1 think A. ,t bAings them ctueit

to the jobs and theiA xesponzibititie6 of
administAation... by making decisions,
you Leann.

I think A2 4homed be a distAibution of
powen things._. It should amost be tike a
paktneruhip, except that the adminiatAation
shoutd be a tutee mote powetiut, but the
students should be able to have a measly
big say in what's going on.
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This committee o6 &Lye, perhaps -two showed
be students... that nwUo about descAibes it;
three -.moo, that's juniot at seniot tevet
students, not &teshman on sophomous.

A few students perceived the administration in such a way that
administrative responsibility, as they saw it, would be limited solcy
to the mechanical provision of day-to-day University operations.

I don't think the adMinisttation should have
anything to do with WhAiCULUM... the students
say that we want a plzognam o6 such and such, then
the adMinisttation shoutd say, "Wett then wt'tt
need so much money. Maybe we can get it here,
on we wooed have to etiminate this." They should
advise the VI/dents on how to imptement theit
educationat ptans, I think that 4houtd be that
tote.

About one - third of the students wanted to have input into the
decision-making process, but did not necessarily seek an official voting
role. Their emphasis was on being heard, having student opinion con-
sidered, when decisions were made. Almost one-fifth said that faculty-
administration should have final control - but only after considering
student input. In every case this preference was accompanied by an
expressed desire for student opinion to be solicited during the
decision-making process. Therefore, they are also counted in the student
advisory role category of the table. The rest of the students in the
advisory-role category did not specifically refer to faculty-administration
control, although it was implied.

The rationale for this assignment of authority was the inexperience
or impermancence of students in contrast to the experience and expertise
of faculty-administration. However, students who wanted either to advise
the administration or to share control with it felt that students had a
unique and valuable contribution to make.

So perhaps it's not the actuat voting, but
perhaps it's their [student] opinions be-
cause we are thinking people, and we have
tots ideas just because we're tight there
.involved, that maybe the administtation never
even thin1z 4 oi because they [administration]
take it lion panted.
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I just don't think .that -there are enough
intenesttd students to Aesutt in decisions
being made that the whote study body wants.
I think it .i.6 very easy son one glEoup to move
in and inguence decisions... I think students
shocked be able .to voice theit opinions but
Leave it: in the hands o b the 6acutty on the
adinistAatton to make the decisions.

I don't think the students have the wisdom
age, tis nothing else. They haven't had the
pnacticat expetienee in tunning a department
on unb'ensity. Like I said, their. opinions,
theit ideas on innovations on changes should
degnitety be Listened to, weighed lion
pucticatity, PA the uttimate end - where Lt
could Lead, things Like that.

Specific Decision Areas

A number of students discussed the role of students in specific
decision areas such as Faculty, Curriculum and Social/Short term
decisions. The latter was discussed by only a few students. Most of
those who mentioned topics like dorm regulations, uses of Norton Union,
or student activities felt that students should have control of these
social decisions which so intimately affected their daily lives. Very
few students would even share control with faculty or administration.

With pnobtems concekning the students themselves
tike whetheA. we .should givo money to the iovibatt
team and tiviz sona: o6 thing. I think .the students

atone showed decide ate these pubtems and what
showed be done with Norton Union and what type
o6 tabtes shamed be set up in Norton and what kind
oi speakeAs we have at the Univelaiy, should be
entitety up to the students. I don't think the
admini4tAation have any business saying anything
about any oti those things.

Curriculum Decisions

Just as no student specified only faculty-administration control of
social decisions, neither did any specify it for decisions having
to do with curriculal a few implied it when they said that students
should play an advisory role regarding course work and departmental
requirements. A number indicated that they wanted students to have a
more active role, to vote and to share responsibility along with faculty.
A few students would prefer student control of curricula decisions. In
general, these students felt that courses and requirements were an area
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students were very much involved with and should be able to influence.

In the academic, the 6accaty has to teach and
the AtudentA have to teau I don't want to
get pinned down exactty how much I guess

Decisions Regarding Faculty

A number of interviewees advocated having an active role in decisions
regarding faculty hiring and tenure; their emphasis was focused on student
role in tenure decisions. They felt that students should be able to in-
fluence retention or dismissal of teachers on the basis of their collective
classroom experiences with them as teachers. The same reasoning was ex-
pressed by those students who wanted to have their opinions heard and
considered but did not expect to have a voting role on the tenure committee.
A few students specified faculty control of this topic area, and students
also emphasized that judgment of a potential faculty member, or of his
research activities, was better done by his faculty peers than by Students..
Only a couple of students advocated student control of faculty hiring and
tenure decisions.

I think the students shoutd be allowed to evaluate
the pnoksAoA, but not have the 4i.nae say, and
onty to evaluate him as 4at as his wank and knme-
edge of the material goes, not as Lax as
potitime Vie144 ot anything Like that goes... Let's
4ace it, the guy that went to school Lou. eight
yeam and has hiz Ph.D. and has been teaching sox
10 at 12 yeats, isn't about to... have his job in
the hands oL a bunch oL undeiloaduateA. He wants
peopte on his own tevet to judge him, and that's
the Lacu,ty.

Summary

When discussing student participation in decision-making at the
University, all students were interested in having students play some
role. Over half advocated that students should share actively in that
process; most of these desired only that students play an advisory role
to faculty-administration who would make the decisions. Ideally students

wanted to have an opportunity to express their opinions and to be heeded;
however, some of the interviewees said that they themselves were too busy
or were not personally interested in getting actively involved in the

decision-making process. Only two of these students favored the idea of
student control of all decisions at the University.
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I think there shoad be a nice baeance between
what the established group of peopte who ate
tanning the schoot think showed be done and
the students thembetveA who are going to be
aiiected think should be done, and a good
exchange o6 ideas is pubabty the most
optimum condition.

Value of a College Education

"What do you see as the value of a college education for you?"
Responses to this query fell generally into the broad categories of
Personal Development, Academic/Intellectual Experience, Vocational
Preparation, and Social Experience (Table 2.3). Students most fre-
quently reported that the benefit of a college education for them was
the opportunity it provided for personal growth and development. This
objeCtive was specified most often as the function of the University,
as well as being among students' most frequently cited experiences of
most value when they appraised their SUNY/B experience.* Nearly as
many students referred to their academic experiences - both knowledge.
acquired in their coursework and opportunities for intellectual stim-
ulation outside of classes. Over two-fifths cited vocational
preparation and the greater economic rewards or more interesting jobs
which they expected would result from having a college degree. Finally,
about one-fifth of the students specified social experiences - both
interpersonal and societal, - as valuable aspects of a college education.

Personal Development

Personal development was mentioned by over two-thirds of the
students. For example, 43 percent said the greatest value of a college
education was the maturing and developing as a unique individual which
they felt was enhanced by their University experience. Students referred
to other specific ways of developing as indicated in the next three
categories of the table. Nearly one-third of the students said that
becoming open - minded, more objective and/or broadening one's viewpoint
was a value. About as many students said that the benefit of the exper-
ience was for students to become autonomous, to diacoVer their own
identity and to establish their own values and goals. A few said that
the benefit lay in the opportunity to try new experiences and'to develop
new interests. Two students saw the university as a safe place - a
sanctuary - within which they could explore new interests and develop as
individuals. All of these responses described various aspects of personal
developnent.

*See Table 2.111).10 ; and Table 5.30).114.



TABLE 2.3 VALUE OF A COLLEGE EDUCATION

VALUE % of students

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 69

Develop, mature/become a well-rounded person 43

Become open-minded, objective/develop a
broadened viewpoint 31

Become autonomous, find own identity and
goals 30

Develop new interests, have new experiences 20

Develop within sanctuary of University 3

ACADEMIC/INTELLECTUAL EXPERIENCE 59

Learn,.acquire knowledge 41

Intellectual stimulation, love of learning 13

Learn how to think 13

VOCATIONAL PREPARATION 44

Vocational skills or preparation for
graduate /professional schools 39

Material or status benefits of degree 15

Preparation for more interesting work 8

SOCIAL EXPERIENCE 21

Meet people, learn from interactions with others 20

Develop awareness, heightened sensitivity to
social issues 3

OTHER/MISCELLANEOUS 10

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (61)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (234)
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1 think speciiicaety it has helped me
to matuke a tot, teatty... maintaining
convictions and even thinking up the
convictions in the V./at place, taking
cake of myseti and knaging that when
you do something there ate consequences
and weighing the consequences, seeing
they axe good consequences and do it, and

they ate not good consequences don't do
it. And just tooking mote tationatty at
some things not just gip imputsivety.

Take the kids away ihOM home ti6e and put
them in a situation whene they have to
glow up and wheke they sample things with-
out having theik patents beat them oven
the head. My pa/Lentz wete vety ptotective
and cottege was a chance to get away and
make my own decisions, and I think that was
the thing .that aiiected me most.

Just .to bkoaden yowl backgkound, just expert.-
iences; wetience things around you. 16 you
went out to moth kight Wet high schoo4oyou'd
get new experiences, but by going to cottege
and being in a diiieunt envikonment, 1 think
Lt bkoadens your envikonment. You get many
moxe things.

Academic/Intellectual

Academic aspects of a college education were cited as a value by
nearly three-fifths of the students. Most frequently the learning or
knaaledge they had acquired was mentioned as a value. A few students
referred to the intellectual stimulation of being in classes and among
people interested in pursuing scholarship. A number said that learning
how to think more critically was a value of their college education.

Les given me a good oppoktunity to exptake
centain areas oi academic ti6e, o6 .intellec-
tual title. I've been able to go into certain
areas tike Sociotogy. I took that up as a
major, and it was vent' decisive in helping me
grow in a certain way which I think has been
putty good. It made me awake of other people
and the way they au, and then it has given me
the incentive to want to grow moxe in °then.
areas
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It tendz to delve into thingz that I would
normally never go into: phitosophy, MuSiC
and ant. Sat it'z at thiz tetra. I mean,
I would delve into them naturally but not
into the Level I got into.

An envi&anment, an intellectual community
that allowed me to jurt Aee and do.my thing.

Welt, I zuppoze itsz zpeciiie knowledge gained
but I think it'z mane than that .learning how
to think and how La examine things and not jurt
accept them the way they ate, and how to tea/En to
examine Oh myzeti... I think it neatly the
whale thought ptocezz that iz 'malty the most
impontant to me now, and also the people I've
met... iacutty and students, because I think that
thiz iz an atmovhete, maybe the only one, in
which we neatly thane these ideas on at .least
zhate them zo inten4e4 becaus e werte zubjected
to them everyday. I lime that I weren't here,
I wouldn't have this inteteectuae challenge..

Vocational Preparation

Vocational preparation and skills were seen as a value by
44 percent of the students. Most frequently these students referred
to their training in the particular skill of their major: engineering,
teaching, etc. However, a few of them regarded the undergraduate
degree as a important step in their vocational preparation because
it enabled them to go on to graduate or professional school - toward
their vocational goal. A few students described greater financial
benefits or status that they anticipated in their future employment
because they had obtained a college degree. A number of students said
they expected that college education would prepare them to hold more
interesting jobs than they could otherwise obtain.

To me it's just Vile a tLcket to get into
the 4 &Loot d yz tem to teach... the majon thing

about going to college the ptepcvting to
be a teacher.

People bay the pAimarty goat oi education Ahmed
be to imptove yawn mind. I don't buy that. It'd
putety an economical one. Not necezzcoiey that
I'LL make a tot of money, mote than I would woide-
ing in a iactoity as I have been, but the type of
wank... I didn't come to cotlege to get /Lich, to
go out and get /Lich. I came to cottege so I wouldn't
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[Cont'd.] have to do what my liathert doing.
I'd tike to go to worth with a clean shat and
don't have -to buathe in any dust. Thin was
the pnimany goat... I just want better woAking
conditions. That's att.

It's an oppoAtunity to neatty be pAepaud to
get a job as chattenging and zomething that
I woad be intekezted in rather than a dutt
routine -type job.

Social Experiences

About one-fifth of the students mentioned that the social experience
at the University was a benefit of their education. Most frequently
they referred to meeting people and learning from their interactions and
relationships; two students commented that a value of their education was
an increased awareness of social issues.

Just meeting some, not mations and miltions,
some good peopte who I 'malty temn iltom and
I'm not taking academic teaAning att that much.

I6 I hadn't gone to cottege, I guess I would
have been tezz =ate of social izzuez. Mound
home you just tive imm day to day.

There were also a few responses too idiosyncratic to fit well into
any of the general categories, but only one student was not sure that his
college education had been of value to him.

I know that I didn't go to cottege, I'd
be ma tied now. I'd have at teast two on
three kids, and I'd be maenabte because that's
the dixeetion my ti lie was taking beione I
went to college.

Change in Perceived Value of a College Education

The preceeding discussion reported what students saw as the value
of a college education for them when they were nearing completion of
their undergraduate experience. About two-thirds of the group were
asked if this was a change from the value they had expected when they
matriculated at SUNY/B. A majority of this group reported that their
perceptions had changed; only a few said they were unchanged.
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In general, those students recalled their expectations as incoming
freshmen being focused on what they would be learning in their academic
experiences - factual information or vocational skills. After they
were actually enrolled in the University, however, they came to realize
that the University environment encompassed far more than just class-
rooms, and that the out-of-class experiences contributed meaningfully to
their personal growth and development.

I'd bay maybe teat yeah zome,time I 4takted
thinking di6liekentty and tooking at thing4
a tilt .e disigekentty and I kemeized that I
had gained something,and it neatty wcon't
out q, book4 that much.

I think it i4 a guwing experience. Academie4
maybe 40 pekcent. I don't know where 1 got
that iig.uke. It just hit me that there
should be £e44 than hat6 because I think it
would be woAth L. I woad have grown up
just a4 much in a college envinonment with-
out any academics.

Summary

These interviewees saw the University experience as one which
enhanced their personal growth by affording them opportunities to build
a personal identity through establishing their own values and goals, by
developing and broadening their intellectual interests and vocational
skills and by providing opportunities for social interactions.

University Atmosphere

As might be expected in a large University with over twenty
thousand students, and campuses in several locations, interviewees'
descriptions of the University atmosphere were many and varied. A number

of students reported the "feeling" of the campus, i.e., free, liberal,
impersonal, chaotic, tense. The reader should keep in mind that in
Spring 1970, SUNY/B was the scene of violent demonstrations, and the cam-
pus was patrolled by Buffalo policemen for part of the semester. However,

the disruptions are less prominent in the interviewees' description of
atmosphere in the fourth year than the less violent but more extended
demonstrations, teach-ins, etc., which occurred in Spring 1969 were in
the third year interviews.*

*Ryba, Gary What Can We Leann Rom It? University Research, State
University of New York at Buffalo, 1969.
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In addition to descriptive adjectives which summarized the "feeling"
on campus, descriptions of students - their political activism or lack
of interest, their appearance, their friendliness, their scholarship or
lack of interest - were the means most frequently chosen to describe the
atmosphere of the university. There seemed to be an implicit assumption
that a description of the current student population, its activities and
concerns would be descriptive of atmosphere because it is the current
student population which generates the atmosphere of this University.

Although students described their personal impressions of the
atmosphere$the responses were not couched in personal terms. The re-
spones fell into only two of the broad dimensions: social and academic.
To indicate the emphasis of the students' descriptions, the academic
dimension is subdivided into university: liberalism and diversity, which
is the major component of their descriptions of the University milieu,
and academic (intellectual) cited by only a few students. The categories
are presented in Table 2.4 in order of the frequency with which they
were reported.*

Liberalism and Diversity

Two-thirds of the students described characteristics of liberalism
and diversity which they found at SUNY/B. They reported an emphasis
on individual freedom - freedom to be oneself, freedom to express ideas
and opinions. The freedom and liberalism provided a setting which encour-
aged questioning of ideas and opinions and promoted political awareness.
Further, the reported liberalism and openness was enhanced by the variety
of different people and the diversity of opinions and ideas and activities
on campus.

From the various perceptions of these students a portrait emerges
of the University as open, liberal, exciting, tense, chaotic - encompassing
a variety of people and ideas, bubbling with political awareness at varying
levels of involvement ranging from violence and radical militance to
pockets of apathy.

One-third of the students characterized the atmosphere as liberal,
free, and open. For them, the university was a place where students
were given much freedom; they were not only allowed but also frequently
encouraged to question, to express their opinions, to participate in an
interchange of ideas, and to guide their own lives. There was room within
the campus community for diversity of people, ideas, values, and behavior.
Acknowledgement of responsibility for oneself, and acceptance of others,
particularly their differences, seemed to be the prevailing attitude.

*These same categories are used to present students' reactions
to the effect of the University environment on their maturin6Table 2.5.
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TABLE 2.4 DESCRIPTIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY ATMOSPHERE

CHARACTERISTICS % of students

Univeuity: LibetaWm and Diveuity

Free/liberal/open/interchange of ideas/
questioning/wide variety of people, ideas

Increasingly radical, militant/student
demonstrations/frightening/disruptive, violent

33

67

tactics 18

Politically involved, aware 15

Filthy, dirty/drug-oriented/less conservative/
nonconforming 13

Active, exciting, vital/lots going on/progressive,
changing/varied cultural activities 10

Chaotic/tense/torrid/restless 10

Politically apathetic/reactionary, growing
"silent majority" 3

Unrealistic/different from outside world 2

SocLaL A4pect6 48

Divided students/set groups and cliques/
polarized 27

Cold, impersonal/unfriendly/indifferent toward
others/too large/phony 18

Relaxed/informal/friendly/cooperative ly

Balanced between social and academic aspects/
social orientation/good spirit at athletic
events 10

Apathetic/lacks group spirit, tradition 10

Academic A6pect4 17

Non-scholastic, unintellectual/disinterested
students/decay, stagnation/student-faculty
ratio too large 15

Interested students/intellectually challenging/
conducive to learning 5

Inadequate vocational preparation opportunities 2

Can't Dezmibe Atmo4pheke 3

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (60)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (138)
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It 44 Atitt the kind 06 univeuLty whom you
could be anyone ox anything and Like
people you have known oven the pot 6owc yeanz
that ane zo entinety diiifenent than youtand
they axe very happy helm, too. it ih a vent'
Ghee kind 06 univetaty. You can be anyone on
have any identity. You can be very happy and
iit in eaaity.

You axe allowed to do jot about anything you
want to and to be what you axe, to be what you
want to be.

Lt14 very tibeAat... You can do what you want
to do, pretty much.

In a related group of responses, a few students described the
variety not only of people and ideas but also of activities to be found
on campus. They described the University as an active, vital, exciting,
and creative place to be. There were numerous activities and new exper-
iences in which to participate; particular mention was made of the
cultural events and the emphasis on the artsosuch as concerts and art
exhibits. Also, exciting changes appeared to be taking place within the
University including a re-evaluation of the school's goals and a con-
current search for an identity for the school.

Theke'A a tot oi di616enent things you can
to do here. Thenetz zo many di46eitent thingz
you can go into and 40 many vaiu.ed activities
and thingz.

Other responses within the category of liberalism and diversity had
to do with levels of political awareness and activity found among the
students of the University. In particular, almost one-fifth of the
students perceived an increase in militancy and political radicalism on
campus; student demonstrations were now more likely to employ disruptive
or violent tactics than in the past. Students used terms such as fright-
ening, hostile, repressive, and revolutionary to describe the atmosphere
at SUNY/B. Distrust between different groups on campus was prevalent.
Students' reactions to this type of atmosphere varied. Some said that
political demonstrations made people think about the issues and increased
their involvement; others disagreed with the demonstrators' tactics but
not necessarily their position on the issues; still others felt that
certain students would protest any issue solely to receive attention.

TheAe zeemz thaesz mone nadicatz now.
Thexe'a a tot mane demonztnationz.
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It has gone to a matter o6 hostitity and
distrust. I don't think the student body
tAusts the administAation, and the adMin-
istAation doesn't tAust the student body,
and the 62cutty somewheu in the middle,

ousting, hat6 not ttusting... I 6eet
that night now th,i4 University a a dis-
tAust6ut, teptessive, &evolution type
atmosphere.

A couple o6 times I Aememben like last semester,
the medical school contuveAsy, people would
come tanning and chanting through the hallways
sc./Learning and diskupting the ctasses and that,
and that got me mad because I thought that they
had no night to do that soAt so4 thing because
it was intiAinging on what we were trying to do.

A number of students reacted more positively and said that an
awareness of the various political issues and social problems was a
major aspect of the atmosphere, that students and the University commun-
ity as a whole expressed concern for and participated in policital affairs
on all levels; local, national, and international. In fact, as one
student pointed out, most problems which existed in an urban society
could be found on campus, e.g., overpopulation, cultural differences, and
racial issues. However, to some, the political activism on campus seemed
to result in the University's estrangement from the surrounding community.

I think the Univasity itseti has become much
mare involved with Zssues outside o6 its own
tittle campus . It seem4 much mare involved in
the community and with national potitics,
etcetera, etcetera, taAge& c64 ues.

I think the kids here ate mote invoLved...with
things that are going on in the community and
in the woAld. The problems in &ilia& and the
wa& and aspects tike that.

Only two students mentioned an absence of political awareness. These
referred to political apathy, to growing "silent majority" and reactionary
factions on campus.

Not all students reacted positively to the use that had been made
of the freedom and liberalism of University atmosphere. A number cha-
acterized the campus as too drug-oriented, less conservative, more
unconventional in dress and behavior. The campus, particularly Norton
Union and students in general, but especially the "hippies," were
described as filthy and dirty.
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Everything is zo grubby, duty, and the
people just Lay akound att oven the place,
and they'ke wokze than what I've ever seen.

On the outside everything Looks dirty.
There are signs aLP oven Manton becauze I walked
in there and it's not a ptcae where I think I
coutd Leann anymore... Ate these kids just
Laying akound and .the ceothez they weak. They
are att laded jeans, the beakds, and the Long
haik...

Oh, the campus has abzotutety 6/Leaked out...
It's too drug oriented and, too, everybody is
trying to out-do everybody else in how unusuat
they can be and how Liberated.

And for a few students, the atmosphere was characterized by feelings
of chaos, restlessness, and tension, although there was a superficial
calmness at times.

There's a restlessness ... there one centain
thingz that seem to be pitezzing. I guess
it's because AO many people ate under pnessune
icAAM draft, and the ke's a wan going on and these
minokity groups are under another kind o6 pressure...
depending on exteknat events you see one exptoding
Oh you zee one kesttessness exptoding. And then
everybody can relax ion a white.

In addition two students described the atmosphere as unrealistically
different fram the world outside of the University community.

1V4 .wont oi tike a "nevek-never tand." That'd

the only way to dezekibe it. No adults... to
tett you what to do Li you ate wrong... It seems
Like a pakadise, you know, an unteatatic
paradise is what it is.

Social Aspects

More students reported a lack of community spirit than its presence.
Specifically, more than one-fourth of the students mentioned divisions
or polarizations among the members of the University community, these
divisions were based on various factors such as residential status and
political philosophies. As a result, cliques or fixed groups predominated,
and were usually indifferent or antagonistic towards each other. Little
social interaction occurred among students in general or betwen the
different groups; individuals and groups were primarily concerned with
their own particular interests and preferred to go their own way.
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Peopte ate intetated in theit own ctiques
and that14 about L.

Not everybody £4 .together; everybody 24 doing
thein own thing, they're ate sptit in 40 many
ditectionz.

For almost one-fifth, the atmosphere was cold, impersonal, and
unfriendly. They attributed this characteristic, at least in part, to
the large size of the University and to the phoniness of the students,
i.e., they preach love and brotherhood but behave in other ways and
exhibit a lack of respect for other people.

Thene4 de6initety a less piendty atmosphere
than when I 4takted. It'4 tike people axe
tegke64ing and they ate going back into thew
4etve4.

Cold. Outoide a4 wet a4 aside. Wo gating
40 big heke... 1 Ott that I'm just a very
4ma.0 part of what's going on now... I feet
zecuke £n it any how; it doesn't bother me.

Those students who did find a sense of community felt that there
was a cooperative spirit and cohesivenes among the students. To them,
the atmosphere on campus was friendly, relaxed, and informal.

Very Oiendey... It's a very 6kiendty atmosphere
and most oi.the 4tudent4 ate tatting to hetp
each other?. out.

A number of students cited features indicative of a social orien-
tation on campus, as exemplified by the good school spirit at athletic
events. However, the emphasis on the social aspects was not to the
exclusion of academic pursuits; they thought there was a good balance
between both aspects of campus life.

Lt14 make OA Luz among the studious joviatity
of something tike that, where you do you& work
and you Stitt have a good time.

It's a Aegutan Ivy League type 4chooL. It's

.ponds- oriented and beet bast's and art that.

However, as many students described student apathy on campus, as
exemplified by the lack of tradition, group spirit, and concern for the
school. Students were described as having little feeling for the
University and were just waiting for the end of the school year or for
graduation.
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I think there was more sotidatity when I
IciAst came in. Thete's mote apathy now.
Kid6 don't matey calm one way o& the other
what happens white they are on campua.

Academic/Scholarly Aspects

Few students described the atmosphere at SUNY/B in terms of
scholarship. Those who did said that the atmosphere was unintellectual,
that academically, it was decaying and stagnating, that the ratio of
students to faculty was too large, and that students were not interested
in academic pursuits, and some used the University as an escape from the
draft. They could stay in school with a minimum of effort in their
courses, especially since the implementation of the satisfactory-
unsatisfactory grading system. These students felt that the University
no longer deserved its reputation for academic excellence because it
was too easy for students to achieve good grades, and prominent faculty
members had already begun to leave for other institutions.

The atmosphete hete IA zickeningty unintettectuat.
I mean, it was bad when I came it's Ague now...
What I'm saying thene'.6 so many easy ways to
get out... What &eatty bugS me da the whote dis-
dain oi tewming, even a hatted son tea/ming you
can 4en6e hete.

I think this schoot is very ovennated. Peopte
come helm, and it's so easy to do wett.

Conversely, a few reported an emphasis on scholarship, sometimes
in specified parts of the campus, for example, at Ridge Lea or within
the Engineering Building. These students. found the atmosphere to be
conducive to learning. They enjoyed the-intellectual challenge pre-
sented by their course work and their own and other students' interest
in learning.

I think the intettectuat atmosphere is one
06 chateenge and one o b a conotant 4eatch and
a te-evacuation instead ol6 Pat a mere
acceptance.

unnaxy

Although a couple of students reported themselves unable to describe
the atmosphere of the University, most students gave a variety of re-
sponses in their efforts'to describe the University as they saw it. The
predominant focus of the descriptions was on the liberalism and diversity
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to be found on campus. Although students' reactions were predominantly
positive to these aspects, there were comments that the personal free-
dom and openness of expression were sometimes abused.

Nearly one-half of the students described aspects of the atmosphere,
but a majority of these reported the absence of a community spirit.
Only a few students dealt with academic aspects of the atmosphere.

In general, the University was described in terms of the attitudes
and activities of its current student population. For these students the
diversity of opinions and people interacting in an atmosphere of person-
al fceedom made the University an exciting and vital place to be.

University Environment and Student Maturity

Students who were still enrolled at SUNY/B were asked whether they
found the University environment to be conducive to their maturing.
Most (89%) responded affirmatively; only two said that the environment
was not, at least in some way, conducive to their maturing, and 8 per-
cent were unsure of the effect of the environment on.student maturity.

Any appraisal of characteristics of the University environment
which relate to individual maturity fall, of course, within the def-
inition of the personal development dimension. Notwithstanding, the
characteristics which were cited as conducive to maturing were spread
across all three of the major dimensions. In order to maintain their
compatibility to descriptions of atmosphere (Table 2.4), and to
represent the major emphasis of student responses, the academic dimen-
sion is again divided into its two aspects: University: liberalism and
diversity and academic.

The characteristics of the University environment which students
mentioned as having a positive effect on their maturing were not only,
diverse but often reflected various definitions of maturity. A few
of those students who felt that the college experience was conducive
to their maturing added that they also found other situations which
were not directly related to the University, to be maturing such as
off-campus employment. A few others remarked that any environment in
which they had spent ages 17-21 would be maturing.

Liberalism and Diversity

.A majority of students cited features which were representative of
the liberaliSm and diversity of the University environment (Table 2.5).
Specifically, more than one-third felt that the variety of ideas,
people, and activities to which they were exposed facilitated their
maturing. They welcomed the opportunity to exchange ideas, to examine
different points of view, and to participate in new and different
activities. Frequently they described themselves as more liberal and
openHminded, more aware, with wider interests and involvements.
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TABLE 2.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TflE UNIVERSITY
RELATED TO MATURING

CHARACTERISTICS % of students

ENVIRONMENT IS CONDUCIVE TO MATURING 87

CONDUCIVE IN SOMEWAYS; NOT CONDUCIVE IN OTHERS 2

ENVIRONMENT IS NOT CONDUCIVE TO MATURING 3

DON'T KNOW 8

CHARACTERISTICS CONDUCIVE TO MATURING

Univeuity: LLbutalizm and Diveuity 52

Exposure to numerous and diverse people, ideas,
activities/exchange of ideas 35

Freedom to decide own views, values/to
develop any way you choose 13

Experiences in general/total environment/
constant flux 12

Pex6onae Redspon6ibULty 40

Being on my own/away from home/opportunity
to make decisions/learn to cope with
different situations/develop self-control
and confidence

Sociat Expeitience6 25

Friendships/interacting with others/living
with others/learning about people

Academic Adpect4 18

Learning/classes /opportunity to broaden
knowledge/being in academic community 15

Job preparation/career decisions 5

Cannot 4pecik conducive chaucteit,i4tia 3

(Cont,d.on next page)
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TABLE 2.5 ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UNIVERSITY
RELATED TO MATURING (cont'd.)

CHARACTERISTICS % of students

CHARACTERISTICS NOT CONDUCIVE TO MATURING

Socia. Expenience 5

University does not foster sense of community/
lacks humanitarian goals/less conducive
for commuters/association with inrnature
group of people not conducive

Peuonat Rupontsibitity 3

Gain more from working/Work provides challenging
opportunities

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (60)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (119)

14 anything,it'A given me the chance to
exputience untimited number. oi things and
that I wouldn't have expetLenced i6 I won't
here. It'A got me invotved in thingA... It'A
widened my inteteztz in just sociat alquets on
sociat and cue-taut changeA. Just Aociety as
a whole how it's changing. it's made me mote
mane o6 just many, many mote things.

Thete ate a tot of thingA going onl and the/Le
ate a. tot o6 piaceA to hang atoand and meet
peopte,)and it's centainty nice to meet people
di44ekent itom you... You pozAibLy matune juAt
by knowing other di44exent hinds of people...
You get a chance to talk to other people and
heat. some (56 that views.

Related comments, given by a number of students described the
University environment as one in which students not only had personal
freedom and lack of restrictions, also one which actively encouraged
students to form their own views and opinions, to determine their values,
and to develop in their own particular way and, in general, to attain a
better understanding of themselves.
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You can do anything you want, and Lt depends
on the individuat... 16 he makes the Right
decision, he can mature in this type of an
atmosphae, I think.

My views have changed since you've gotten
mite viewpoints... taking a tittte bit o6
what everybody says, because thene ate 40
many di 6iekent paints of view at this schoa
and you come to 6oAm you' own view.

It's atho made me delve verty deep'y into my
own peAsonatity and my own makeup and qty
.to understand me.

Therm axe a tot ol6 chattenges to one's
peAsonatity to give someone a chance to
develop in any way they want.

In addition, a number of students explained that everything in the
environment - the total experience - contributed to their maturing. Just
being at the University, and in the constant flux of this environment
was helpful to them.

Personal Responsibility

Some of the students cited opportunities available at the University
which encouraged them to accept personal responsibility. Most of these
students said that being away from home and on their own, making their
own decisions, and providing for their own immediate needs contributed to
their sense of self-confidence, competence, and independence, features
which they considered components of maturity.

I'm very much on my own and I have to
decide a tot oi things by mysai.

Individuatty I was deicinitety given mane
Aesponsibitity than I was pneviousty,
be6one I got therm. You have mane 'moon-
sibitity and you have to nety on youAseeli.

Living in an apartment and going to a big
schoot tike this, it's quite a be o6 Ptee-
dom. And lotus a Sew decisions of your own
on a day-to-day basis. You make them and
you get 6eedback, and you bind out how allet2
it tanned out and that's the way you matutc,
I think. You do things and you .learn ikom
what you do,
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I'm not az ailtaid o6 as many things in tiie ad
I Wad beione. I mean I'm not aikaid of big
citiez or I'm not quid o6 p4oliezzonz on people,
my zupotiou... 1 think it has hetped my coniidence
a tot /matey coming here.

Social Experience

One-fourth of the students remarked that social experiences were
important factors in their maturing. Their comments described meeting
people, establishing friendships and other relationships, interacting
and/or living with other people. They considered learning to understand .

and to accept others, and being able to get along with different types
of people as important aspects of their maturing which had been facil-
itated by the many types of people to be found within the University
environment.

I think jurt knowing peopte and being
azzociated with them and teaAning to accept
them 4.4 paht Oi matuking.

It'd again, meeting up with good people
and getting a tot Otom them and des° giving.

...with the dibienent peAzonatitiez, the
peopte, and teaAning to get along with them.

Academic Aspects

Academic aspects were menticned as a maturing influence by almost
one-fifth of the students. Learning in general - -lasses, contacts with
faculty, and opportunities to increase their know were among the
features of the University environment which th- ;udents mentioned as
beneficial. A few students said that choosing preparing for a
career proved helpful.

Intettectuatty it'z been mattaing... I've
been tea/ming things and ztakting to be
aware o6 the boundaniez of my 6ietd.

And then again the/Le wa4 a tot o6 oppon-
tanitiez to broaden my knowtedge, zuch
ad taking comzez that were not deiinitay
ketated to my major, thinge, tike MUdiC
Hiztong.
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Judi teanning 40 many thing4, in and out
of the awsuom, about the would and °theft
people.

Only 5 percent of the students said that the college experience was
conducive to maturing without being able to specify any particular envir-
onmental characteristics which facilitated such maturing.

Characteristics Not Conducive to Maturing

Although a few students reported themselves unable to decide whether
the University atmosphere was conducive to maturing, only two students
described it as an environment which in no way facilitated their maturing.
One other student also reported characteristics of the environment which
were not conducive to maturing, as well as some which were. The impedi-
ments to maturing were seen as lack of a set of humanitarian university
goals and inadequate opportunitm for people to come together and develop
a sense of community.

It nutty ha4n't had that much Wect on me
because I've been a commuter... Its4 tike
kind o6 an extension of high schout, and I
think it's too bad that 1z id4 have to commute.
I think i'4 good Lox everybody t.o get away,
and then you'Ae in the ti lle Ln the 6utte4t.
I mean, you're 40 invotved Ln the whole
univeuity tike that.

Employment situations were contrasted with the University by a few
students and said to be more challenging and conducive to a person's
developing personal responsibility and self-confidence.

Summary

Most students found the University environment to be conducive to
their maturing. In particular they referred to independence and assuming
responsibility for themselves, the exposure to many different people
and ideas, social interaction and relationships with other people, and the
availability of learning opportunities on campus both in and out of class.
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Changes in the University

The years that most of these students attended college (1966-70)
covered a period of considerable change in higher education nationally
and also at this University. SUNY/B was reorganized into a administra-
tive structure with seven Faculties; academic rules were revised;
curriculum revisions instituted, and the role of en tow pa/Lent:LA
ended. These many changes were concurrent with an increase in student
political activism and campus restiveness also occurring at both the
national and local levels.

What were these students' perceptions of the differences in the
University environment during the four years they were attending .

SUNY/B? This question elicited many responses and most students re-
ported a variety of changes. They discussed differences in types of
students and activities, the increased liberalism of the campus both in
regard to personal freedom and to academic reform, and some just reported
that the campus had change in many ways since they first arrived.
(Table 2.6)

Different Type of Student Interests

Nearly three-fourths of these students described a difference in
the type of student interests found at the University. Specifically,
the most frequently reported difference was a change in the typical
student on the SUNY/B campus. A majority of residents (57%),
but only a few commuters (12%), reported a noticeable change from the
collegiate, fraternity-oriented student to the hippie, drug culture-
oriented student as the campus role model. Many noted the difference
in the appearance of students and in the establishment of a standard
student costume of jeans and long hair.

A number of students commented that fraternities, which had been
very important in their freshman year, had pretty well disappeared by
their junior year.

Thene'4 been a change, it 4eem4, in the type
o6 .41tudent that come here. That appearance,
ii)ut of att, has changed. When I came in and I
imagine the yeaA4 'tight be6one I came in, ptatetn-
itie4 were the big thing, and boo wexe going
around with their toa6e44 and btack zock4 and
ha 't very nice - the cottege-Joe type people,
people who OA the most pat belonged to Otateani-
tie4 becawe it gave them identity. Now inatennitie4
aren't the big thing any mane. Now .c t' ha 'r. and

the muzy clothed and the pot and eveltything et6e,
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TABLE 2.6 CHANGFS IN THE UNIVERSITY

CHANGE % of students

AL66etent Type cl6 Student Tyttekeztz

Less collegiate, more drug-oriented culture

Increased awareness of general political
issues

Increased student involvement and

32

30

72

activity on campus issues 26

Dirty and unpleasant Student Union/
fewer social activities on campus/
spectre of student violence 16

Morse Libenat Campus 48

More liberal campus 23

Curriculum revisions: departmental and
general 21

Changed administrative policies: drop and
add, registration 15

Colleges and experimental or Bulletin Board
courses/dropping ROTC 10

Coed dorms, alcohol on campus 10

Mi4eeteaneouz 21

Many changes 11

Two presidents since 1966 5

Bigger/newer campus 5

Other 5

Not aware of general changes
only academic changes 10

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (61)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (150).
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[Contici.] and these peopte cum pseudo-hippies
most o4 them. It's a contest who could wean
the most way-out clothing, who cowed took the
dintiest, and it's just the way they go about
it has changed, but it 4.4 ion the same things.

When I came up here, there was stilt taxgety
a Oatennity cuLtuke, Saturday nights dates,
certain modes os dke,64. It's dilgekent Strom
the hippie -Sneak -drug °Attune you have now.
In ()then words it just seems make .interesting
to be here now. Not that there stitt aren't
dress modes and there's just another cuttuke
substitute Son the oftiginat one, and this one
seems mime intekesting, L2.64 uptight.

The second most frequently reported difference, noted by all groups,
described a different kind of involvement and activities for SUNY/B
students. Interviewees referred to the increased political awareness
and activity of students in general. Political issues, both as mani-
fested on this campus (ROTC, Themis) and off campus on the national
scene (Vietnam War), were of apparent concern to a greater number of
students than in earlier years.

A number of politically concerned students on campus called
for and engaged in radical tactics and actions in response to the
issues, but a few of the interviewees commented that they did not re-
gard the radical group as representative of the students as a whole,
although they thought most students were interested in change.

The potiticat ieeting oil the campus, the
Imputation oti the school it ,14 now known
as the Beaketejoi the East... I don't tike
being grabbed every 6ive minutes Son, "Witt
you contkibute to this; wite you contAibute to
that." And when you say no, you get diAty
Loofa and words under theilL breath. I don't
tike the fleeting that "they" - I don't know
who they are but it's a group oi peopte. "They"
want to do something so what they' lm doing i4 night
Son everybody... These peopte are preaching "Change'
the wontd, change you ideas." But is your ideas
are diiiekent than theiks and you've thinking Son
youAseti, you're wrong. And so they're being vent'
hypoutiticat. I 4eet, anyway, so I just don't
tike the mood on campus.
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I say dugs Am/4 have had a stung inguence
plus just the geneAat te6oAm movement around the
countAy. Radicatism has changed the univemity
a tot. The vote £4 not the main activity on
campus anymore; it's Aevotation. So theAe's
anotheA thing, and .they've vent' closely connected,
the duos. and Aevotution. Because when you smoke
drugs it puts you immediatety ill an anti.-goveiciwient.
You ate already an anti-goveAnment because you au
a maninat. You are an outtaw. You are subject
to auest, and paranoia £4 .the biething around
thin UniveAsity. probably the most common
emotional men-tae state next to being atoned.
EveAyone id super-paAanoid and they axe paAanoid
against this ckeeping government and that's what
stots you obi, I think.

But I Aeatty can't go along with the students
who want to viotentty putt down the cortege -
a punishment lion the olidiciats OA not changing it

because I can't see how they coutd possibly
represent the voice ol5 the students. The aveAage
student does want changes, but he does want to
get an education lioAemost. Like closing down the
cortege, you'ne not huAling anyone but the
students.

In addition, nearly as many reported increased student involvement in
campus policy and decision making, which included departmental and curricu-
lum revisions, faculty tenure, and other University issues which concerned
students on this campus. This increased student involvement was reported
by about one-quarter of the students, more often by men (38%) than women

(5%).

I see the student body being mote vocal in how
the Univeuity itset6 44 going to a6lect them.
They've teatizing that they have a say in what
is going to happen to them. They heel that
they shoutd have a say in what's going on and that
seems to be the trend in the University system,
where students ate making demands.

The students Aquae to be pushed around anymore
and toed what to do, and this is happening whether
41.1t,a by parents , whether it is by ateAgy, by the
government and by the admin,istAation here. It's

our schoo.e. It's my school.
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A few students commented on the change in Norton Student Union and
student activities which occurred during their college years. The
differences all described as negative, were seen as part and parcel of
the change in the dominant life style on campus. These students used
Norton Union as an example to typify the changed mode of dress and be-
havior on campus. A few students, all residents, noted a lessening
of interest in organized student activities on campus.

I can't stand waking thAough Nonton Union.
There'd too many people and that, and the ptace
is 40 £U._thy, tike there's people sitting all
overt the place. You wank downsta,im dulling the
day and it's just impossible to get thiLough. I

don't know, it's just everyone seem 40 phony and
a tot of the people .there. I just don't tike the
Union at att.; I don't know school has changed a
tot.

Now evertybody o66 campuZ. Winton Union can be
dead at night. Beione, evetybody used to be around.
People are just homebodies now. They just keep to
themetves, and you don't zee anybody anymore, and
it's a whole atmosphere helm. They come
to schoot, they go to classes, and they leave.

More Liberal Campus

Nearly half the students described some way in which they felt this

campus had become more liberal. They commented about the relaxation of
dorm visitation and alcoholic beverage rules, and also about academic
changes which resulted in more flexible rules and requireMents.

So much mane tibertat about having open doltms,
open houm, which theme wasn't when I was a
ineshman. The &quoit pot icy on campus, the
bazic and distAibution nequinements, the rel-
evant coutse4 and the student demands... when I
was a iteshman there was a policy set; there
was no way oti getting out of it. Once you took
a coume you couldn't &top it, but now you can
dkop it up to the end oi ctasses which i4 tftemen-
daub. Just the whole tibmat atmosphene of the
school.

When I ii&st Lived in Attenhukzt, i6 a Univemity
coed was seen, caught on Attenhunst block, she
was .table to be suspended. Now gilds are tiving

there. There was no open house in Attenhurtst, no
&quoit, no anything. It was PunLtan Society - no
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[Cont'd.] skn - no sin on AttenhuAst btock.
14 you were a 4/Leak, then you were a steak.
I mean people woad soAt of took at you as
you watk by. 14 you had tong haiA and a
beard, you were a 4teak. People would go
"Wow, what a 4Aeak!" 1.4 you smoked maAijuana
you were a pothead. You were something dis-
tinguished 4Aom most everybody ase. The one
kid in my Attenhuratoouittwho was staAting to
expeAiment with &tugs was totatey ,corned. He
was atmost busted. He was told to Leave, to go
home to NYC an he wound be a/Lusted probably.
Ws to-tatty changed.

Academic changes cited as examples of how this campus had become
more liberal were reported in several specific categories: curriculum
revisions (21%), changed administrative policies for registration, drop
and add, etc. (15 %); Colleges, experimental and Bulletin Board courses
(10%).*

It seemed to be much mote Aigid,academicatty
especiatty. It didn't oi4en the same things
it oiiva now, whethet they ate good on bad.
It has expanded ttemendousty. Mau speci4icatty
the/Le's a tot o4 couAses now that wenen't o44exed.
betime.

Wett, the/Leis the Cottege A thing and the new
campus, and I think the cortege as a whale has
become a tittte mite 4Aee... everything A.4
changing so 4a6t night now. The Aequitements,
what you have to take and eveAything...,I think
that the individuat depaAtments ate .ea zing

that the students - they want education that
Whey 4ee2 is impoAtant to them. I mean the
couAses that they want to take.

Miscellaneous Changes

A few students described general differences or reported that there
brtd been changes without specifying them. Among the miscellaneous
differences mentioned by only a few students were the gl-owth of the Univer-
sity - either in size and population or in reference to the development
of the new campus and the succession or changeover in the University
presidency.

*For student reaction to three specific academic changes: four course
load, S/U grading and B & D revisions see Chapter 3.
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I think the changes have been inteusting.
I Sind it hand to come up with an intetti-
gent comment on them. But changes in
general, because the changes have been so
vattied.

Just the size 06 the Univetts-c ty... like the
expansion onto the Ridge Lea Campus.

When I sat in my 6aeshman convocation, Pusident
Meyer on addausing La, took 06 his mortar
board and put on a Oteshman beanie, and he said
something tike, "Welcome Se tow 6ushmen." It
was his &but yeah... As a mattek o6 6act now,
Pmzident Meyeason didn't even make it as lian as
his Se tow 6teshmen have made it.

Summary

Almost all student were aware of a variety of changes in the University
since they had arrived as freshmen in 1966. Most frequently they described
ways in which students at SUNY/B were different - in dress, living style,
and activities - especially political awareness and involvement, and concern
and involvement with the policies of their own University. They also re-
ported changes in academic and social regulations of the University which
had transformed a formerly rigid academic structure to one of considerable
flexibility, and had ceased trying to legislate morality by doing away with
most dormitory regulations as well as permitting the use of alcohol on
campus. Many examples of particular issues or changes were cited and dis-
cussed as these students sorted through the changes they perceived as they
were getting ready to leave a campus different from the one they had entered
four years earlier.

There's a geneaation gap between the senior
ceazs and the iushman class. There's such
a diliienence in opinions and values. Maybe
they'll change by the time they've gotten
through Out years 06 school, too, but I have
a peeling that they'll never be what we ate
now. And you dee 40 many strangely cke6sed
people around hete,and I think also that the
values have changed a great cleat, too, around
here. That there's so much talk about 6/tee
Love, and dugs are so puvelant, and people
just In a sense they do cake about others,
but I think in a guater sense they don't.
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ECont'd.] They'ne mane intenated in doing
the it own thing, and they go out ion ctaszez
in a veny - I don't know how to put it. Like
they get att excited about it Or a coupe day4
on a Ow months and then att o6 a sudden itsz
&Lopped and they tarty/ to something etse, and they
never zee anything dough anymore. And I don't
know ifi we even did that. 1 4eet tike I'm talking
We an old Lady, but 1 can zee a tot o6 dibiek-
ences since I've been here.

Chapter Summary

In order of frequency, students saw the 6unctionz of a University
as personal growth and development of students, academic/intellectual
experiences, service to society and community, and vocational prepara-
tion. It would seem that they were personally able to utilize these
functions because they reported that the vaeue6 cl6 a cottege education
for them were personal development, academic/intellectual experiences,
vocational preparation,and social experiences.

EVery interviewee was interested in students having some role in
deciAion making at the Univen4ity. Many wanted an active role; others
wanted students to have an advisory role in decision - making at the
University.

In describing the Univet4iAyatmo4phene students most frequently
said it was free, liberal and open, and second most frequently described
divisions among students which inhibited their interaction and resulted
in set groups and cliques.

Students regarded the Univensity envinonment as conducive to their
maturing especially because of the many opportunities to exercise indi-
vidual responsibility and freedom of choice and also because of the
diversity of ideas and people with which to interact and test one's own
ideas and values.

Reported changer in the Univelaity during the time these students
attended included a less collegiate more drug-culture oriented student
body, greater student interest and awareness of political issues, greater
involvement of students in campus issues, and a more liberal campus in
terms of academic and curriculum reforms as well as dorm and alcohol
regulations and policies.
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CHAPTER III

THE ACADEMIC LIFE

Students' descriptions of their academic lives provide infor-
mation about a major dimension of the environment at the University.
Students approach academic aspects of the University with varying
goals in mind, seeking and rejecting experiences as they relate to
these goals which are also subject to change between freshman and
later years.

In the fourth year interviews, several facets of the academic
area were explored including students' opinions about changes in
academic policies of the University, their reaction to academic
competition, to their courses and choice of major, as well as their
opinions of faculty and relationships with faculty.

This group of students began their studies under one set of
academic policies and lived through changes which affected grading
regulations, standard course load and curricula, including both
general requirements and departmental program changes. Their
reports of their academic experiences are affected by the extra
confusion which arose from living through such changes.

Opinions of Academic Changes

Three specific academic changes were instituted in fall 1969,
the fourth year of these students' University experience. They
included a shift from a standard academic load of five three-hour
courses to four four-hour courses, the option to elect Satisfactory/
Unsatisfactory grading for up to one-fourth of a student's course-
work, and modification of the basic and distribution requirements
previously required of all students by the Division of Undergraduate
Studies. The new Distribution Requirements are based on a division
of courses into three main areas of study: Humanities, Science
and Technology, and Social Sciences. Students now need to complete
a minimum of 2L hours in the two main areas outside their own field
of concentration and fulfill the requirements of their own major
department. In this way,,one of the three areas can be avoided

altogether if desired.
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TABLE 3.1 OPINION OF ACADEMIC CHANGES

REACTIONS % of students

Four. Coun,se Load

Positive comments only 73
Negative comments only 12
Both positive and negative comments 8

Neutral change is not significantly different 7

Satiz 6actoity/Linza-tiz 6actwuj Grading

Positive comments only 59
Positive comments but concern with graduate

school acceptance 20

Negative comments only 10

Both positive and negative comments 10

Basic. g natAibution RequiumentA Modillieation

Positive comments only 65

Negative comments only 13
Both positive and negative comments 8

Neutral, not aware, not affected 13

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (60)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (260)

During their third year, these students had expressed their
reactions to these changes as proposals under discussion. Reaction
then was generally favorable.* In this interview they were asked to
react to the changes as instituted. Not all students reported personal
experience with all three academic changes. Nearly all were affected
by the four course load; some had tried S/U grading in one or more
courses, tut because many were so near graduation, very few of them
were aware of exactly what the basic and distribution (B&D) modifica
tions involved.

*Rott, M., The Univeiaity Expelience, the th.ZAd wean, University
Research, State University of New York at Buffalo0_1972.
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In general the changes were received favorably (Table 3.1). These
students were most positive about the four course load; nearly twice
as many reacted favorably to this change in practice as had anticipated
a favorable response when it was proposed (73% 1970, 36% 1969). Nearly
twothirds of these students favored the B&D modifications. Fewer
students were completely positive in their reactions to S/U grading than
had anticipated being so (59% 1970, 68% 1969); however, another 20 per
cent expressed personally favorable reactions although they had some
reservations about how graduate schools would react to S's on a
student record.

Four Course Load

Favorable comments about the change from a five course load to
four course load tended to stress the beneficial effect on the student
that his or her workload would be easier because of having fewer
subjects about which to be concerned. Students reported feeling less
pressure and having extra time either to concentrate in depth on the
four subjects or to pursue other interests.

I think it14 peat, I Aeatty do. It wa4
slanted this yea/ and oS couue I can't
take advantage oS Lt. But I've always
Sound since 6Auhman yeah that .here was
always one couue that was juist pu4hed
under. I neveA had tine Sok it and one
course always &LW/Led.

Five couA4e4 i4 too much. The Souk course
toad, especiatty ill you want to do the work,
it Aeatey give4 you an oppoktunity a s inten4i
6ying. That really helped.

Nobody can caviy 4ive couum a semester 6oA
Souk yearns that they realty tike. So you
Sind people taking gakbage com4e4...
Whit; the/W4 60 much iiteeA in yowl_ work
toad. The big game on &Lop and add day, "Hey,
got a good coukse?" "Yeah, ate A'4, we heard
he gave att A's tact zeme4teA." ...it's become
a joke atteady and the Souk coukse toad etiMinates
that... You pkobabty have make quality contkot
nvek yowl_ education.
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I don't think the/Leis any neduction in work
at ate, deiinitety. When I heard about it
I was under!. the imp/cession that this was to
reduce the workload 40 that the students
cowed put mane into each individual course,
but I've come to maize that it was to inckease
the wonktoad in each comze, to maize the stu-
dent penlionm,which Ins not as good as I oAigi-
natty thought, but it's stilt better than the
Live coultze system, because I &i.nd it easier to
do - on anyway mom_ zattziying and easim ion
that reason - to do a better job on 6eweA things
than a not 40 good job on a tot o6 things,

Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory Grading Option

Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory grading for a portion of the student's
work was received favorably by a majority of interviewees. They
recommended S/U for non-major courses, for exploratory courses, for
a reduced workload in one course, or to keep a low mark from adversely
affecting a student's average.

I think it's good you want to save you/L. cum.

Ecumulative GPA] Like I took Acting on pass/Pit
because I had to maize the Dean's Lizt once mite.
I just had to and I knew I was going to get a C
in that; 40 1 Iiiguned Li 1 took it pass/liail, then
they don't average it in.

I think it attom lion much mote itexibitity than
was avaitabte to the student beime. And I think
it attow him to search ()then meets that he might
not have been able to beione because he was aptaid
oti a bad ma/Lk and because this can lower his whole
aye/cage and a6liect hiz whale 6utuke, and I think it
attowz him to delve into these new was, and it
gives him more oppoAtunities..

There one some counses you may want to take and
not do that much wank bon just out of curtiozity
and a passing .interest. The S/U system attom you
to take them without sear of 6ailunein the course
or a V on C. T think it's a good thing. I deiiniteey
wouldn't suggest it iot all counses.
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Other students, almost one-third, made both positive and negative
comments. For most of these students their only reservation was the
possible unfavorable reactions of graduate schools to S/U grading on
an applicant's record.

Others thought that S/U might have deleterious results for certain
students, freshmen, for example. A few students reacted negatively to
the whole idea of S/U grading.

The pitobtem is you want -to go on to grad
schoot. So I wouldn't ,tecommend that you
take them in you& majot. So it's in a 4en4e
that it's good that OUA schoot 4.6 that tibeltat,
but it's hand when other schoots anent.

I think .it'd good except they shoutdn't allow
it in Steshman yeah because the attitude that
Steshmen to them cottege easiet than high
schoot... I think that's making it a tittte bit
too easy to staltt out with. Like you don't
have any A.e4pect Son what you ate going to be
going through.

I don't think the student .L4 going to tearm much
that way. There would be no treason to my
becau4e why shoutd you tty that hand? You know
you ate going to make a usatiqactoxy" without
having to do anything, It14 jurt tike you take
the couue, tike you take iive coups e6 and you
take one o6 them sati46actom, and you can just
study Sot aft the °then. Soon, and just get a
4ati44actony in that, and that14 it.

A few students discussed written evaluation as a possible alterna-
tive method of grading, and most of those who did thought it would be
a good idea, although they felt the large size of classes would limit
the possibility of a professor knowing a student well enough to write
a meaningful evaluation.

Basic and Distribution Requirements Modification

The change from B&D requirements usually had to be explained to
the interviewees before they could react to it. Most of them had ful-
filled the previous set of requirements a year or more earlier, so
their reactions, generally favorable, usually related to its effect on
new SUN /B students. Most of the students who made positive comments
said the modification increased individual freedom of choice, a principle
they valued highly and were glad to see extended.
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It's kind o6 hand ban me to say because I
went through the ad system. But I think
that thi4 wilt alt ow a tot mone
too. And I think thi4 LA good because some
of the courses I took just because I had to
take them.

Fon the new student he has a great advantage,
he can take a tot mime etectives, a tot mote
coutses that he's inteusted in. It's good
now.

It's a dangenow4 togic. "We know what's good
tion you." It's that type as Logic which
wooed nathen sulitim my own mi4take4 than

somebody etse's. So I think it's much
better that they've been .loosened, Let's 4ay.

It attows mane lineedom to the student, and
Lt's 'mason enough iot Lt, I think.

For two students, the relaxation of B&D requirements meant that
their procrastination in fulfilling requirements they dreaded or dis-
liked had paid off; they no longer had to meet their original set of
requirements.

I Love them 4imp.ey because they saved my ti 6e.
I wouldn't be graduating pnobabty. FOA one
thing I hetd out on taking math iot a tong time
and that used to be a nequinement... time I am

going through three yean4 school and everybody
else has got thein math and science in, but then
they changed them around, and I was tacky because
tike people were made at me because 1 got away.
That was puke tuck. But I am really glad they
just &topped that.

Because the changes were usually not personally meaningful, a
few students did not express an opinion. A few expressed a negative
one on the grounds that the benefits of a well-rounded, liberal
education were being lost, or that freshmen needed structure and
guidance to insure their exploration of a variety of subject areas.
A few students would have preferred to have avoided some of their
requirements, but in retrospect did see advantages in structuring
the academic experience of incoming freshmen.

I think it would be nice to requite at /east one
course in one of them, tike nequine one in each
[area]. I'm fan the general.
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I didn't want to take math Oh a Language, but
the otheA things, zp&eading them out - When I
6itst got heke I Aeatty didn't know what to
take, and .it sent oi tike gave me diAection
the iciAst yeaA anyway").

I agxeed with the basic and distAibution &equine-
mentz when we had it because I think that a typical
6/Leshman kid, 1 think that they showed be diucted
a6 an incoming 4Aeshman. You au soAt of ioAced
into taking the night things. People showed have
a Language and this way you can avoid taking a
Language, and you can avoid taking everything that
makes zenze.

Reaction to Their Basic and Distribution Requirements

Students were asked if in fulfilling their B&D requirements,
they had discovered any new interests. A majority of them reported
that they had indeed discovered new interests via their required
courses (Table 3.2). Several men said they had chosen all inter-
esting courses to fulfill their requirements. However, over one-
third, more residents (48%) than commuters (18%), reported that no
new interests had resulted from being exposed to a variety of
required courses.

1 think that happen") a Lot time, that you
take a coutae that you have to and then you
do neatize that you Aeatty tike the matetiat.

These geneut things, they weAen't that
good. They wee too genetat PA one thing.
Most a, the people who taught it just taught
it az a matte& oi coume, the /Late kind of thing.
You took yam thue testa 04 two tes ts, took
your, mark in it and said, Vete, that's out
06 the way." As a matte& o fact, 1 can't
even think os one that I was happy in.

TABLE 3.2 REACTION TO BASIC AND DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS

DISCOVERY OF INTERESTS % of students

Found an interest via requirements 54

Requirements were interesting 8

No interest from required courses 38

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (50)

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (50)
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Summary

Generally the responses of these students to the three academic
changes were very favorable although a few students expressed reser-
vations about each, and a very few reacted negatively to each change.
When students discussed changes in the University since they had
matriculated, these academic changes were frequently cited again as
examples of increasing flexibility and progress toward improvement
of the University program (see Changes in the University, p.40).

Acadendc Competition

Many students said that SUNY/B was academically competitive;
only a few said it was not (Table 3.3).

Peop'e have to [compete]. Everybody I tatk to,
they axe atway4 wokkying about gxade6 and te4t6.

Very. We've got 15 X majoA4 in what I'm in
now... and they tett u.6 that they axe onty
going to graduate 30 oi u4 out oil the 75, 40
that'A pnetty competitive.

In the ptogum I wa4 in, and with the abitity
I had, Lt wun't competitive, and I am g!ad

it.

A few others said that whether or not there was competition
depended on the type of course, their interest in d particular course,
or the people who were taking the course; for example, pre-med or
pre-dent students felt they had to be competitive in order to acquire
an excellent undergraduate average to present to professional schools.

In 40Me COUA4e4, tike wheke you have 300 kid.s in
the cta4.6 and they grade on the curve, zometime4
you'ke competing in tha6e.

Some people axe competing apeciatty tcok med
4choot4 now; thence Lo competition among people
who axe apptying to med 4choot4.

Although many students reported the presence of competition,
40 percent, especially residents (71%), said that they did not
participate in that competition.- that they did not choose to com-
pete with others.
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I don't 6ea I'm competing with anyone, I 6eet
Like I'm here to tutu what I want to Leann.
I'm not 40 intenested in gitades anymou.

I haven't Zet it bother me. FOIL one thing, I

haven't even noticed even i6 it would have been,
becau6e that's not something that womb:Iwo/ay
me on something that I (mufti object to simpey
because I don't cake about Lt.

[It's] 6o4 the top spot; I don't want the to
spot.'

TABLE 3.3 ACADEMIC COMPETITION

PRESENCE % of students

Yes 68

No 16

Depends: in some comsesiaccoAdimg to my intetest
in the couue/compete with my6et.6

Von't know 4

12

COMMENTS

No effect 40

Less than at first 25
More lately 7

REACTIONS

POSITIVE 27

Stimulating/inspires harder work/like it 26

Good idea 18

NEGATIVE and MIXEV 23

Bad idea/dislike it 19

Theory is good but I don't like it personally 3

NUMBER OF STUVENTS 091

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (1591
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One-quarter of the students mentioned that there was less
competition than in their earlier undergraduate years. Some of these
attributed this difference to changes either in the courses or the
grading options; others said their own attitude toward grades and
marks had undergone a change.

In biggeh classes, you know, the 100/200 level
awes: there we 40 many students they had
to make it on a =aye so you were up against
othek people. With zmattek ceased it's not
that way.

Less than when I iitst came helve and I think
that i4 a tot oi that because there are .teas
courses and the pass/6ait. option. I don't
think that the students ate inteusted in com-
peting anymore, they axe doing away with it.

I didn't kind it competitive that much except
the kikzt year because I was seated... When I
6itst got hence I thought it was going to be
Aeatty hand, and I teatized that I cowed do ate
right, and I knew my capacities weren't keatty
that bad. 16 there was more competition, then
it woad have been handers to get marks than it
was Sox me.

There was competition because I had to get better
grades because I knew I was going to med zchoot.
I knew that's what the grade wad Son; that was
atmort make impoAtant than Lea/Lning at the time,
learning what was in the couk6e. The grade was the
most .important thing. I had to get a bunch '26 good
grades no matter what it was in. I just had to 'get
those good grades, and that disappeared. The
ptesswie Sot med school is oSS me now,* my grades
don't mean anything as tong as I pass. So I stat
tike to get good grades because I Like to ,learn what's
there to otiliert. When you .learn that, you do uzuatty
get a good grade, do wakking out. I'm doing
better now without the pAutsuke than I did betioke
with the pressure. My grades are better.

*Student had been accepted into professional school.
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Not all students expressed their reaction to the presence of
academic competition, but over one-fourth of the students considered
it to be stimulating and conducive to their working harder. A few,

more women (26%) than men (12%), considered competition a good idea
in general and said that it was an integral part of life in or out
of school.

Oh, its veity, very competitive... 1 tike the
competition because it brings out the best in
me.

I think it good /matey because the students
have to study hatd, and I think they get some-
thing out o4 it, mote out of the course by neatly
putting something into it.

It's good i4 you don't get obsessed with it.
There cute ptenty oi peep& who want a cottage
education, and i4 you're not witting to wank,

you ate not witting to put a Litt& sweat
into what you ate going to get out o4 it, then
I don't think you deserve to. I've worked hand
4ort. everything I've teanned in and out o4 zchoot,
and I think that too many people expect that an
education is owed to them.

But I think that this L6 good because I think it
id an academic chatZenge, and I think thiz
stimutates intettectuat growth and cuitiozity...
I think L L4 jubt natmat to compare oneseti
with everyone else and I'm sane that everybody
does it.

Nearly one-quarter of the students, including two who also
expressed some positive feelings, commented that competition was a
bad thing generally and particularly where learning was involved.
They felt that competition soon changed from being stimulating to
become depressing and counterproductive to learning.

I don't tike it because I don't tike wanking under .

pressure yew much. It's di.44icu, it makes me
get upset and then I can't wank as well as I do
when I don't have to worth under ptezzute, but I
think it makes me do a tot more than I woutd
ptobabty do otherwise.
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It's bad. I don't Zike competition. I think
ba4icady competition bungs out the wout in
peopZe. I mean you have peop'e lighting with
each °then, and you don't have peopte £LvLng
together or wokking tog ether... Because when
it's competitive you're keatey set up against
the othek membek4 oi the cea44... it at4o 4okt
o6 atienates you from the other peopee in ctass.

Summary

These students had first been asked about the presence of
academic competition at SUNY/B in their second year interviews.*
The pattern of their responses was quite similar in both second
and fourth years. About twothirds of the students reported the
presence of competition (63% 1968, 68% 1970), and few reported
its absence (11% 1968, 16% 1970). In both years there were those
who said it depended on the course and the persons involved and
because they did not choose to collyete, competition had no
effect on them personally.

Impressions of Courses

When students were asked their impressions of the courses they
had taken over the years they were at SUNY/B, a variety of comments
emerged. Most were general reactions, some were specific to courses
in their major, and some were comparisons of earlier to later courses.

General

Students, general opinions of their courses were mixed but
included more positive than negative comments. About a third
reported that nearly all their courses had been very good, that
there were very few exceptions to the overall quality of courses
on this campus (Table 3.4).

I've never had a couk4e yet that I haven't
enjoyed.

I thought they've been pnetty good. They've
been very intetesting and a bit chateenging.

Wolfe, Nancy, The University Expekience, the second yeah,
University Research, State University of New York at Buffalo, 1971.
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I wowed have to put them into two categories,
those whLch I thought wooed hap me 4peci4icatty
...and those which wound kind o6 make me a mote
intettigent peit4on at a mote knoweedgabZe peAson
anyhow... there's not too many cta44e4 uatty
that didn't have any beneSit4 at att. Most cl6

them were pretty good.

TABLE 3.4 IMPRESSIONS OF UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

IMPRESSION % of students

Positive: all or most were valuable 32

Mixed Reaction: some good, some bad 41

Negative: Most were boring, generally a waste of time 17

No general opinion 10

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (60)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (115)

About as many expressed mixed reactions to their courses
generally more good than bad. A number of students specified that
a few courses were really valuable, enjoyable, or the converse,
that a few courses were really bad and a waste of time.

I had cout4e4 that I think o6 guide A and
comsez that I tlio4oughty datiked... Some
courses that I thought were a totat waste.

As I said thene'4 centain outstanding
mo4tty I think I'tt nememben high point4 as
the velty, very good coulau.

good.
Only a few students said more of their courses were bad than were

I think a good pant os them wasted my time...
Geneaatty oven the tut Sour yearns, I gue44
I've teatned something iltom thi4 Univeuity.
I'd say most o6 what I've seamed a outade
the cta44toom. That was onty two courses 1
Aemetg enjoyed in iota years.
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With a coupte exceptions I was always dissatis-
ied with my coats es because they wee ctummy
courses. Well one exception, this semestek I've
had one teachet... he's the .6inst teacher I've
had since I got to this place. I was matey
sunpAised because he was intenested in getting
a tot oi ideas actoss.

Nearly two-fifths of the students expressed reactions to courses
in their major, and a majority of these praised the courses and con-
tent. The others expressed specific dissatisfaction with particular
courses or with their departmental requirements.

It was wank, thete was a tot o6 wotk but I
iound it inteAuting. It's the iiAst time I
teatty got into my department, I enjoyed Lt.

They weicen't pAacticat at att... they haven't
given anything to me that I cou'd use in a
oacticat way.

The majors eoutzez I took, we just got something
which is as good as nothing as liar as I'm
concerned, an almost that.

Another kind of reaction expressed by some students was that in
retrospect, courses in their third and fourth years were better and
more interesting than courses taken in their first undergraduate years
on campus. For most of these students, the increasingly positive
reaction resulted from being able to concentrate on their major courses,
i.e., those which were most. meaningful to them and relevant to their
academic goal. For a few others, the improvement was because their
requirements, both general and for their major, were completed and
they were taking "fun" or exploratory courses merely to fulfill the
necessary hours for. graduation.

The coutses I've had in the last two yeaAs'
have /matey been the ones 1 ieet ate the
most beneiiciat.because I've had mostly
comses that I teatty wanted in my major.

They wee vem good, especiatty the eau/au
I had in my senion yeah. I think I iiinatty
teaued something meaningiut - something that
I'm 'matey going to use when I get out oil hete...
I'd managed to tie togethen the things
teatned in those three yea u. Without that
tast semesten, I don't think my college education
would have been wonth anything.

I've /matched the point now, I can take what I
want.
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Other reasons for the more favorable reaction to courses in
the later undergraduate years were also given: completion of the
initial basic and distribution requirements in which some students
were not interested, and increased opportunities for independent
study. A number of students commented that they enjoyed the
opportunity of doing more independent study, and working and reading
on their own.

There were com4c4 that I "'tat can 4ee no
pmpoze in having had to take... I mean the
genetat Univeuity, the iiAst two yeaA4.I
wa4 kind o6 disappointed in that.

The 6needom which I bee 4.6 getting mom_ and
move with independent study type 0,6 pujeg4...
I'm taking an honons independent codue...
I'm wonking on a pnoject my4eti and there's
no end .to it. I coutd wank on it On yeau

I wanted to, but it's got to be done by May.

Summary

In general, students' reactions to courses during their three and
one-half years at SUNY/B were somewhat more favorable than unfavorable,
and some reported that later course experiences were better than the
earlier ones.

Satisfaction with Choice of Major

Many students were pleased with their choice of major, but a few
expressed mixed feelings. About one-fifth said they were dissatisfied.
The general reaction of each student was judged to be either positive,
mixed, or negative and so reported in Table 3.5. However, a student
whose general reaction was positive might also have given a response
which was a specific criticism of his major.

I We it. I stitt have neseAvations about a
tot o6 the teaching methods. I don't 6eet the
cow 4e4 ate vent' adequate, a tot ab them. But
I 4titZ tike X just as a 4ubject, and I can put
up with this tack o6 whatever you want to catt
it out o6 the depantment it4et6 4impty becaus e
I can tau back to the 4ubject.

The'Other" category contains unique responses from two men. One plan-
ned to transfer to another institution to obtain a major unavailable
here; his comments concerned only his proposed major. The other



reported personal/financial difficulties arising from his choice of
major because his parents expressed their disapproval of his choice
by reducing their financial support. His own reaction was reported
as positive.

In terms of specific responses, almost half the students
expressed general satisfaction about all aspects of their major.

I think it's a good major, T .Like it. I

think T've got a good education because I've
taken quite a Sew, a diveAsity oS coutses,
in Lots oS areas, and the major's ateowed
you to do that, to branch out and go into
other:. &Leeds.

I don't know what I'm going to do, but I
never. /Leg/Let majoning in what T majored in,

even 1 don't use X speciSicaLey... I'm
Aeatey prejudiced because I think X is /Like
a combination o4 ate the Sociae Sciences.
It's just everything el in one and I think
Lt's a keme education in the broad sense o4
the woad.

TABLE 3.5 SATISFACTION WITH CHOICE OF MAJOR

RESTRICTIONS

Pozitive

Negative

nixed

Other

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

% of students
Total

71

19

10

3

( 5 9 )

(74)

One-third of the whole group, but a majority of resident men (56%),
linked their satisfaction with the choice of major as being the right
one for them personally. They were pleased with themselves for having
made a good choice.
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I've atways tiked it othenwae I woutdn't
have stayed in the pnognam, and it's the
onty reason I came to zchoot... so I tike
it a tot.

I've come to the point where I enjoy wanking
with it, I enjoy studying On me.

1 just always wanted to, and I did, and I'm
gtad I did.

Nearly one half of the students specifically assessed the faculty
of their major department. Most of these, about one-third of the whole
group, expressed favorable reactions only; a few were critical.

The iacutty A..6 diii6enent depending on what
department you are in. Fon example, in X the
6acutty impne64ed me a great cleat. I won't
mention any names but by taking with some o6
them - pnobabty one o6 my reason ban 4witching
in [major] was becau4e I was impressed with the
iacutty.

The department iantastie up here. I have
the highest Wize On it. I'm neatty invaved
on at .least I was, in any soli the coun4e4 that
I had taken. I was neatly i.mpne6.4ed now that
I Look back... the people, the iacutty... They
ane so well schooted and welt educated them4etves,
and yet the majonity olS them teach 40 welt. They
.shape with the students, and you can neatly 4ense
an .interaction...

They must be the wont bunch oti pno6e44aA4 I've
even .seen. [Major] .isn't the mast exc;.ting
mateniat to study anyway, but when you have these
peopte who are so boning - I don't want somebody
who going to get up there in a clown suit and
do exercises on things, but there's ways you can
peak up a class and apply things to everyday Living
and what's neatly happening now .instead oiS just
/Leading out a book... panagnaph by panagnaph
6nom the book. /t'4 just no good.

In addition, a few of the students made favorable camments about
specific aspects of their experience, for example, the way the depart-
ment treated students, or the internship portion of their studies.

The depantmeht very good. They cooperate with you,
Any pnobtems, they'tt take cane of it. There's no
pubtem o6 liniction between the 6acutty and atadent6.
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Although fewer than one-fifth of the students expressed
predominantly negative opinions of their major, almost one-fourth
were critical_ 0: some specific aspects of their major. Included
among students making such criticisms are some whose general reaction

to their major was favorable. Commuters (30%) made more specific
criticisms of various aspects of their major than did residents (17%).

Poor teaching or the departure of good teachers was one complaint;
another included criticism of department requirements - that they
were not relevant, were dull, or lacked appropriate depth. Another

kind of criticism was of the department generally, e.g., that it was
too research-oriented.

I stitt tike the counsez. I don't think that
this is the best schoot to go to ion it. And
I can see whence it is going downhitt even since
I got into it because att the good teachers ate
teaving.

I was expecting a tit tee bit mote, than what I've
accomptished... I think a Sew o6 the diiietent
topics we haven't coveted should have been
coveted in nequited courses.

A few students, no resident men, regarded their choice of major
with mixed emotions, i.e., their response included a mixture of both
positive and negative reactions.

Wett, it'A a good expetience4you know, this iz
what teaching .Lo going to be .Like and I always
thought I wanted to teach. Aitet student teaching
Son 7 1/2 weeks... I'm boned... I don't even know
now I teatty want to teach.

A few students would not repeat their original choice of major
if they were able to choose over again, but they indicated that
getting out of SUNY/B with a degree in something they didn't
particularly like was preferable to stayinglonger in order to
'change their major.

As compared to everything etse I guess I might
have pimieAted the sciences on something mote'
ketevant to what I was ptanning to go into as
a pnoiession.

Weft, I had to maim in something. I couldn't
make it in X 40 I switched to X. it's just
something to major in.
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'Cause it's the only thing I could graduate in
liouk yea/t4 in. 1 just wanted to get out o6 he/Le.
The/l.c.'s nothing heke that A.eafly intekested me,

and them. stilt isn't. I think I had L ate
oven again, I wouldn't come here... X was the only
thing 1 wowed get out in route yeau, but 1 just
wanted to get out with a degree.

In addition, three students expressed a generalized dissatis
faction with their major as an unhappy choice for them.

1 majored in X tikom a kind o6 despenation
because I couldn't 6inish a language.

1 can't stand it any .longer. I'm so boned.

Summary

Many students were satisfied with their choice of major, but a
few expressed negative opinions either about their choice or a specific
aspect of their experience in that department.

Opinions of Faculty

When students expressed opinions about their coursework, they
frequently linked those comments with ones about faculty. As one
student said,

1 think any subject can be made intaesting.
It's up to .the teacher.

TABLE 3.6 GENERAL IMPRESSIONS OF FACULTY

IMPRESSIONS % of students

Positive 56

Positive 34

Very positive, enthusiastic 22

Mixed 41

No genetae imp/Leszion 3

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (50)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (82)
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Students were also specifically asked their impressions of their
faculty at SUNY/B. Some responded with an appraisal of faculty
personalities or teaching skills, others commented on the qualifi-
cations and knowledge of their instructors. However they chose
to approach the question, their opinions of faculty were predomi-
nantly positive (Table 3.6). Over half expressed favorable
reactions; about two-fifths mixed favorable with unfavorable comments.
No one expressed totally negative opinions, although two students
said they were left with no general impression of faculty.

Nearly three-fifths of the students were pleased with the
SUNY/B faculties. This group included more than one-fifth of the
students who were very complimentary in their praise of SUNY/B
faculty, and about one-third, who were positive, but somewhat less
enthusiastic.

I Sound them to be very human people, very undelt-
standing; most oi them axe. There'd been a
couple os neat anugant pholiessou that I've had
and a couple that didn't seem to be too concerned
about pnepaning organized, undeutandable lectures.
But ion the most pant I think they wete very unden-
standing and that they knew that the conditions here
were in turmoil. I mean we don't have enough room,
and thme'S a tot o6 chaos involved in setting up
your schedule, and nobody neatly quite knows the
'tutu and negutations and .they're always getting
cussed up, and 1 think about that sant o6 thing
they axe very understanding.

I think the iaculty up here .is really excellent.
I can't say that everyone is excellent here. I

don't want to genenalize because I obviously haven't
had every iaculty member up hence, but ion the ones
that I have had and ptom my impnessions I would say
that it i4 really a good group, and I think that I,
Sox one, appreciate them very much. I admine them
also.

()venal, I think, exceltent. I've had some pnoliessons
that axe just an expex.Lence in DIE.X, Sox

example..., he was just a tremendous lectunen. He
had your interest, and we had some teachers ium the
department who'd come in duAing a normal Zectune just
to listen to him.
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They're genmatty very intmeAting and very
highty educated... As I've gone along, I've
Sound they've been mane intekating.

Two-fifths of the students reported experience with both good
and poor teachers. A number of students specified that their poor
instructors had been graduate student teaching assistants or teachers
of initial undergraduate classes.

I've had 4ome very, very good teachers; I've had
some &a/ay pooh ones. I'd say I've had maybe
only .three pooh ones and the nut have been good.
And the reason I say they weke peon, one Engti4h
teacher just would /Lead a book and day Nett, do
you have any .ideas ?" We'd .say no, and he'd .say
Nett, I don't have any ideaA. I don't know
what to think about it. Class diAmizAedP and
this was it. And I don't conAiden that too much
oti a teachajbut moat oi the Ocutty have been
very vent' good.

The ptotiezzotA were pretty good. You had 4ome
Lousy ones and some good ones... One that I had
that I don't think was very competent was... a
grad student, and he didn't come hat6 the time
and the other times that he came, he didn't .say
anything. He gave everybody an A on a B so it
was an easy grade, but it was boning.

I don't think anybody neatly doesn't know what
they are doing; it's just that it doesn't come
out /Light on they don't have it prepared we
enough... that was the majmity in the
two years.

Two students said they had no overall impression of their faculty.

I don't think I'm gonna nemembe& anyone in panticutak...
1 don't Beet one way on the other to &catty say any-.
thing on that... I guess communication was putty
good, but I'm test with no impkeAAion one way on the
other.

Faculty Competence

Students were also asked to appraise the faculty in terms of two
specific areas of competence: knowledge of subject matter and ability
to communicate. Appraisal of faculty knowledge of subject matter was
very favorable. A majority of the whole group praised the qualifica-
tions of the faculty very highly; over one-third were also favorably
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impressed, but less so. Only a few described the faculty as having
a sizeable group of those who were not knowledgeable as well as some
who were (Table 3.7).

TABLE 3.7 FACULTY COMPETENCE

COMPETENCY % of students

KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER

Very knowledgeable, impressive faculty
Most are knowledgeable
Mixed - some are; some aren't knowledgeable

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE

56

36

9

(56)

Pa4itive 53

communicate very well 35
communicate OK 18

Mixed 35

some can; some can't communicate 35
Negative 8

many can't communicate 8

()then 4

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (51)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (51)

Students were less positive about the faculty's ability to
communicate their knowledge well. A majority praised the faculty's
ability to communicate; however, over one-third reported that their
faculty were a mixture of those who could not, as well as those who
could communicate. Many of the students defined communication as
teaching. Thus, for them, the rating of faculty's ability to
communicate was an assessment of teaching ability. More than the
usual number of quotations from students are inclUded in order to
reveal the range of impressions that this group of students reported
when they described the competence of faculty.
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I think Got the most pant they're very quatqied.
I just wish that they would get a tittte more
enthusiastic. Sometimes they just come into class
and tecturte and Leave and that's about it, they
don't neatty give you anything to took Onwand to,
which was kind o6 disappointing.

I think I had vow good teachers that know what
they'ne doing. For the most pant, they can teach.
I've had a couple that know thein stu66, they've
mitten books on it, but they can't get it across
to you. But most of them have been vent' good.

I don't think I've neatty had a competent teacher:.
yet. 1 take that back, I've had one .east summer.
But I've had teachers who just /Lead studies, quotes,
I've had instnuctons that just whispen at the board,
and I've had instAuctorts that don't know the English
Language, which I suppose .us not their:. 6autt, but

it makes it hand to learn.

They have att been very intettigent men. I think
some o6 them ate unquaiiied teachers but that's the
mess that this UniveAsity seems to put on neseanch
/Lather than teaching which I Oa wrong ... I think
a minonity, a Large minonity do cane about their
students, but the majority iiiguaes they have to teach
a course to undo graduates to be kept on the paynott.
Their:. main basis miting and graduate wank.

I've only had a Ow, ten maybe twelve, outstanding
inotAuctons, pAoliessoto people I would give the
hononany title pnofiesson because they deserve
it. They just werten't mechanical blurs who stood up
there and repeated the in lecture notes that they have
been giving On the past twenty years, maybe I'm
tacky. Maybe that's the tot.

In many cases I didn't get 6tom the teachers what
he had to Otiliet. Maybe Lt's because the closes
:vete too big. In many cases I don't think the
teachers ate neatly teachero. I think they are
mane people who could be ctassiiiied as very intettectuat
OA acadmicatty oriented, and who know a tot about their
zubjects. But the abitity to teach a pnecious thing,
a prtemium quatity and I think it's nate.
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It was great because not °ay did he know his
Aubject master, he communicated U in a way
that you coutdn't help bwt .s.it them. spat-
bound. ALL these ideas being tit/town at you;
you coutdn't hap bwt want to go out and 'Lead
mote, do mote.

One student did not think it fair to judge how well a teacher
communicated because the lecture-hall format presented too great a
handicap.

I de6y anyone to hoed a pun-hundred person
tectuAe class and had that attention. I

don't zee anybody doing ,it; I zee verty Sew
big Zectukez sated up... I' LE zee maybe sixty
students .thence, and then when the .teacher gives

the test Vim's Sour hundred. So that's .the

tAoubte with the Achoot. It's a pnobtem that
just overwhelms the teachek. I imagine U
wowed be. pretty plat/m.61v on the teackeitz.

Summary

Impressions of faculty at SUNY/B were more favorable than
unfavorable. A majority of students reported that faculty was
competent both in knowledge, of subject matter and in ability to
communicate.

Relationships with Faculty

Students were asked about their actual as well as their ideal
student/faculty relationships. Relationships were defined by the
interviewer (whenever a student needed an explanation) as classroom
only, out-of-class: academic, and out-of-class: non-academic. Out -

of-class: academic was described as a relationship in which the stu-
dent discussed academic, but not necessarily only course-related subjects,
with faculty either in offices or elsewhere. These out-of-class contacts
varied from major advisement and suggestions of which courses to take, to
discussion of related current events or a student's academic interests
and problems. Out-of-class relationships were those including dis-
cussions of non-academic topics and/or social relationships (Table 3.8).

Most students reported having out-of-class contacts or relation-
ships; only a few reported they had not encountered faculty outside a
classroom setting. However, only one of those students thought that
it would not have been possible to establish out-of-class contacts if
he had tried to do so. A number also reported being friendly with
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Teaching Assistants, whom they evidently did not regard as faculty.
No definition of "faculty" was given by the interviewer; however
it is evident from students' responses that they held varying
perceptions. An additional confusion may have been created because
in the preceding interview, and in a few of these interviews, a non-
academic relationship had been differently defined as "talking to
faculty outside of the classroom about something other than the
subject matter they are teaching you."

For example, one student, who was hired to work for a professor
he had never taken a course from, got to know that professor but
reported no out-of-class faculty relationships.

Geneutty not. I wa4 woithing with a pkolie44on

a4 a Aeaeateh a4414,atant. I dtdn't take hia
comae, bat I helped him. And on a iew
occaaion4, nothing outatanding, I've talked
to htm about ()then thinga.

TABLE 3.8 REPORTED RELATIONSHIPS WITH FACULTY

RELATIONSHIP % of students

NON-ACADEMIC: SOCIAL ANV PERSONAL 63

Relationship with Teaching Assistant 27

Non-Academic: unspecified 27

Major department relationships 25

On campus 12
Off campus 12

ACADEMIC: OUT OF CLASS 25

After class or in office 23
Identification out of class 5

ACAVtMIC: ONLY IN CLASS 12

Not with faculty but with Teaching Assistant

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

1601

(941



Non-Academic Relationships

Nearly two-thirds of these students reported non-academic or
social-personal relationships with faculty. Over one-fourth said
they had become acquainted with some of their Teaching Assistants.
A number of students commented that it was easier to establish
friendly relations with someone who was closer in age to themselves.

The onty one4 I've known are the graduate
students, and they anent neatly the doctoA4.
The graduate students are the ones that are
tab in4tAuctoA4... we coed to go in there and
tack to them - about 4kiing, and played Loot-
batt outaide tki4 taint semestex... they'te
uatey nice to know... they ate know what you're
going thnough 'cause they did the .name thing a
coupte of years ago themsceves.

I happen to know a X Lab teachen I had. I

didn't know him when I came in. He was a good
guy. Other than that I don't think. 40.

About the same number of students reported having a non - academic
relationship with faculty without going on to explain what they meant.

with some ofi the iacaty, yes

I've known a couple o grad students and a
coupte pAogesscos room potiticat dcience
in my lineshman yeah.

One-quarter of the students described interactions with faculty
in their major department. Generally students had repeated courses
or contacts with these faculty as well as having opportunities to
meet with them informally at departmental functions like lectures
and coffee hours. Mutual interest in the subject matter provided a
bond between. student and teacher which frequently evolved into
friendly interaction on a more or less personal basis., A few of the

students who listed non-academic relationships indicate4 whether
they were getting together with faculty on campus:: or off,caMpuS'..

A zecond man who I abed to b.t t around witkandtatk
about what it meant to be gang :into -X and what X

Another man Lit my awit'depahmtment:who:I'm
taking a-courae ptom and whO-I can .5:14 mound with
and taek about diVense things.
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Wett, it's mostly the X pko6e4Aon4 /lye
gotten to know better because that's my
major, and than intettectuat capacity
just ovetwhetmz me... And they're crazy
because you can tatk to them. They one
neatty human... The ones I got to know
were, neatty. When I wound go to than
oSSice about the counse... A tot oS times
where our Sniendship is Sound is because
we diAagkee... We might go Son co66ee
somewhere, things tike that. Oi comAe
they are otdet, too. They must be at
.least as o.td as my bather.

Like you have a teacher in the X de;ant-
ment that you go out and go down to [off-
campus restaurant] have a couple oS been
with and nap to him.

Academic Relationships

One-quarter of the students described academically-oriented out -
of-class relationships with faculty. Usually these contacts occurred
when students sought out professors after class or in their offices
to pursue interesting topics, to discuss papers, to seek advice on
course selection. Sometimes these discussions included current
national or campus issues or personal interests of the students. A
few students mentioned that being known and recognized in class by
the teacher was a benefit of out-of-class contacts.

I've been to visit a tot oi pnoSessou in thein
oSSicez, not that I know them penzonatty as I
say I got to know Dt.X Sum X, but I have gone
to theix ()Wee, I have oaken to them quite
a Sew times and I guess that's about it.

It's very hand to say because a tot oS Sacutty
member you know sometimes want you in the
otiiice to di.6cuA4 something, and I'm one of
those people whose mind Ls very inketevant.
I jump topics, and I just don't see the heed
to talk to anybody about anything Apeci6ie,,
which is bad. I. tend to 'Lamb& and tike to
talk to some oi the people about things other
than zchoot. But as San aA actuatty knowing
them neasonabty weft outside oS ctaAA,
pnobabty not.

Some students indicated that they thought such out-of-class
relationships would be possible if they had made an effort to achieve
them.



I6 I had gotten to know a pno6e..46on, whoeven, the
fact that he. was a ptoie6,6ot c.extainey woutdn' t
have botheAed me, but I didn't go out o6 my way
.to get to know any o6 them on a neat zociae. ba.6,14.

It wail great to be in the amaze groups with him,
and then come peopee wene abte to break the
banid..e.n and get to be. with hull outside o6 cta,646
time... I didn't have the time on the energy at
that time to put myzet6 out and get invotved that
way. Othenwize, wowed have been a great
expem,Lence because heft jurt a good pention to be.

with.

A few students expressed their belief that personal relationships
were not possible between faculty and students.

Dn. X would be very witting to ze,t up appoin,tment6
in hia, oiiice to meet and tack with you, but theAe
.its wont of a. 6olunat. atmasphene... He. used to
4tne64 that he cti.c.trt't tike to waste time 40 i6 you
had zomething 4pec,46ic.to tack -about, make an
appointment. He wont oic tet you know he didn't
want to jubt sit down and tack ukth people... but

would have been good to meet with him pemonaity.

I've. gone to pnofie6sono when I've had pnobtema and
talked to them and had them hap me... I think a
tot o6 them wite do aernort anything 60n you aa 6an
a6 cta64 wank 4..6 concerned, but a6ten. that. I neatly
get via ind4catkon itom any oi them that thene' 4 anything
besidez that. A1tex that .it'a ate cut -o66 on aome,thing.

Ideal Faculty-Student Relationships

When students were asked what they considered to be an ideal
faculty/student relationship, a majority of then described interactions
which would include personal contact between students and professor's
in order to promote and enhance the learning experierice .either in a
particular class or in the general major field of .the-studen6s..
acadeznicailY oriented relationships did not eXclude;disCuSsiOn of
personal interests ,aid experiences . (e.g.) getting to knoi-iScine faCulty
in my major) , but the underlying purpOse of the relationship was
enhancement of the student's learning experience.

I think it woad have been 'nice., I 'don't Oink' Lt...

wa6 abzotutety nec.aian-ysibut Lt wbut.cl'haiie
I think you. andenatand why

'peapte
do what they do

eapecaety maybe.what theyne teaching and Li/h4"they'ne,
tAying to get acAo4.6 to you 4.6 you..finow a tLt.a bit
mote about the*.



TABLE 3.9 IDEAL FACULTY-STUDENT RELATIONSHIP

RELATIONSHIP

Academic Onientation

Available to students, encourage
students to approach them, ask
questions.

Small group contact with pro-
fessor (e.g., social and
academic groups in department),
seminar type classes to enable
professors to know students
better/more interaction in class.

Major department relationship
based on common interest in
subject.

Sociat/Peuonat Orientation

Personal one-to-one relation-
ship/personal communication

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

MR MC FR FC Total

24 73 66 66 56

37

18

11

76 27 33 33 44

44

(17) (22) (9) (9) (57).

(23) (33) (12) (9) (77)

Social/personal oriented responses included those from students
who would seek friendships among faculty just as they would among any
other group with whom they were associated. A few said that an ideal
faculty-student relationship out to be similar to any other ideal
relationship. All students who gave personally oriented responses
seemed to be considering relationships with faculty in general, not
just those from whom they.were taking courses.

Whateven you con4idet tdea.e. netation4hip4, I
gue.44, idea with anybody i4 ideal with them...
They stAike me a4 peOpte when .they've out4ide
the cta44nooth just tike anybody eese.
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Each student's response was rated as either academically or personally
oriented; these two categories are, therefore, mutually exclusive.
However, the subcategories are not (Table 3.9).

Academic

Within the academic orientation category, responses most
frequently referred to the availability and approachability of faculty.
Students would like to feel free to have ready access to faculty for
information, explanations, and advice. A few men said they would like
to have advice about selection of courses and majors. A few students
commented that ideally faculty should invite and encourage students
to meet with them. The emphasis of these responses was on the ready
availability of helpful faculty.

the iacutty membeft tets the students know
that they are intekestedpand 4 the student6
want help outside olf ctass on want to just tatk
Oh discuss things that went on in etass; they'ne
[faculty] available - not just available and
dizinteneAted - but avaitabte and intekested and
that they want to help the student and tatk to him.

...ifeeting that the teachet doesn't mind anmeking
questions 7,tek class and that he's intekested.

As much as a teachet seems to show that he cakes,
I think you Stitt need a vekbae invitation. 1

ieee I would tike to take fum up on that and r
We that he i e qiening to me a tot o, things as
a peuon... In a tectuke it's putty haul to do...
but 1 think showing that you ane a person - I
guess in a Ammetek etas...6 tbecomes mate possible -
is nice and putty vatuabte.

A few students discussed the desirability of having small classes
and groups which facilitate students and teachers getting to know
each other as well as the subject matter. The emphasis was on ways to
humanize the educational experience. They felt that promoting the
acquaintanceship of teachers' and students would enhance learning..

1 think mote ol5'a timittd size, mote, of a
atoselL - something that attows ctoselt tLe4,
a tittle bit mite tightty togetheit.
itis bettek. It makes students mane netaxed,
and I think they get mote invotvedin'the whote
4ituatio4, and thenelcote they,' ate mote eager to
teartn.



I think it better .L you have a "matte& etas
40 you can know your pkoSessou better and they
can know you. I think it is bettet i6 you know
each othets' cancans and pubtems. I think it

makes it a mote tote teanning expenience.

The kind oS thing tike Cottege E ox something
where they meet at .the home o6 a Sacutty mem-
ben on something once in a while. I've never
been to one, but most oS the kids that I've
heard talk about itSeet that it is teatey good.
You don't taek necessaAity about schoot, but you
get to know the insttuctot. But there's ()then
kids there, so you don't 6eee that you ate trying
to get points with them.

A number of students said they would specifically be interested
in getting to know faculty in their major department, and to have
opportunities for out-of-class interactions based on their common
interest in the subject matter.

I think it 44 a good thing tis you can go up and
tatk to them and get to know them. I guess you
showed get to know at teast some o6 them in you&
major geed 6o4 tecommendations on i6 you have
any questions... it's good to know them Son advise-
ment purposes tike - 46 you have a question...
that isn't /matey pertinent in the etas& It's
good to know somebody you can ask.

I think that the big Zink between a Sacutty member
and myseti 44 actuatty the matetiat that you are
woltking wxth. I think that's the detetmining
Sac tat in a Sacutty-student netationship. 16 you
ate both .interested in something, in the same
thing, then that is going to mate a nappoAt
between the two peopte. I think that that wowed
be pa-7.t o6 the .ideal, somehow and... the subject
matter has to be the Linking 6actot.

Social/Personal

Over two - fifths of the students expressed interest in establishing
persona'. relationships with faculty. Resident men more than any other
group considered personally oriented interactions as the ideal in.
faculty-student relationships.



Get to know the teacher and let him get to know
you... I've known same tike Dn.X... I've known
him pun years now. I've had him, and he's been
a good ptiend; and one .teacher T even went out
with hen and her boy ikiend and my gine Wend.
This was Wen I had hen.

I can take mote advantage oi a pennon who .is not
only a teacher but a Wend... I can approach
this pennon not az a teacher but az a wise ihiend
on a !Wend who iz knowtedgeabte £n what T'm
doing, and what I'm expeniencing, and there's tat
lian,t.azUe eommun;ccations... These pupae have
expenienced a tot the same things I'm expekiencing
so I can go to them and talk about peAsona publems.

Fon me it would be just someone I could go in - just
Like I could tall to my roommate about a book I've
'Lead - just go and talk to the teacher and not
have any hierarchy in the netationzhip tike thiz.
I think it'z .interesting to get to know what you&
pnoiezzou think.

Expressing an opposite point of view,a few students commented that
differences of age and status between professors and students precluded
really personal relationships from materializing.

I might have tiked to
didn't Ott tike that
a hard obstacle bon a
just heel Lanny about
teacher iz tn another
not want to meet you.

meet them but I just
was might... That's
tot 06 students) they
.it. They think the
woktd and that he might

Summary

Most students reported having established out-of-class contacts
with faculty during their four years at SUNY/B. A majorityde6priped
ideal faculty - student relationships in academic terms: they wanted
faculty to be available to and interested in students beCause they
thought improved relationships would enhance learning eXperiences.:
Others:, especially residentlMen,:thoughtthatsocial/persanaLrelation-
ships with faculty would be desirable.
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Academic Plans

For many students a significant feature of the fourth year after
they entered SUNY/B was the culmination of their undergraduate study.
Two students had finished in January 1970; two-thirds expected to
graduate in May, and a few anticipated completion of the necessary
hours for graduation in summer session (Table 3.10). Included among
those who expected to graduate by August 1970 were over three-quarters
of the residents, and nearly all of commuter women, but only three-fifths
of the commuter men. Indeed, one-third of these commuter men, only
one of whom was in a standard five year program, and nearly one-fifth
of the resident men did not expect to complete undergraduate work
until 1971, five years after matriculation. Only two students antici-
pated that they would take two additional years to complete their
studies here. A few of these men were willing to be dilatory in the
hope of continuing to receive draft deferments.

Post-graduate Study

Students were asked about both their desire for and plans for
post-graduate study. Almost all students expressed some intention
of contiiing their education in the future, although not all had
specific plans and goals (Table 3.10).

The post-graduate educational plans of these students are
similar to those of 1971 Berkeley graduates reported by L.L. Baird.*
A few more of the SUNY/B students planned immediate attendance (42%
vs. 38.5%) and about' the same percentage (5% vs. 7%) had no plans
for further education.

Nearly half the men** had plans for .brther study immediately
after graduation; half of these planned to go to professional schools,
half to graduate schools. Every one of the resident men said he
wanted to go on to further study.

Somewhat fewer women*** reported plans for immediate attendance.
Some students in the earlier part of this set of interviews were still
waiting for acceptance to graduate schools or for financial aid offers
in order to make final decisions about further study.

*Baird, Leonard L. .The Gnaduate6: A RepoAt on the Ream and
Chataetenibtics so6 Cottege Seniohs, Educational Testing Service, Princeton

1973.

**This figure includes one male commuter already attending pro-
fessional school.

***This figure includes one female resident taking graduate hours
at SUNY/B.
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TABLE 3.10 GRADME AND POST-GRADUATE PLANS

ACADEMIC PLANS % of students

PLANS FOR GRAVUATiON

January 1970 3

May 1970 65

Sumner Session 1970 8

January & May 1971 20*

May 1972 3

Went directly to professional school
without baccalaureate degree 2

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

PLANS FOR POST-GRADUATE WORK

(66)**

(66)

Begin September 1970 42

Begin September 1971 11

Begin beyond 1971 (no specific plans) 39

No attendance planned 5

Already attending/taking hours 3

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (62)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (62)

*Includes one student in a 5-year.program.

**Includes all students in the sample who were currently enrolled
in higher educational institutions here or elsewhere.



I have been accepted at zevekat schoots. I'm
thinking putty 4s1cpngly about going to NYU.

For various reasons, a number of students expected to begin
graduate school one year after graduation. About two-fifths of the
group expected either full or part-time further study to be one
of their future activities but had no specific plans for it. Some
students commented that they needed a break in the continuous school-
ing which had been their life for seventeen years.

I'd tike to go bon my masteu once I get a
job when I can go to ischoot zummera. /'d
have to wank 6ult-time and go to 4choot pant-
time.

...by the time I decided, I neatly wouldn't
have been able to get a 6ellow6hip. TZnancially
I can't aiiond to go .to school on my own -
e6peeZatty living away. So... 1.would 4.tay out
a year and Atanting late next zummet I would
start to apply 4on the iellow.ship.

Not jui.t now, no. I think I need a break,
aitek all .these yean6 it'4 got me down teatty.
I've just had enough.

I don't know I would go to Dental. School
night now i6 Lt wasn't ion the dug. 7 might
take a yeah o66 on 40 and tuveZ a tittle bit,
wank a tittle bit.

Vocational Goals

Students were also asked about their ultimate vocational goal.
Responses to the question are presented in Table 3.11. For some stu-
dents their ultimate goal was different from their immediate one.

I'm not bone. I think I'd like to go to
Law School in a couple o6 yean4. Aga the
dug. Right now I'm going to icy to .teach
ion the next couple o4 yeah4.

A number of students were weighing more than one possibility.' .Further
more, all their stated goals were dependent on,sUccesSfUlabcomplishment,
of.the steps leading to them (e.g. acceptance to, and then making it

through Dental School). These limitations should be'kept'inmind when
considering their responses.



TABLE 3.11 PLANNED VOCATIONAL FIELDS

VOCATION
Number* of
Men Women Total

Teaching, elementary or secondary level 7 11 18

Teaching, college level 11 7 18

Dentistry 6 6

Business: manager/owner 6 6

Publications/Public Relations 2 2 4

Engineering 3 3

Homemaking 3 3

Law .
3 3

Psychology 2 1 3

Social Welfare 1 2 3

Medicine: doctor/technician 1' 1 2

Pharmacy 2 2

Physical Therapy 1 1 2

Research/Librarian 2 2.

Chemistry 1 1

Computer Science 1 1

Government 1 1

Music 1 1

Tool and Dye Making 1 1

Veterinary Medicine 1 I

No formal occupation 2 1 3

Undecided 3 2 5

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (45) (321 (71)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (551 (331 (891

NOMber of students, not percentage;oretudent0:._



Teaching was the most popular vocational field for all students,
either at the QTeftentary - secondary level or at the college level.
A few students had not decided at which level and so indicated both.

I'm not bone, but I think I'd Laze to 4taAt
teaching in the high 4choot. and then maybe
come up to cottege Level eventuatty.

Elementary - secondary teaching was the most frequent choice of
resident women (017%), but was less popular with the other groups.

1'tt my a tithe bit ckeative poverty
by teaching high 4choot... I have atway4
wanted to teach phy4sic6.

Teaching at the college level was the most popular choice of
vocation for both resident men and commuter women. One-third of both

these groups said they were considering becoming professors.

I want to become a teacher. I'd tike to teach
at the cottege tevet in chemi4tky on 4omethkng
4imitak.

1 tike the idea oti teaching in a univekati
'catae it give6 you quite a bit of pen4onat
ineedom and it'4 an .interesting thing,

Since a majority of warren indicated same type of teaching as
their vocational goal, not many other vocational choices were given.

A trend noted across the interviews is the increasing number
of students choosing teaching as a vocation. Twenty of the 99
students in the first year said their vocational preference was
teaching either at elementary-secondary or college level. In the
third year, 21 students of d2 picked teaching, and nine of these
reported their interest in higher education. In this fourth year;
31 of the 77 students were considering teaching; 18 of these indicated
their possible interest in doing so at the college level. It is
interesting that after four years in the University setting,
increasing numbers of students apparently regarded professors as
vocational models.

In the fourth year, only three students were completely undecided,
about their vocational goals, and two women commuters, were indefinite
but thought that if they did something, it would probably be teaching.

Three women said they intended to be homemakers only, with no
other vocational goal. One resident woman indicated no formal
occupation but did not specify homemaking, and two men also intended
to have no formal occupation. Two of these students indicated a
desire to serve as agents of social change. The other intended to
live off the land in a commune.



I don't think I have an ultimate vocationat goat...
maybe wick a week out of a month jut .to give me
enough money to Live on, and then do potittcat
ohg,:nizing... I can zee wohlung a month and then
not woAking 6on anothek thtee month4; I need ve'ty
tithe money to twe on.

Chapter Summary

These students' reports of their academic experiences represent
their idiosyncratic summaries of experiences in classroams of the
University. As such, they reveal not only how a group of students
percei1 their own experiences, but also what assumptions underlie
their criticism or acceptance of any negative experiences. Many
students reported the presence of academic competition. Their
reactions to courses were varied but generally more favorable than
unfavorable, and they reported more positive than negative reactions
to faculty. Indeed, most students reported sane kind of out-cf.-class
relationships with faculty. Ideally, they thought that students
and faculty getting to know one another better would facilitate
learning experiences.

They were critical of same of their academic experiences, most
frequently those in large lecture classes. They expressed a preference
for smaller classes in which students and faculty could interact, but
usually added that because of the large size of the University they
did not regard it as a feasible suggestion. Their reactions to academic
life were more positive than negative. The largest proportion of
favorable responses was in reaction to the academic changes which
were instituted by the University in their fourth year.



CHAPTER IV

STUDENT FINANCES, EMPLOYMENT, AND EXTRACURRICULAR INTERESTS

The division of the interview sample into resident or commuter
groups based on residence status in their freshman semester has been
retained over the years as part of the analysis of data.* Generally
in this report of the fourth year interview, responses have not been
presented on that basis. In this discussion of student finances, emr,
ployment, and participation in extracurricuiar activities, however, the
students' original residence group appeared to be an influencing factor.

The actual living arrangements of the 1970 group were no longer
accurately described by their original residence status labels. In
their fourth year about two-fifths of the interview group were living
in households of their own (usually apartments); almost one-third were
living in parental homes, and only a few students were in University
housing. This information will be helpful to keep in mind as background
for consideration of any residence-commuter differences.

Financing Their College education

When students were asked how their college education had been
financed, over three-fourths of the students reported financial
assistance from their parents (Table 4.1). About three-fifths said
they used funds derived from their own employment. A majority had
scholarships, and over one-quarter reported making use of student
loans. Although every full -time student was entitled to a state
scholar incentive award, only about one - fourth specifically mentioned

receiving one. In general, students' financial support was a coMbin-
ation of two or more sources.

Through my pa/tenth and Regenta Schotauhip4
and Incentive. The zehotamhip and incentive
has covered moat of the tuition, and they
[parents] have huppo/tted my Living expenbeh.

Because of the several combinations of sources as well as the
opeleaded form of the question, it was impossible to determine in
most cases what the primary source was or even which, the student or
parent, provided more resources. In the few cases where students
volunteered such information, about as many said their parents, not
they, were the source of their funding (18%) as indicated that they,
not their parents, financed their own education (20%).

My pa/tenth att the way.

*See Chapter I p. 1.
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TABLE 4.1 SOURCES OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT OVER FOUR YEARS

SOURCE OF FUNL3 % of students

PARENTS 7/

Initial ssistance only 13

Seel -eaAnini-,4/4aving4 61

Schotamhipa 55

&Acta& incentive award 28

Loam 27

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (60)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (154)

However, no assumption can be made that those who did not mention
parental aid did not receive some. For example, five commuters who
did not specify receiving any parental assistance were living in their
parental home at the time of their interviews. It is probable that the
living expenses of these students were subsidized by their parents.
One mentioned nominal room rent; others did not say whether they were
paying anything.

A few students reported receiving only initial, not continuing
parental help. They had received funds only for one semester or just
for the first year or two. No resident women reported this situation.
Only one of them did not specify parents as a principal source of
support; she had a combination of scholarships and loans to cover her
costs.

Wete Lon two year my pa/Lentz paid my
tuition, and then the ta4t two 1 wa4
woAking 40 I was able to pay ,on A2.

My iiiitzt yeah my paunt6 did, paid evelty-
thing to get me 4taAted and then woithing
and &ram .to get through. They wanted
to, but I'd rather have done it my4etti.
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Schotan4hip, and my pakent4 pay Son borne
thing4. They pay Son the iee4 and quite
a Sew ol6 the bookA. I pick up home os
the books, too, moet6; and tike I bald,
ptuz I've got the 4chotamhip. I think
my pakentz are Aeatty tacky. It hasn't
coat them that much.

Sixty-one percent of the students had earned part or all of their
expenses themselves. They reported working during summers, during high
school, and/or during college to obtain the necessary funds.

I've been paying ion it. I get the
hundred doL&.x incentive and then .c to
ckacking 066 X dottaAA eveky Aemeaten
mpai. But I pay ion it, and when I
get out o6 cottege, I won't owe anybody
anything. It'tt be mine.

Over one-fourth of the students also reported that loans had been a

part of their funding.

I've been working and Lox two yea/LA I
got the 4chotanzhip... and I have a
National Detienze Loan and a New Yank
Highek Education Loan, and I'm wokking.

As entering freshmen these students had reported parental encourage-
ment to attend college. In this fifth interview most students indicated
that parental encouragement had also been given in the form of financial
assistance. Further, when those students who were working were asked
if their own employment was necessary for their remaining in school,
many of them replied that it was not an absolute necessity because their
parents were willing and able to help out with educational expenses, in-
cluding those which the student's earnings were covering.

I have a Regent4 Schotakzhip which cove/a
moat os the tuition... and other than that
its4 been thAough my dad. H04 atway6 wanting
to help me, and I'm atwayz wanting to ticy to
help my4a6 and when it comes to money - Son
Achoot and thingA he wants to give me the money.
I've worked moat os the bummers except the
Aummek aster my likezhman year when I went to
Aummek Achoot Pk Aix weeks. And I my and
use th,i4 money Lox Achoot because thats4 what
.c t' meant Son, and he wan.to me to have it bo
I'te have Aomething when I get out, but we
uzuatty compnomi4e.
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TABLE 4.2 STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

STATUS

EMPLOYED

1 - 10 hours per week

11 - 20 hours per week

over 20 hours per week

more than one job/hours variable

NOT EMPLOYED

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

% of students
Residents Commuters Total

30 82 59

10 18 13

15 32 25

10 29 20

11 6 8

70 18 41

(27) (34) (61)

(41) (42) (83)

Employment

Over the four years, nearly two-thirds of these students have
worked to provide part of their college expenses. A number indicated
that they preferred to pay their own way; others were obliged to. In
the fourth year only seven students, down from fifteen in the third
year, said it was necessary for them to work during the school year.
Of the two residents who said that working was financially necessary,
one was unemployed and desperately looking for a job.

This information should be considered in conjunction with the
repeated assertions over the series of interviews that for most students
it was not really financially necessary to work during the school year.
Earnings from summer employment provided money for a number of students.
For some students working during the school year meant being able to
have their own car or a more expensive social life, butfbr many it also
meant that their books, fees, or other school expenses were paid for from
their own funds rather than their parents' although parental help was
usually available.

Student working to pay for his education:

I haven't had too much of a pubtem. My
iunda au tow but not enough t0 4top in
pcom 4e/taping up the money ion 4choot. My
mother would [help] 4.6 1 needed 4t, but I
don't neatly need
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Let's put it this way. It wasn't 6inanciatty
necessary Lon me to worth while I was going to
schoot, to worth Hutt --time to stay in schoot.
It has been

A majority of students were employed while attending SUNY/B in
their fourth year.

I've been woith2ng even since I,stanted
college at some job on otha.

The pattern of resident-commuter employment differences, which was
noticeable in data from earlier interviews, was also found in the fourth
year. A much larger percentage of commuters than residents were working
while attending school. In the third year nearly two-thirds of the
commuters were employed, compared to one-third of the residents. In
the fourth year 82 percent of the commuters were employed compared to
30 percent of the residents.

One-fourth of the students, including one-third of the commuters,
had jobs which required 11-20 hours of work per week. Other commuters
were working over 20 hours per week.

It's only 29. 1 woAk 7 1/4 howls a day, Om
9 tite 5:15. 1 worked about 28, 29 houla
[per week] but semester. I worked about that
much every semester since I've been in school.

All the employed residents worked on campus although one also held
an off-campus office job. Three were Residents Assistants in the dorms;
Commuters were less likely than residents to be employed on campus
although almost one-fourth held on- campus jobs, e.g., in the library or
for particular departments. Sane commuters held what are considered to
be traditional student-type jobs, e.g. bus boy or grocery stock boy.
Others held office jobs, managed departments in stores, or worked in manur.

facturing concerns. The pharmacy majors all worked in drugstores. They,

along with a number of others, reported that their employment provided
relevant vocational experience. A few otherssaid that they had become
interested in a particular vocational goal as a result of their employ-
ment experiences.

Bussing and starting f4 wait on tabtes now...
Ws onty iive days, but Lt's tike 64:ye hoults
six hams each day. I've woAhed therm bon
almost a yeaAlbut I've fiat started waiting
tabtes necentty.

I want the job Lon experience because a tot
o6 time I worth in the pnescniption depantment
o6 the dugstme.
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Counted in the employed group were several students who stopped
working for part of the fourth year in order to provide sufficient
time for the student teaching or internship required by their major.

But this semester:. I'm going to be Atadent
teaching, and that'4 going to be a burden.
"It's but time job," in quotes, and I think
a job would knock me out now. But taat
4eme6ten I didn't have that much .to do.

About two-fifths of the students were not working during the school
year. A number of residents reported that they chose not to work in
their fourth year. Instead they preferred to spend their time reading
and/or exploring interesting aspects of the University experience.

Like I said, I've been meeting people and
been Aetating with. peopte.

No, I was going to wank when I gAst came
back this Aemeotert., but I decided to take
it easy and stead.

What effect did working have on the academic or social life of these
students? Resident women (80%) and commuter men (46%) said that working
did interfere or that it would if they had a job. Commuter women (10%)
and resident men (18%) were less likely to think so. These opinions
may offer some insight into why so few resident women were working. On
the other hand, about one-third of the commuter men were working more
than twenty hours per week while attending school, which may help to
explain why they thought being employed did interfere.

Benefits of employment, aside from economic ones, were similar to
those reported in previous interviews by working students. Social benefits
included friendships with co-workers and opportunities to meet and deal
with people in the course of the job. A few students reported a per-
sonal benefit of having to become organized and to budget their time
efficiently because they were working.

I away enjoyed my job, and I enjoy the
peopte I worth with, and ,since it IA a Amaet.
company, we au all very piendty.

I have a tot more to do, and I /tat have to
get organized on I don't get anything done.
I Aeatty think 4,t does hetp.
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Only three students were dissatisfied with their jobs.

I'd tike .to get anotheA job, I guess... I'm
just getting tilted oti the job. In the peat two
yea 14, up untie this yeah, even the beginning .26
this gem, it was move Lan than anything etae
'cause you work with other kid4, but now it's
getting to be tike a Aegutak job; it's getting
boning atAeady.

Of the eleven students who were no longer involved in higher
education, seven were employed full-time; one was in the service; and
two were homemakers with infants. One did not indicate what she was
doing.

TABLE 4.3 ATTENDANCE OF EXTRACURRICULAR EVENTS

ATTENDANCE % of students

Yea 95

No 5

EVENTS

Cultural (concerts, recitals, plays,- exhibits) 49

Movies 47

Athletic 46

Intellectual (lectures, speakers, readings) 34

Political 14

Social (dances, mixers) 7

Religious or social work activities 5

COMPARISON

More 25

Same 20

Less 31

Can't compare /different ones 23

((2

TOTAL NUMBER OF STUVENTS (59)

(267)TOTAL NUMBER ,OF RESPONSES 6
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Involvement in Extracurricular Activities

Students still registered at SUNY/B in their fourth year were
asked about their involvement in extracurricular activities, i.e.,
both their attendance of events and/or their participation in organ-
izations either on or off-campus.

As might be expected, nearly all the students had attended events
both on-campus and off-campus (Table 4.3), with somewhat more residents
attending on- campus ones and more commuters attending ones off- 'ampus.

Cultural events (concerts, recitals...), movies, and athletic
events were the most frequently attended, with intellectual events
(lectures, speakers...), next most popular. More men than women
attended athletic events, and more women than men attended intellec-
tual ones.

When students compared the frequency of their attendance of events
in the fourth year to that of other years, they were fairly evenly
divided as to greater or lesser frequency or being unable to make a
comparison.

As in previous years, interviewees were asked about their member-
ship in campus organizations. All the women had participated in some
campus organization at some time during their college years; however,
a few of the men had never belonged to any (Table 4.4). Some of the
commuters belonged to organizations off-campus. Although a few students
were participating more in the fourth year; the largest proportion,
especially resident men, reported less participation in organizations.

TABLE 4.4 MEMBERSPIP IN ORGANIZATIONS

MEMBERSHIP
Of students

RM CM RW G'W TOTAL

CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS

yea 35 54 60 40 47

No 65 46 40 60 53

None presently 65 36 40 20 42

None ever 6 23 - 10

OFF-CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS - 18 - 40 14

PARTICIPATION

More than previously 8

Same as previously 22

Less than previously 39

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (17) (22) (10) (10) (59)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (391(461(231(241 (132)
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Benefits of Involvement

These students gave a variety of reasons for being or not being
involved on campus. The personal benefits of involvement cited most
frequently were that their activities provided personal growth and
satisfaction by broadening their interests and experiences (Table 4.5).

Students also mentioned that they regarded extracurricular activities
as good sources of fun, endcyment,and relaxation.

16 anything it's given me the chance to
expetience untbnited number o6 things and
that I wouldn't have experienced i6 I wasn't
here. It's got me involved in thinps I can't
think Apecitica night now, but.it'.6 got me
.involved in a tot o6 things and it'a - I've been
able .to paas judgment on a numben o6 things I
never even wowed have got .involved in. WA
just - it'.6 widened my intenesta.

One-fifth of the students described social benefits that they were
aware of from their involvement. They particularly mentioned the
opportunities for social interaction and getting to know more people
in a friendly setting. A few students also commented on their exper-
iences with extracurricular activities as helping them to learn more
about people and how they behave, as well as learning to carry and
share responsibility with other people.

I think you get to know the students a
attee bit better, move than just bang in
the classroom, and the 6acutty, too.

contaibated in meeting other people,
meeting new Wen& and meeting other
people that ate not 6Aiendb o6 mine but
gaing out about how they think, you know,
Like geneaatty mote canseamative.

Nearly as many described intellectual benefits such as the cultural
stimulation of the many concerts, readings and speakers who came to campus,
They felt that a great variety of opportunities was available to.students
at SUNY/B.

I think betgeen masse, the catunat aspects,
with muaic and athletic events - it was so
available and it Wad AO inexpenhive to do it.
I. I did it in the connunitylit woad be mote
expensive It wowed be a shame I didn't do
these zont oi things,) and it's not ju.st tike I

go therm bedause it's cheap of because it comes
out o6 my 6ees, because I enjoy it. And I want
to become mote stimulated catutatty.
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TABLE 4.5 REASONS FOR INVOLVEMENT OR NON-INVOLVEMENT
WITH EXTRACURRICULAR ACITVITIES

BENEFITS AND REASONS % of students

Beneteas of Invotvement

Personal 25

Personal growth, satisfaction, interest 13

Fun, relaxation, and enjoyment 13

Social 20

Social interaction, friendly atmosphere 11

Learn about people, responsibility to others 9

Intellectual 18

Cultural stimulation/variety of interest

Vocational 9

Valuable experience/learning relevant to career

Other 11

Opportunities more available, convenient,
less expensive

Reason& ion Non-Invotvement

Employment 13

Inadequate number, kind of event/lack of
facilities, spirit, publicity 9

Living distance from campus 5

Money lack limits participation to free events 2

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (30)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (56)
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A few students described vocational benefits derived from
extracurricular experiences which were relevant to their career goals.
A few described other benefits, principally that the opportunities on
campus were useful, convenient, and cheaper than other places.

Welt, it [Ski Club] makes akiing cheapen..

W6 jut a convenient way to get people
together and go skiing and to maize tees
expensive.

Reasons for Non-Involvement

Several reasons were mentioned for not participating in activities.
As in the third year, the principal one was that employment limited
participation because it consumed so much of a student's time. Other
personal obstacles included living away from campus far enough to have
transportation problems, or being hampered by a lack of money.

A few students criticized the inadequacy or inavailability of
particular kinds of events, publicity, spirit, or facilities which
they felt were lacking on campus and prevented greater student involve-
ment in extracurricular activities (e.g., a large auditorium).

Change in Cultural and Recreational Interests

Did the cultural and recreational interests of these students
change during the years of their University Experience? About two-
thirds of the students said they had. Generally they reported that
they had expanded their interests, which now covered a wider range
of topics. More residents, especially resident men (81%), than
commuters reported changed interests (Table 4.6).

1 Si.dn't have much o a 6ociat ti4e, and I wasn't
too inteke4ted in cultural, and I umAn't too eon-
caned about 4ociat pubtem4 eithen, I mean tike
eveluithing I'm intmeated in - I mu4t have been a
vegetable be one when I was in high 4choot because
eveludthing that 4eem4 impoAtant and vitae to me
now, I had no 4ntene4t4 in then.

About one-third of the students, including nearly half the women
commuters, reported no change in their interests. They had come to
SUNY/B with a set of cultural and recreational interests in which they
continued to maintain their interest and participation.
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TABLE 4.6 CHANGE IN INTERESTS: CULTURAL AND RECREATIONAL

DESCRIPTION % of students

CHANGE

More cultural interests 38

Interests more extensive, wider range, less purely
social-date oriented/greater interest in
socializing 29

Added new interests, took up creative work
(e.g.i painting) 24

(banged taste in music 21

Greater interest in sports now 16

More interest in civil rights and political issues 7

Less interest in sports: only recreational or
spectator 6

NO CHANGE

Continue interests in sports, recreational 28

Same cultural interests 16

Same interests but less time (or more money) to
pursue them: read less, less TV viewing 7

65

34

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (68)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (134)

I think they one 'cat about the Game. I don't
think I've changed. Maybe some people would,
but 1 nutty think I'm the name.

How had their interests changed? Nearly two-fifths, more residents
(47%) than commuters (28%), said they had increased their interests in
cultural activities. They sought out museums, art galleries, serious
movies, and books. A number said that reading was a continuing interest.
Painting, drama, dance were other reported interests.
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When I came as a tikeshman, I /matey wasn't too
intekested in concekts on tectukes on anything
in that vein, but I think that:since then
especiatty oven this teat yeah, I've 'Sound that I
get an amiut tot oti enjoyment out ob things, Like
the BaAtok stirring quantet. So my interests have
changed. In my tikeshman yeah, I think, kathek
than go to something Like that, I woutd have
pke6ekked to study on study (nom a book, memorize,
OA anything. So I thinkthat my intemsts have
detinitety changed.

I guess I'm intekested .in movies in a more sekious
kind o b way - a cinematic ditettante on Aomething.
It's just moke than amm6ement; it's an aAt. You go
in .there Looking On sekious things.

I don't know rib it's nutty changed. It's become
moke inttnsilfied. I've become moke intekested in
drama. and =Ulna activities since I've been here.
Maybe because I've been exposed to make than I
even was belioke.

Twenty-nine percent, more residents (38%) than commuters (21%),
reported that their field of interests had broadened to include a
wider range of topics. For example, some of these students cited
specific differences in their social life. A few had developed and
increased their social activities. Others reported that their idea of
a "good time" was no longer limited only to dates and parties.

Sind I'm mane interested in my cease Wends than
IMO when 7. &Oust got helm. When I 6.1.444:got here

I 'matey didn't have any. I keatty didn't know what
Lt was. I imagine that's the biggest change with me.

The only thing I can tett you Ls they have grown,
they've become widen; I know a tittte bit mane about
a tot of things. Theked an opportunity here at the
Univasity to do dilgekent things and to Leann
dilfilekent things and even just to see what something
i4 about. Evekybody might be raving about something,
and there's an oppoktuni.ty to go and iiind out.

My intekest6 have become moke varied.

About one-quarter of the students reported the addition of new
interests to their continuing ones. Half the resident men discussed new
interests that they had developed during their University experience.
Some students had begun to do creative work like painting and handicrafts.
Others reported new cultural or recreational interests: drama, scuba
diving, or, for several students, photography.



I think I've devetoped an interest in cooking.
I've nutty gotten into food: zmetting, tasting,
touching, cooking, doing everything with food.
I've atso teatned how to make candtez... interests
in mythotogies, academic intete4t6, weft, .tons of
academic inteAe6tis only because I've been in
cottege; I've been teaAning.

I Like to write my own music which id something I
didn't do eantien. I tike to paint and I like to
akeate. I find it very rewarding and I'm glad I've
gotten into that kind of thing.

In the tact 3 1/2 years I have become interested in
sewing, saiting, skiing (snow), jogginsbakingoand
cooking (to a greaten degree), music (speciiicatty
semi-etamicat and cla6.6ime pop), opera, and bait et.

Interestingly, about one-fifth of the students, more residents (31%)
than commuters (11%), described a change in their musical preferences.
They reported themselves less interested in rock or heavy music and more
interested in soft, folk, semi-classical or classical music. In
addition, a few students said they had become increasingly aware of and
interested in civil rights and social/political issues.

I find mysetf kea.Uy enjoying the FM type music,
the more smoothen type things, the te64 /Lock
and rote on jazz 04 40Ut type. I suppose I'm
Just getting olden, and I atso find my4ee6 going
towards the more eta64sicat things.

I've changed from the intemat in heavy, hand
hock to the soft, 6aek-type music. Cta66ioat
guitan, blues guitan that's a change.

A few students reported becoming more interested in sports over the
three and one-half years at the University. Included among them were
nearly one-third of the commuter women, none of whom seemed to have
matriculated with an interest in sports.

I think I tike outdoor sports mane than I
did before... I've been out of doors mane.
Maybe I zhoutd put it that way, and I found
I Liked it. It wasn't that I didn't We it
inform; it was that I hadn't tried it.

I've paiaLcipated in mime and more atheetic
events than I used to beforte. Atheetic mane in
the two -man 'type spoirts-*handbatt and ping pang
as an cadet of neeneation. I would say my
recreation 1.6 getting mane active.
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Several students commented that they were less interested in team
sports, either school or professional, although they continued to bowl
or engage in some recreational sport on an occasional basis.

Students who reported that their interests were still the same
most frequently described their continued interest in sports and recre-

ational activities. About one-third of every group except commuter
women reported that they continued to be interested in various sports
as a participant and/or a spectator.

I've away4 Liked 4pott4 and that hasn't
changed much... I Zike to patticipate in
4potta and I tike .to watch them. I tike
aLL hinds 4pott4 /matey. I have zacniiiiced
zome because I've had to wank in otdet to go
to zchoot, but .that doesn't mean I don't
Ippneciate them as much. I appreciate them
as much, wimp!, move, because I don't have
as much time.

I 4tiZt. Zike to go 4wimming zummenj
hunting darting the &, t, bowting dming the
wintet, and play lame doming the winter. That'4

a new one, ptaying pool; I never played too
much that begone. They ate pretty much the
dame.

Fewer reported that their cultural interests remained unchanged.
A number of students commented that their interests were still the same,
but they no longer had sufficient time to pursue them the way they used
to, or that they now had enough money to enjoy them.

The tame .say they ate te44 though. I

don't have the time 6on itecteation now as I
think 1 had beioxe 1 4tatted. Beliou I ztanted
I didn't know how nice I had it when I was
ping to high. zchoot. I'd tike to go back now.

My interte4t4 haven't changed 40 much as they
have been devetoped move, because now that I'm
woithing, I have money and I'm able to buy thing4.

Summary

Nearly two-thirds of these students said that their cultural and
recreational interests were different after three and one-half years
of University experience. More residents, especially men, reported
changes.
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Chapter Summary

Parents self-earnings, aid scholarships were the major sources
of student financial support. Nearly two-thirds of these students,
more commuters than residents, were employed during their fourth school
year. This pattern of differences between the employment rate of
commuters and residents was consistent with earlier data.

A majority of students were not participating in campus organ-
izations during the fourth year, but almost all the students attended
extra-curricular events: cultural, cinematic, and athletic. Many of
this group reported that their cultural and recereational interests had
changed during their University experience.
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ChAPTE3 V

IN RETROSPECT: SATISFACTIONS, EXPERIENCES, AND ADVICE

These students were asked to consider their experiences over
the four years in terms of which were memorable because of personal
satisfaction or dissatisfaction, which were most valuable, and
which most meaningful. As they looked back over the four years, a
majority of students reported academic experiences were a source of
satisfaction, that personal development was the most valuable
experience, and that interpersonal relationships were the most mean-
ingful aspect of their University experience. Apparently the same
set of experiences, viewed from varying vantage points, was seen
as having been beneficial along each of the three major dimensions.
Students did not report many great dissatisfactions, and their most
frequent advice to a high school senior was, "Go to college."

Greatest Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction

Interviewees were ,asked the sources of their greatest satisfac-
tion and their greatest dissatisfaction since they had matriculated,
not necessarily connected with the University. Everyone indicated
their greatest satisfaction, but not everyone could specify his or
her greatest dissatisfaction; in fact, about one-fifth said they
didn't have any great dissatisfaction.'

Satisfying experiences fell into the three major dimensions:
academic, personal, or social. Dissatisfactions, although fewer,
covered a wider variety of topics, but the major ones were either
personal, or University related, With a few other miscellaneous
topics.

Greatest Satisfactions

Academically related experiences provided the greatest.satis-
faction for a majority of these students, especially cammuters (62%)
as canpared to residents (042%) (Table 5.1). About one-third of the
group cited deriving satisfaction from their academic achievements.
Some were proud of receiving honors or being accepted by a top
medical or dental school; others were pleased at making the Dean's
list, or doing well in a particular course. Still others were glad
to be off academic probation or not to have flunked out.
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PubabLy getting into Dental Schoot. That was
the ceimax ee and One-hati years of woAking
hand and wowing and studying helm and eve.'tythA.ng.

The AaUsiaction when I do weet kn 4choche. Like
my paAent4 were very happy about it when I wads
inducted into an honors Aoetety, an education honoA
society, and I was happy about Lt.

The thing that haA given me the greatest 4ataiaction
the fact that I made the Dean'A Zi6t... bon iota

at might 4emeatela.

Passing GA4.64 Anatomy. I neve& thought I'd do Lt.

TABLE 5.1 GREATEST SATISFACIJON

SOURCE % of students

Academic 53

Academic achievement(s) 34
Learning: specified courses, vocational
preparation 12

Making it through, getting the degree,
completing the program 10

Socime 42

Specified person, friends, people in general 14
Marriage or engagement 13
Improved relationships with people, helpful

ness to others 10
My children 8
Parents' pride & joy in student's success 3

Pemonat 35

Personal development: understand self, better
person, have organized life, have goals 17

Personal achievements, independence 14
Little things, no one big thing 8

Other 8

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (77)

NUMBtR OF RESPONSES. (119)
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A few students, especially commuter women (33%), found satisfac-
tion in specific learning which they attributed to courses, or to
knowledge and skills in their vocational field.

Bung abte to do ant worth the way I want to do
it, and the mote I do L the better I get and
the mote ideas t get.

Bung aate to go out and WO4M, to know that I
know what I'm doing night now... I can bay that
I've teanned quite a bit, and I hope to keep on
teanntng mote about, not onty my Sietd, but
about othek things in UP..

A few described their satisfaction and pride in completing their
college work, in "making it through."

I atmost quit I was so discoutaged. I did bad
ACAO0t. I was on ptobation because of my

grades . I &way did bad when I 6it6t came
helm ion some /mason. I don't know why. I

didn't do were at att, and I got discoutaged,
and I think just getting through. F04 me,
it's the pensonat satisfaction o6 just
knowing that I got through and I got my degree.

It was teatty diaccutt, but when I uatty had
to beat down; I came tit/Lough, and that's the
most satis6actkon. Like the chips were down,
and things tanned out at night, and a tot of
people nespec:: me Sot what I've done, and au
somewhat surprised. but I think Pat getting
through school, that was my goat put yea/0
ago, and once I get my degree I'm going to have
to 64..nd a new goat. Just gettAng th.a4 Oct has
made the Last put years wonthwhite.

Social Relationships

Nearly half of the students described interpersonal relationships
as their greatest source of satisfaction. These relationships
included those with a particular person or group of friends, marriage
or engagement, ability to get along with and help others, and family -
either their children or their parents.

Special people and friends, or being married or engaged were most
frequently mentioned as the greatest satisfaction for these students.
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The greatest sense og satiz6actkon?
I wowed say my husband.

To have made cease linkends oven. the teat
couge o4 yeahs.

Phobabzy getting engaged to be makaod.
i think that was the most important thing
in the Last thkee yeahz.

Getting maAkied two and a hat4 years ago.

Other students referred with satisfaction to having improved
their relationships with others or to the satisfaction of their
experience in helping people.

Meeting peopze and takkng a peat of each of
them with me whtte hope4utty teatang a pant
oS myzet6 with them.

When you talk to people, everyone becomes so
antagonistkc and deOnstve and people think
everything id a pensonae attack, and Lately
I've been able to tatk to people mahout ieeting
that way oh without having them Oa that 1
was attacking them which id tmpontant. Lifte I

could never do that be4oke, OA viewkng people
as people instead o4 just objects.

In tutoring those three pup is .east yeah... two
of them I Ott progressed very weft - that
stands out as one event that makes me - that
was very satisifying.

A few of these students had become parents; they described their
feelings of love and joy for their infant children as their greatest
satisfaction.

My son. Just to hoed !um and play with him and
Love hun. Watking the floor with him at night,
that's satisfying. You geet tike you have
accomplished something. It's something that's
yours .

My gneate6t sense sattsiaction has come Stom
the Aeatization that I am eapabLe o4 a deep Love
4oft my daughter.. When she was 6iAst born I Ott
pride and a sense o4 achiewng a goat, but 4t
wasn't tilt a Ow months ago that I Aeatized the
Wang o4 parenthood. It helped me undekstand
why my parents gave up many things themsetves to
give me what they Lett was .important, and it made
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[Cont'd.] me 4eatize why, and the veky fact
that I woad do the zame.

Finally, several students described their pleasure at the pride and
joy expressed by their parents for them and their accomplishments.

It wad the Sant that my pakentz undeutood,
which I didn't think they wee capabZe
they did. They did undenstund and they tad
me that they thought that I knew what 1 wa4
doing and that I wouldn't get mysetli into 6ome-
th4ng that woad 4cAew me up in the end. I

wa6 very zatiz6ked, t ;matey wad . Atmort ad
zatiz6ied az when this pant zemeztek when I &.d
vent' wett. I got a 3.5 on something and ju4.t
to took at my pakentz. They wee totatty proud
and that I Ott velty good. it wad a combination
oi thoze thing., but it 4.nvotved my pakentz.

Personal

Over one-third of the students reported that their greatest satis-
faction came from personal experiences. Personal development, which
included a variety of on-going self-improvements such as gaining
self-understanding, becoming a better person, determining goals and
organizing one's life, was very satisfying for these students.

Watching mysetli gnaw up becauze I know I have.
1 niatty know I have... and I'm glad that 1
have. I lieet that I've become a pekzon.

Just Looking back and seeing what I wad and
seeing what I am now. I aewayz ieee Like I'm
teaAntng mane about peopze, and I'm jut a
betten peMon and that makes me happy.

Nearly as many reported satisfaction with specific personal
successes or achievements that they had accomplished - including.
establishing their independence. A number of these achievements had
been a part of their employment experiences. In addition there were
a few students who said that lots of little things had brought them
satisfaction along the way, but they could not specify one big
source of satisfaction.

I guezz paving to moeeli eektain thingz, and
I wazn't quite aurae whether T coded do, but
untie you get into the situation you neve know.
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This work I'm doing OA VIL.X has been very
4atiqying. for the ii.ik4t time I beet tike
I am doing something mote ot te44 on my own...
I've gone there when I wanted to, and I've
wanted to very much because I'm 4pending Loup
houv. a day in his tab. The 4tkuctuke I'm
wotking on i4 iinatty 4sta/ding to come out.
So it'4 something that has 4inatty gone tight
without a whole mess os things going wrong.

My biggest satisiaction has been being able to
depend just on mysetli and depending on my own
experience and applying my own eipetience.to
what coninonts me hatead o6 /Laying on what
other people told me.

A who& tot Li-ate Aucce,44e4 along the
way that have given me a 4enze o6 4atiqaction.
I can't think ()lc any one big 4pecigc thing.

Several men gave responses which were unique and which did not
fall under the larger categories. Being discharged from the Army
before two years were up, satisfaction with the progress of his
political group, or the freedom from responsibility which was a part
of being a University student are examples of these responses.

Greatest Dissatisfactions

Dissatisfaction reported by interviewees covered a variety of
areas but personal or University related areas of dissatisfaction
were described most frequently (Table 5.2). Other miscellaneous
topics were cited by a few of the students. About one-fifth of the
students said that they did not have any great dissatisfaction to
report, just occasional irritating or minor things. A couple of
students said they did not like to think about unhappy aspects of
life; they preferred to consider only the positive aspects.

I don't think I have any major. disatisliactions.
I have no regrets about the put three and a
hati yearo. None whatsoever.

I haven't neatty had that many di44atiAliaction4
in the .last three and a half years. Maybe my
can, tit, te things tike that. No, I've had a
happy 3 1/2 yeak4.

I don't know. I never think about that. I don't
tike to think o6 why I'm unhappy, jaat why I'm happy.
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TABLE 5.2 GREATEST DISSATISFACTION

SOURCE % of students

PERSONAL 35

Selfcriticism 22

Decisions about the future 9
Not achieving a goal 5

Problem encountered while achieving a goal 4

ACADEMIC 31

Specific complaints: poor advisement,
irrelevant courses, etc. 17

Atmosphere here: impersonality, lack of
connection with real world 9

The University Experience, my major 6

MINOR 22

Only little things/minor irritants 22

SOCIAL 12

People's behavior and relationships with
others 6

Society in general and the way it's going 6

MISCELLANEOUS 13

Employment related
Being in Buffalo

OTHER 5

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (77)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (1.03)
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Personal

About one-third of the students reported that their greatest
dissatisfaction was personal, i.e., with themselves or their past

actions. Self-criticisms were the predominant responses in this
category, along with concern for establishing and defining their

goals. A few described problems encountered on the way to achieving
a goal - problems which either overcame them or were overcame.

Some of the self-criticisms were similar to those given during
the third year interview when students had been asked how their
University experience could have been more meaningful. They had

frequently responded in terms of their own inadequacy rather than the
university's.*

For example, these students would like to have been more
involved in the non-academic aspects of the University, to have
applied themselves better in their academic work, or to have in same
way made better, wiser use of their years at the University. There
were also a few who were finding it difficult to make decisions
about their future.

I'm kind ol5 won ied that I didn't go enough,
that I didn't paAtake in make things, that
didn't expose myaeti to mme things. I didn't
take out moire ol5 what was oiiieked. Like. / said

belione, o66exs you the experience, the chance
to do many thingz, and even with what I've done,
I haven't done enough.

The 'Seca that I mad easily have gotten good
grades and didn't do it. That's one the things
because it woad have made things easiex 6ox me
now.

Dizzatizilaction was de6initety the ,act that the
coupte otf years I wasted - two and a half

years as lian as things I wanted to and didn't do.
Ve6initeey, this id two and a half years os the best
pant oi my whote tilie that l'tt never have again and
didn't use to the tfuttez,t They jurt came by, be
gone and never Zook at Oh see again [sic].

DUAing thiz whole intmemeatek break, Just
the,pAezzaite os everything - myzetif .is giving me
the greatest dissatis6action. I've become ye/7.y down
on myseZ6, very pa/rancid about my capaiLaities. T've
had zmiouz quest ions about what I'm capable o6 doing.

*Rott, M. Op.cit., p.42-46.
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I think it's been my inabitity to get invatved
in campus activities and .to get .involved in the
social atmosphere, the sociat woAtd as you say
here. 1 think that .L4 probably my greatest
disappointment.

Not being able to decide exactly what I want to
do with my iutute.

Academic

Thirty -one percent of these students, more residents (40%) than
commuters (24%), described University related dissatisfactions. A
majority of these responses (17%) were specific complaints about
poor advisement, courses, teachers, or administrative practices -
including one complaint about the campus bus service.

Having advisors that don't know what they me
doing. AL the way up - 6nom my 6keshman year
to my senor yeah. it neatly bothem me. They
Wm getting paid bon this - tike the advisom in
U.C. me.

TeacheAs. May the ones that ane pock be shot.

The bureaucracy o6 the Univetsity, number one.
People that you have to go and see to get an answer
which id Aidicutous. You can stand in tine ion hat6
an hour and, "Weft, I can't keep you,' you have to go
stand in another tine on a kali howl..

A few criticized the general atmosphere at the University4 it
was too impersonal; It was not a part of the real world, the
community outside the University. Several students expressed dissatis-
faction with their choice of major or their total experience at the
University.

I suppose the atmosphere in somewheAe tike the Union.
There's a day when you would just Like to tack to
someone, and you don't zee any o6 out Wends mound,
and you know no one else id interested.

Non-identity with most o6 the students here. I just lied.
as .4 I'm biding my time and just waiting to get out...
It's not just: me. I think it might be quite a hew
olden students that me test. They beet the same way
because there has been a de6inite change in the atmos-
phere o6 the campus since we came in. I guess that's
the thing I'm most disc axis with.
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I've been Naha diAittu,sioned with aclwet, 1
6uppo.se. There seems to be a tot oi ju.st taking
testa and studying, writing papeA4 and
14.tahout neatly getting that much out oi ,c t.

Social

Other dissatisfactions which students described were social.
They expressed unhappiness with people's behavior and/or specific
relationships which troubled them, or they gave criticisms of
society and the way it was working.

I get disappointed people very eedsity.
Moat oi the time ptepwted to give people
a6 much as they need me... and I get /matey
diaappointed in people when they axe not
witting to give themadvea to othen. people.

Viaaatiaaction that I've expeALenced comea
iron atmo4t Like the 640.6titation I encounteit
.cn tnying to make my °Aim:0m6 understood on
make my pneaence iett away inom the University
when cleating with aka people. I've mitten
to my Congiteaamcut and atu66 like that. Ws
very inuatnating; they don't (uite back.

Miscellaneous

Several miscellaneous dissatisfactions were listed. A few stu
dents described dissatisfactions with job experiences or with trying
to find employment.

Looking ion a job this 4suerneA that was
It .took me. two weeks and that wad pnobabty one oil
the moat &media two weeks in my titie because we
abnoast Mn out oi money. We were Living on potatoea
ion a white and everyday Looking ion joba.

A couple of students ccaplained about having to live in the
Buffalo area, and there were unique dissatisfactions expressed by a few
interviewees. One student was disappointed that her discovery of love
was not at all according to the romantic illusions she had been lead
to believe in.
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Summary

Students expressed a great deal more satisfaction than dissatis-
faction. There were not only more responses to the satisfaction part
of this question, but also some responses given to the dissatisfaction
portion were negative, i.e., that the student did not have any great
dissatisfactions.

A majority of students expressed satisfaction about their
academic learning and achievement. However, almost one-third cited
dissatisfactions with aspects of their academic or general experiences
at the University. About as many students described satisfaction
with their personal development experiences as expressed some self-
criticisms, most frequently that they had not taken fUll advantage
of opportunities at the University. Two- fifths of these students
cited interpersonal relationships as the source of their greatest
satisfaction, and only a few students described interpersonal experi-
ences which were a source of dissatisfaction to them.

Experiences

At different points in the interviews students were asked "What
has been of most value to you in your University experience - not
necessarily related to the university?" and,"What has been your most
meaningful experience over the last three and one-half years?" A
number of interviewees commented on the similarity of these questions,
and a few gave the same answers for both. However, many students
perceived the difference and responded differently to the two questions.

Reported experiences of mobt value were distributed among three
dimensions: personal, social, and academic. Actually all of the
responses described or referred to incidents or multiple experiences
that had contributed to the personal development of the individual.

Experiences reported as mo.st meaningia more often tended to be
a single experience - the one that a student regarded most fondly or
with some kind of emotional reaction that caused that particular
memory to stand out as the student loOked back over the years since
he or she had matriculated at SUNY/B.

In response to both questions, a majority of students reported
social/interpersonal experiences as those most valued or most
meaningful, but experiences which contributed to personal development
were even more frequently cited as those of most vague.
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Experiences of Most Value

When interviewees were asked to tell which experience they consid-
ered most valuable since they matriculated at SUNY/B, men were more
loquacious than women. Some could not limit their response to just one
experience.

A majority of students reported either personal development (55%)
and/or social experiences (53%) which they valued (Table 5.3). About
one-third reported that academic experiences both intellectual and
university that had beet most value to them, and a few students gave
unique responses which did not quite fit into any of these categories.

Commuter women did not cite personal experiences as frequently
as the rest of the group did. For a majority of these women, as well
as for resident men, social experiences were those of most value. For
commuter men and resident women, personal experiences were cited as
most valuable more often than social ones.

Personal Development

The most frequently cited valued personal experience concerned
self-development. This increased maturity or "growing-up" was some-
times attributed to University experiences and sometimes to other
activities and circumstances which occurred during their four years
at the University.

Another group of experiences that students said contributed to
their personal development involved consideration and establishment
of their own goals and values. A number said that the freedom of
personal choice of direction which was available at SUNY/B, had
accelerated this phase of their development.

My own development as an individuat and my own
iinang out os my capabitities and dizabititiez

you want to zay that. That's a big step.

I think I've gAown up a tot because we've had
come pubLems at home with my mother being LU,
and I think that that, mace than anything etse,
kind o6 made me what I am Aught now. Responsi-
bitities that a tot oiS other lids didn't have,
I had, and you .tea .n to accept those tesponsi-
bitities... the changes that I lieee within
mysetli were caused, to a &Age extent, by
peA6onae atqaiAz, by peAzonatzZtuationz that
I've been into Aathek than the UniveAsity system.

The opportunity to be hem... the chance to gnaw up.
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TABLE 5.3 EXPERIENCES OF MOST VALUE

TYPE OF EXPERIENCE % of students

Peuona Devetopment 55

Self-growth & development; maturity 26

Gaining independence/out on my own/
having no responsibilities/not
dependent on family 18

Accomplishing a specific goal 11

Becoming open-minded and flexible 8

Socia Expenience4 53

People and relationships in general 26

Specific relationships/friends 23

Increased tolerance and better relation-
ships with others 9

Academic Expeltience4 36

Knowledge or skills, understanding/
specific experiences 19

The whole experience - no one thing 15

Exposure to new ideas, attitudes and
diverse people 11

Other.: Non-university experiences (travel, 7

in the service)

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

(74)

(164)
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My own petzonat development ass an individuat...
In high Achoot I waA thinking, but not anything
tike thiA.

Wing my mind to help me get out of AituationA,
to get into AituationA, to teatty think about
thingz beione I actuatty do anything, and I
think that has been developed oven the three
and a hati years that I've been helm.

About the same number of students reported that achieving inde-
pendence from their families by getting out on their own and assuming
responsibility for their own actions and needs, had facilitated their
maturity. One of the characteristics of thr ,,liversity environment
which these students cited as being conducive to maturing concerned
taking personal responsibility for one's actions.*

It'A came to a point now where instead oi meting
home and asking, I'tt cat. home and tett "I've
decided that this iA what I'm going to do" and Lt
keatty makes me feel good... do that to me iz the
impottant thing.

Coming to a Univeuity itzetti thatlz putty iart
away itom home and not being abte to &ay on my
parents. I guezz that'z the moat .important thing
because it does take in juAt about every aspect
o the Univemity, into thiA whose program oi
relying on youmet4 and making yowl. own choices.

For a few students, the accomplishment of a specific goal or pro-
ject, e.g., getting through school, was the experience which had been
of most value to them. And for a few others, becoming more open-
minded and flexible in thought had been a valuable part of their
University experience.

Wett, in the beginning when I iilat came, I
had doubts as to whether I'd get through OA
not, and I think I've proved something to myzeti,
that I coutd... that I could Atich with it.

Social Experiences

Over half the interviewees reported that they considered inter-
personal experiences of great value to them. This included relation-
ships with people in general, with unspecified friends, or a particular
relationship with a specific person or persons. A few cited increased
tolerance of others and improvement of interpersonal relationships.

*See Chapter II p.35.
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Just meeting people, meeting di66etent people,
tatking to diSpitent people. I bind that
vatuabte... I know one thing, I've met a tot
o6 di6lienent people o6 dibietent type4 -
peopte who want to blow the place up, people
who want to burn it down; people who want it
to 4tay the way it i4, eveAything et4e, but
I bind it inteusting. I think I've gained
a tot titom that.

FAiend4 i4 pubabty the moat valuable thing that
happened to me.

People. Tt'4 afiway4 people. Really you learn
by jut being with anothen pemon, not yout
ctoze, close liniend... you get wet Hounded
education-6Aom being with people.

My Wang in love and getting maatied... it
neatly would be maviiage.

Thi4 gitt... I Liked hen a lot, and zheis jU4t
60 great, and I 4tilt 4ec het mound, but £16
a 6Aiend4hip thing now. I don't think Tilt
lioAget that ion a tong time. I don't think I'tt
eveA 6onget that, neatly... I'm 4otty it .worked
out the way it ha6) but T gue44 that'4 the way
it goes.

Academic Experiences

Academic experiences, both those which were specifically
intellectual and those which occurred in the general learning environ-
ment of the University, were reported as valuable by over one-third
of these students. r. number of students valued "their education;
i.e., the knowledge, skills and understanding which were attributed
directly to their educational experiences at the University, which
they valued as they looked back over their college years.

I 4uppo4e the knowledge 1 have acquited in
vaAiou4 iietd4, and ptobabty the 'Leading I've
done in vaa numbeA4 o b mea4. Thi4 made me
mote awake o b thing4.

Maybe /Leading Nietzche i4 the mast valuable thing
that happened to me. He ctatiiiied.att kinds oi
..dead that T had, and alitet that I could handte
phito4ophy neatly welt. It made 4choot quite eady
bon me.
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A few students found it difficult to specify a particular
experience but indicated that the total experience of being at the
University was valuable for them. Others said that the benefit
of being at the University was that it provided an opportunity to
be-exposed to and discuss ideas and attitudes different from theirs
with people who were different from them.

Maybe jurt being associated with the UniveA4i4...
1 can't think o any one thing in pakti.cleak...
I've teaued and I've become move awake ()If thing4
that ate going on.

Non-University

Unlike most of the group who described several experiences which
they valued, the few students who specified non - university experiences
were very specific about the one experience which had been most
valuable for them during this time period. This group described
alternative experiences which occurred while they were not actively
attending the University, for example, while travelling or serving in
the Army.

Maya, you mean in Adation to what is, the
moot impattant to me. Wat, nothing Ontastic
but I went to Catitionnia a liew times, pun on
£Lve time4, and DeVioLt, Chicago) and Battimone.
To me it was the most eventia pant oi.my whole
yea/L.

Summary

The question was, "What experience has been of most value to you,
not necessarily connected with the University?" Students answered
primarily in terms of personal and social experiences rather than
academic attainments. As is so often the case, all the responses
could be reported in the category of personal development since the
responses were based on the premise that the reported experience was
valuable to the person and so contributed to his development in some
way. All the students reported at least one such valuable experience;
usually they gave more than one and apologized for being unable to
pinpoint the one most valued in a mosaic of experiences. The-overall
impression is that many experiences had been enjoyed or suffered
through by these students - that their years at SUNY/B were eventful
and busy, a time during which they felt they had matured and developed.
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Most Meaningful Experiences

Experiences most frequently reported as most meaningful by these
students were social/interpersonal followed by those which contri-
buted to their personal development. Academic experiences were
less frequently mentioned (Table 5.4). As with experience of most
value, some students named more than one experience.

I'd say that the/L.2.'4 a to up between the Iii&st
semeste& o my juniot year and the second semeste&
196 my junim yeah. I sat back at the end and
looted at it, and it was the most amazing thing I've
evert gone .through in my &ie. Biggers chances I'd
say than even in my 6teshman yeat. Much bigge/t.
The 4i/tat one was the one whets I 'Wed to Sind out
what X [major] was .c sees because I was disgusted
with the way I was teatning X and in that I Ilan into
a tot .06 p&oiessons, a tut oi students, peopte with
diveue views, and it changed my whose tetation4hip
to X and /Lathe& happily I also Sound out that I
wanted X mote with this new tetationship so that
was meaning Sus. The second semeste& I did toughl y
the same thing that I did the iiAdtzemestek, but I
did it in dilliment gads. I Sound out what the
&adicatz wee taking about and what was going on, and
I was sort oi awakened to quite a di66e/tent aspect.
So I would say that these two things have been the
one that have most asserted me. I mean, the iiitst
semestet being my tetationship to X and second
semeste& being my tetationship to the society, and
it was a very meaningliut - It was a vety good years.

Social/Interpersonal Experiences

A majority of students reported social experiences as most
meaningful for them. Opportunities for general interaction with
others and for meaningful interpersonal relationships were impor-
tant features of their years at the University and were frequently.
reported. The most meaningful interpersonal experiences were
primarily special relationships which meant a great deal to the
interviewees, those with a close friend or a lover. In the same
vein, a few students said that getting or being-married was the most
meaningful experience in their lives.

One experience?. I don't know .is I can pinpoint
it. Perhaps my teationship with my iiiance, the
whole tetationship... comet.' ing to took iotwatd to,
getting mamied and seating down with this nice
gitt, and out tetationship perthap4 my mast

meaning6ae expetience.
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TABLE 5.4 MOST MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCES

EXPERIENCE % of students

Social Expextences

Relationship with a particular person 1414

53

Marriage 9

General social relationships 8

PeMonat Devaopment 44

Learning about self through interaction
with others 15

Specific success or achievement 12

Establishing my own goals/values, changing'
perceptions of home and family 9

Non-University experience 8

Becoming independent 6

General living and experiencing

Academic Expertiences

The whole college experience

Academic experience(s)

114

8

21

°then 8

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (75)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (124)
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It's been the kind of intenpertsonae utationships
that I've had with my ptiends, the closest o6 my
smatt 2/Loup of iniends, ...tike the Wendships
have cneated with my gia4Aiend and with my 'Loom-
mate.

The most meaningia expetience has been Batting in
Love. I have never 6ett this way about anyone
be6one. I want to do everything ion him, take
cane his house, his chitdten, and especiatty him.

The past summet with [boyfriend]. You don't mean
just in schoot? ...It would have to be him.

Only a few students reported that their most meaningful experience
was making new friends or relating to people in general rather than
to a specific close relationship.

Accummeating alt kinds o6 new piends has pAobabty
been one o6 the most meaningtiut. things I can think
o6. Making a tot o6 new Wends has pnobabty been
one of the most meaning6a things I've done.

Personal Development.

Over two-fifths of these students reported a variety of personal
development experiences as most meaningful for them. A number of
students said that they had learned about themselves through their .

relationships with other people.

I would say just whatever I have Learned about
my.see6 through interaction with peopte especiatty
some o6 the aase Wends I tatked about be6one,
that gnoup of kids. That imobabty has been the
most meaningiut thing.

Others referred to specific accomplishments, to a particular pro-
ject or working toward a goal that had given them great satisfaction
and so was very meaningful to them.

Being accepted to the Dental School.

Student teaching.

1 guess a tot o6 it is my work with the dug
resistance has 'matey changed me, and it neatty
gave me a new outlook and a new consciousness.
I guess that was the majors things that changed
my ideas and thinking.
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In similar examples a few described experiences which had
occurred out of school as having been most meaningful for them.
These experiences included employment, travel, summer and Army
experiences.

Going to EuAope and coming back 6tom Eukope.

I've Learned a tot itom wonking. I've 9/town

up a tot because I woicked.

My gut response, which is the onty one 1
can think oi now, wowed be one summer I spent
with a Oiend ol5 mine wanking in Canada bwWUng
a house lion somebody.

For one student, his most meaningful experience was his most
"horriblenone.

The bad one I had when I was jumped one time on
Main Street by thtee guys and therm were three
oi us... They had ctowbans and everything tike
that, but we won in the end. We had one kid with
us who was a vent' good 6ightek. He knew att this
judo and katate and everything so we didn't get
hunt, but it made me Aeatize... I Agatized that it
coutd happen to me. I've taken a Lot o6 defense
things because I want to be able to defend myseti.
That had a big impact.

The establishment of their own goals and values, including changes
in perceptions about their family, were experiences which same stu-
dents described as meaningful to them. They attributed these values
and perceptions to having become able to define their own standards.

I wowed say aitet my iiAst semester as a ineshman,
being extumety depressed with evewthing... I
started thinking otd values, att things, and then
I started meeting people with di615exent ideas and
things started changing. The most important thing
I think that wowed be - iaiting-in what I was
supposed to do and then iinding something Ude that
was mote tetated to me, what I 'matey Wad, Aathek
than what I should be according to othet peal:let's
standaAds.

I woad say it id a change in my perception 06
my patents and home tip. - undenstanding them.

A few other students. reported that getting away from home and
supportive family care and establishing their own independence as an
individual was the most meaningful experience they had during these
years.
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Being away icnom home and being with °then people
my age who au in the zame zituation, away 6nom
home. And just being able to make it 6Aom there
on my own.

Finally, a few students felt that living and experiencing life
in general had been meaningful to their growth and development
during the college years.

Academic Experiences

About one-fifth of the interviewees reported experiences which
they ascribed directly to their University experience as being most
meaningful. Most of these students referred to the total experience -
the whole thing - as meaningful. A few others referred to specific
courses or academic experiences which they regarded as their most
meaningful experience during their years here.

Just the expektence os watching the Univemity
on being a pant oti it. It Aeem4 Like a putzating
body, Like it'A growing . weaved watching it,
being a part o6 it. I think .c t' an expetience
in it4e26.

1 think it waz being acquaintecimith come ob the
new -type people that aAe coming in OWL 4ociety.
1 think a college campus is the only peace somebody
Like me would ever be acquairited with the new
moAatity, the new outlook on L i.be, and the new
polities, I think that thin has been a vent'
meaningful expekience.

hand to think olf one 4ingle experience. I'd

tike to think o my whole expekience o'S going to
college as probably the mort meaning6ut... What
I Aememben when I took back £4 Pat all the boon
yea/c4 'matey juAtzokt of worked together to
.shape everything.

Going to Mexico tazt 4ummeA lion the X DepaAtment.
By ban it waz the moat amazing expetience I've
even had being with thoze Indianz, jurt Living
among people who are zo di66enent 6Aom uz.

Summary

Whereas most valued experiences had been predominantly personal
in nature - those conducive to,individual development, most meaning-
ful experiences were most frequently those in which the individual
related to others, particularly in establishing what was expected to
be a lasting intimate heterosexual relationship.
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Advice to a Graduating High School Senior

What advice would these students give a boy or girl about to
graduate from high school? The interviewer stipulated that the
hypothetical high school senior was qualified to attend college.
On the basis of that information, over two-fifths of the students
recommended college attendance (Table 5.5). However, the assumption
that everyone ought to attend college, was not accepted by these
students. Almost as frequently, the high school seniors were
advised to determine what their goals were, and then plan their
actions according to what they decided to do, whether or not their
decision was to attend college. A few students suggested that the
senior investigate non-college educational alternatives. Several
students warned against getting married too soon after high school.

General Advice

Forty-four percent of the students recommended that a qualified
high school senior go on to college. A number of reasons were given
for this advice, principally that college was a place in which to
mature and develop. Because of this perceived developmental effect,
a few students recommended college attendance specifically for a per-
son who had not decided on his or her goals and was unsure of what he
or she wants to do. Although this reasoning seems to be counter to
the next most frequently given advice, "Decide your goals and go to
college only if it is your decision," it is basically similar in
suggesting that a year or so of college.. may be a means by which
indecisive students could discover their goals.

I would deiinitety tett him to go to a
univeuity ii he could. That'4 ion Acme.
Anybody that want4 to I think 4hoad go.
I'd degnitety encourage anybody that wa4
gAaduating thi4 yeah to do 4o because it'4
a big chance to become mach mane le used, and
it should be a big chance to become much
move teaAned, and -it 4houtd be a big help to
an individuat14 devetopment.

Go on to college. I think that'4 the be .t
advice I could give him. I woutdn't4ay go
out to worth an anything... I would bay,
think about what you want to do.... IL you
one neatly umune yometi, I think you
4houtd go to college becau4e college hetp4
you decide what you want to do in borne ca4e4.

gives you homething .to do Lon Lour yeara.

A few students advised boys, especially, to go to college,
because a college was the only sure way of avoiding the draft, or of
insuring vocational opportunities.
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TABLE 5.5 ADVICE 10 A GRADUATING RICE SCHOOL SENIOR

AI VICE % of students

GENERAL

Go to college/need a college education today 44

Decide for yourself what you want to do/go to
college only if you want to/do what you want
to do/create own priorities and values 40

Investigate non-college educational alternatives 13

Don't get married 8

FOR THE COLLEGE BOUND SENIOR

ACADEMIC EXPERIENCES

Experience, learn all you can/hake the most of it/
work hard, don't fool around 17

Try several fields, not just one/don't take
liberal arts 6

CHOICE OF COLLEGE

Choose a large university, up to date one, small
college, UB /not UB, not state institution,
transfer if unhappy 16

Go away to school 12

PERSONAL ADVICE

Be open to change, openminded, not too set in ideas 13

Be yourself, an individual/don't just go along
with the crowd or lose your identity within it 12

Get out and meet people/don't take advantage of or
hurt others 6

OTHER 5

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (75)

NUMBER OF RESPONSES (149)
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Go to cottege, get your 2S deimment, and
stay theAe as tong as you can... hope6utty
he won't have to 1,00/thy about getting dAadted

which 2 the impor tant thing.

It woutd be to his advantage to go .to cottege...
it's tough othenwiae. You break your back just
to earn enough to hive mithout an education.

Almost as frequently, the advice was a variation of the old adage,
"Know thyself." These students advised the graduate to discover what
(s)he wanted to do and to decide whether (s)he really wanted to go to
college or was amply drifting or being pushed into it by parental or
peer expectations.

He ahoutd catedutty seach his mind to discovet
whetheA he'd be bettek o66 in cottege on out in
the world and to istick to hia decision As
what he tAuty wants.

I'd tell him to think yew aertiousty about alt
the avenues that ate open to him to becoming an
adult, and the pAepaAation he should make ion
his ti6e. That he should think seAiouaty about
alt oi them and conaideA att the choicea and
decide upon the one that he beets 14 beat.

Do what wilt give you the most Aatiqaction...
Don't do it Lon other people, but do it LOA
yourtset6. Fart example, i6 your 6atheA wants
you to be 40 and 60, and you don't want to be

you'll never be happy doing Al that way.
Do what makes you happiest. Untesa making
you& 6athen happy 1.4 what makes you happiest,
then do it that way.

Don't be in too much 06 a Way - =teat, you
know daAn weft what you want to do... You've
got to have a goat. That's the most .important
thing. You've got to know what you're woAking
6oA, and you've Aeatty gat to want it. it
isn't enough to come to 4choot to .stay out oi
the army.

Only a few students discussed non-college learning alternatives
and suggested that they be considered by graduating seniors, particu-
larly if college attendance were not feasible.

IL you're not going to cottege, thatP4
impossibte, tAy to get some iuAthen tnaining
in technical schoot, some kind 06 buanesa
school, something...
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EveAyone goes to college nowadays. Sometimes
I heatty don't know .4 it A.4 'witty woAth it
because. a boy gets into an indu4tm wheu
he has an appuntice4hip, and he wotk4 Got
two on three years, that's the same as being
in college. And when he 6ini4he4, he'tt know
just as much 6Aom -the appunticeship as he
would ti6 he weAe in college. But maybe the
social ti6e would be a tittle diliptent.

In addition to recommendations about college attendance, a few
students advised against getting married. This caution was usually
directed at girls, again with the admonition that you shouldn't get
into it just because it's expected of you.

To not be in too giteat olS a huAty to get
man/tied because a tot oi giAEA are thinking

mamiage when they ate just getting out
oi high school.

Advice for the College Bound Senior

Along with the general advice tol"Go to college," some specific
advice was offered to the college bound high school senior on how
to get the most benefit from the University experience. These

responses fell into three general categories: academic experiences,
choice of college, and personal advice.

The advice given about academic experiences was "Make the most
of them." Entering freshmen were urged to learn as much as they
could, to take advantage of opportunities asthey occurred, and to
try several fields before deciding on their major.

The best thing to do lion you& Freshman yeah. .is
to explore vartiou4 cout4e areas and not to
sign a majoA night away.

I would say i6 he is capable, to go to college and
to just /Wax in cottege... Just Aetax and take a
took at the would aAound him. Just 'Lead and .let

his mind &Lig thAough a tot o6 .things and temn
as much as he can.

PAobabty to take the oppottunitied that ate
pice4ented at the time.

A number of students made recommendations about Choice of College.
Several advised that the girl or boy go away to school. Being away

from home was recommended as a way to facilitate growing up, becoming
independent and responsible. Other adVice was given about choosing a

specific type of college, some of it conflicting large university,

small college, UB or not, etc.
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Tel him to go to a college away 6nom home so
he does have the 6teedom and does acclaim .the
tapon4ibiti.ty, and pteietabty a cottege that
i4 up to date and i4 doing things now, not
any cottege that La stilt back them..

I wooed Aecommend that he come helm because
I think that this ,1.4 one of the top univet-
4.itie4 to go to, to provide a comptete Learning
ptoce44, academic a4 well as growth... 16 4ome-
body tived in Builiato, I'd flay, "Don't come here.
16 you can ai6otd it, go away.°

advi4e them to go to a tame univemity tathet
than a smatt college. Mainey because I think
the society we'ne cleating with La a taAge
4ociety a4 companed to what you get in a smile
community 4et obi somewhere in the backwoods.

Other responses were grouped into a personal advice category.
These included recommendations that these seniors assume an open
minded attitude toward new experiences that they be ready for the
changes which would be happening to them. Entering freshmen were
also advised to be themselves, to develop or maintain their
individuality rather than going along with "the crowd" or losing
their identity in a group. This advice was in some ways like that
most frequently given of finding out what the student really wants
to do instead of being pushed or pulled into doing what others are
doing.

To be very open-minded and Attive Lor awatene44.

Think Lou. yout4et6.

To get invotved in anything which 4eem4 intene4tAm;
take a chance. Don't come up helm with the same
4ott ofi 6eeting4 you had about thing4 in high
schoot. Give younsetti a chance to change.

Leann and develop you& own .ideas, and maize 4une
they're your own.

Not to iottow evenybody else, to do something
because U'4 the thing to do, but to do 1.2
you want to do itand you tfeet that Ala night
6on you to do Al... not to just go Ifottowing
around but to be younseti and not to be pant olf
the crowd.
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A few women students advised students to become active socially,
to get involved with people, but not to use or hurt other people.

Do you& own thing pnovided you do not
needtessty 04 knowingly hunt otheits.

There were also several unique responses such as,

Be at/mime about getting busted 40A dug4.

Differences in Advice by Sex

What differences, if any, were found in students' responses
depending on whether they were advising a male or female senior?
When the interviewer posed these questions, she asked for advice
to a high school senior of the same sex as the interviewee, "What
advice would you give a boy (girl) graduating from high school?"
Then the question was repeated for the opposite sex. A majority
of the group said their advice would be the same for either senior,
boy or girl. A few qualified the exact similarity of their advice,
explaining that the effect of the draft must be taken into con-
sideration for a young man's college decision.

Mortty I would say the same thing. It's

non-zexua advice.

A closer look at these responses, however, reveals that the
group of those who made no sex differentiation in their advice
contains more residents than commuters. About three-fourths of
the residents, but only 40 percent of the commuters, would give the
same general advice to a high school senior regardless of sex.

What kinds of sex differentiations were made in their advice?
In general, the distinction was that higher education was more
important for men to pursue than for women because of its anti-
cipated effect on their vocational opportunities. A number of stu-
dents, especially male commuters, commented that a year or two of
college was nice for a woman, that college was a good place for
girls to find a husband, or that a college degree might turn out
to be useful if a woman were widowed. In other words, except in
unusual circumstances, these students did not expect women to be
vocationally active or concerned with careers other than those of
wife and mother.

Pensonatty I think giAtz zhoutd, welt, most
giAts Ahouldn't even go to cottege. I think
it'4 a waste, o6 time... I don't 'feet tike a
giAt needs an education az much az a guy does.
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It14 the old way a4 looking at things, you. go
to cottege and your main intention i4 getting
a degree that4 4petted MAN, and I 4titt. 4ee an
aw6ut tot o4 that around helm I'd Like to
tett them to hold it o64 ban a while and just
look around 'cause pun views may change.

I think education night now is the most
.important a44et you can have. For a giAl,
i6 bon nothing else, ib she's evert leg a
widow an something tike this... 40 that zhe
wite have 4omething to Wl back on.

Summary

Although there was considerable outward variety in the responses
of these students who were asked to advise graduating high school
seniors, one common theme was apparent. "Find out what you want to
do; learn enough about yourself so that you can decide what your
goals are; don't attend college or get married only because your
parents or society expects you to, and you have nothing better to
do." Perhaps as these students looked back and recalled themselves
at that stage, they remembered the effect of such pressures on
their own behavior. For example, when they were entering freshmen,
43 percent had reported that they had always expected to attend
college, and nearly all had been encouraged by their parents to do
so.* Their advice might be beneficial, but whether it is realistic
to expect that current high school seniors could know themselves
and their purposes better than these students did is questionable.

I would tike to tett him all the thing!. I've
learned that I would have appuciated knowing
at the time, but I think i4 I'd been told them,
they wouldn't have done much good anyway.
There's a tot o6 thing4 that you just have to
learn ban. youAsetti. I guess I wouldn't have
too much to say, except make sane he questions
things, and that happens anyway4, but the
400nen you start the better o44 you ate...
Ju4t don't go along the production tine in any
lioltm, the 4ociat, the intellectual pAoduction
tine. Alway4 question what you are doing and
make bore that you know why.

*Kubiniec, Wyant, & Alberti, op.cit., p.55.
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THE UNIVERSITY EXPERIENCE - AN OVERVIEW

In fall 1966, these students came into UB, expecting to meet
people, study hard and develop themselves as persons. Most were
pleased and proud to be students at UB - and to be recognized as
such. They felt that dorm living was a real asset to social life -
to making friends and dates, although some girls complained about
their 11 PM weeknight curfew.

They found large lecture classes to be impersonal and the
required basic and distribution courses did not always interest
them. However, they generally reported that they liked the faculty.

Deciding on a major was not always an easy decision. Some of
the men said that they would like to take time off to think about
what they really wanted to do, but felt pressured to remain in
school because of the threat of the draft. A few students did drop
out of school or transfer. As students got into courses for their
major, most reported considerable change - classes were smaller,
more interesting, and teachers were better as the students proceeded
along in the University.

In their third year at SUNY/B these students reported that the
atmosphere was changing. They had previously described it as liberal,
now they said that it was also tense, troubled, increasingly militant.
It was the spring of Teach-ins and departmental reorganizations -
new committee structures, by-laws, and proposals for curriculum
changes. Many of these students were involved or interested in the
various issues which were debated on campus, generally felt that
the changes in the University represented improvements, and that
student participation in University decision - making was beneficial..
They generally found that this exciting, liberal and challenging
University environment was conducive to their maturing.

By the fourth year of the interview project, the four course load
became standard, basic and distribution requirements were modified,
and a Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory option was the latest grading
innovation. These students frequently described conditions in Norton
Union and the students there as "grubby." A few of this group were
intensely involved in the campus turmoil of Spring 1970 when Buffalo
City Police patrolled the campus, but many seemed to feel less involved
with campus issues as they looked outward to anticipated jobs or post-
graduate educational opportunities.
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Although the majority of the students said that the source of
their greatest satisfaction was their academic experience, they
reported their most valued experiences were those which enhanced
their personal development. They had come to understand themselves
and others better. They were better able to define their values and
goals and to work toward these goals. Interpersonal experiences
also were frequently reported as most valuable; they were most often
cited as students' most meaningful experiences. Students said they
had come to SUNY/B expecting academic work to be the most important
component of their University Experience but had discovered that
out-of-class experiences were at least as important and possibly
the most memorable aspect of their University Experience.

My antieipation4 weke just that eatege
woutd be an extension oic high Achoot...
tealming without timing, tea/ming without
developing onet4 pensonatity - flat ion
the flake o6 teauing... I anticipated fiat
the gneat tectunens and bAittiant mind4
giving me aLL thi6 intiomation and 4tudy-
ing, /mad and Leann and take tests and
ju4t keep teanning, tea/ming, and teanning.
But instead I 4taltted tieing and tealming.
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APPENDIX

BIOGRAPHY OF A CLASS FOURTH YEAR INTERVIEW SCHEDULE: 1970*

Many of the questions are followed by the notations "Change?
Influence? Feel? Reaction?" These are in shorthand for "Is this a
change fram last year at this time (or 4 years ago, if that is
specified in the main question)? If so, what is the change?". "What
influenced the change?", and "How do you feel about it?", "What is

your reaction to that?"

1. DO YOU HAVE A JOB NOW?**
(a) If so: What? Where? Hours? Feel?

Financially necessary in order to stay in school?
Interfere with your academic life? Social life?
Contribute other ways than financially? If so: what?

(b) If not: Do you think it would interfere with your academic
or social life?

*2. HOW HAS YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION BEEN FINANCED?

3. WHAT DO YOU Sht NOW AS THE VALUE OF A COLTEGE EDUCATION FOR YOU?
*(a) What did you anticipate that it would be when you first came

here?

4. ai.AT IS YOUR MAJOR NOW? FEEL? CHANGE? INFLUENCE?

5. WHAT IS YOUR ULTIMATE VOCATIONAL GOAL NOW? CHANGE? INFLUENCE?

*6. WILL YOU BE GRADUATED THIS MAY?
(a) If so: What are your plans for after graduation over the

next six years?
(b) If not: Why? When? Plans for the next six years?

*7. Does the draft affect your plans?
(a) If so: How do you plan to deal with it?

*8. DO YOU EXPECT TO GO TO GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL? WHEN?

9. AS YOU LOOK BACK ON YOUR COURSES FOR THE LAST 4 YEARS, WHAT ARE
YOUR IMPRESSIONS?
(a) What do you think of your courses,this semester and last?

10. AS YOU LOOK BACK ON THE FACULTY YOU HAVE HAD OVER THE LAST 4 YEARS,
WHAT ARE YOUR IMPRESSIONS?

*Questions new to the Fourth Year Interview Schedule are identified
by an asterisk.

**Questions which provide data for this report are capitalized.
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11. HAVE YOU FOUND THE FACULTY TO BE COMPETENT IN KNOWING THEIR
SUBJECT MEATIER?
(a) Have you found the faculty to be competent in communicating

their subject matter to their students?
(b) What proportions?

12. WHAT KIND OF RELATIONSHIPS DO YOU HAVE WITH YOUR FACULTY THIS
YEAR? OVER THE LAST 4 YEARS?
(a) Has this been satisfactory to you?
(b) If not: What has prevented your having the kind you wanted?

13. WHAT, FOR YOU, IS THE IDEAL FACULTY/STUDENT RELATIONSHIP?

14. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF:
(a) S/U system? Why?
(b) 4course load? Why?
(c) Change in basic and distribution requirements? Why?

*(d) Did B&D requirements expose you to new areas of interest or
a subject which later proved of value to you?

*15. WHAT ARE OTHER CHANGES IN THE UNIVERSITY OVER THE LAST 4 YEARS
THAT YOU ARE AWARE OF - ACADEMIC OR NON-ACADEMIC? REACTION?

16. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN DECISION-MAKING
AT A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY?
(a) If should - to what degree? In what areas? Why?
(b) If should not: Why?

17. What is your opinion of the use of marijuana now?
Change? If so: What:was your opinion 4 years ago?

18. What is your opinion of the use of other drugs now?
Change? If so: What was your opinion 4 years ago?

19. HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE ATMOSPHERE HERE? REACTION?

20. DO YOU FIND IT COMPETITIVE ACADEMICALLY? REACTION?

21. ARE YOU INVOLVED IN ORGANIZATIONS THIS YEAR, EITHER ON OR OFF CAMPUS?
If so: What?
(a) More or fewer or same as last year?

22. DO YOU ATTEND ACTIVITIES SUCH AS ATHLETIC EVENTS, CONCERTS, DANCES,
POLITICAL EVENTS OR LECTURES EITHER ON OR OFF CAMPUS?
(a) More, fewer or same as last year?
(b) More on campus than off?

23. HAS THE UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMENT BEEN CONDUCIVE TO YOUR MATURING OVER
THE LAST 4 YEARS?
If so: In what way?
If not: For what reason?

24. WHAT HAS BEEN OF MOST VALUE TO YOU IN THE LAST 4 YEARS? WHY?
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*25. WHAT DO YOU THINK THE FUNGELON OF A UNIVERSITY SHOULD BE?

*26. WHAT HAS GIVEN YOU THE GREATEST SENSE OF SATISFACTION IN THE LAST
FOUR YEARS?

*27. WHAT HAS GIVEN YOU THE GREATEST SENSE OF DISSATISFACTION IN THE
LAST FOUR YEARS?

28. What is your living arrangement this year? What do you think of
it? What do you see as advantages to it? Disadvantages?

29. What changes have occurred in your relationship with your family
in the last four years? Influence?

*30. What do you think the role of parents of young adults should be in
relationship to their children in the 5 years after they graduate
from high school?
(a) What do you see as the responsibilities (if any) of parents

at this time?
(b) What do you see as the responsibilities (if any) of young

adults in relationship to their parents during these 5 years?

*31. In the last 4 years, have you found one or more friends with whom
you have had a deep, meaningful relationship (not necessarily still
in existence)?
If so: (a) Men? How many?

(b) Women? How many?
(c) Advantages?
(d) Disadvantages?

If not: Have you wanted them?
If so: (a) What prevented them?

(b) As you look back - things you might have done
differently?

(c) Advantages?
(d) Disadvantages?

If not: (a) For what reason?
(b) In what way have you prevented them?
(c) Advantages
(d) Disadvantages

*32. What changes have occurred in the kind of relationships you establish
with members of your own sex in the last 4 years?

*33. How would you describe the group of friends with whom you associate
most frequently?
(a) Please include the following areas:

1. interests 4. religion
2. age 5. race
3. sex 6. socio-economic background

(b) How does this compare with the group of friends with whom you
associated most frequently after you first came to the University?
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(c) What does this group of friends contribute to you?

(d) What do you feel you contribute to the group?
Are you aware of a particular role you take in relation to
the rest of the group? If so: what?

*34. What changes have occurred in your ideas about relationships
between men and women in the last 4 years?
(a) What is your opinion now of:

1. premarital sex? Why? Change? If so: What was it 4 years ago?
2. abortion? n

3. extramarital sex? "
It It It II It It

(b) What does marriage mean to you now? Change?
Is your concept of marriage different from what it was 4 years
ago?
If so: What was it then?

(c) Do you want to have children in the future? Why? Change?
If so: How many?

35. What changes have occurred in the influence of religion in your life
in the last 4 years?
(a) What is your concept of God now? Change from 4 years ago?

If so: What was it then?

36. What changes have occurred in your interests in the last 4 years?
Please include the following areas:
(a) cultural
(b) recreational

37. How would you describe yourself now?

38. What one word best describes how you feel about yourself now?

*39. What do you see as your greatest asset? Why?

*40. What do you see as your greatest liability? Why?

*41. What do you like most about yourself?

*42. 'What do you dislike most about yourself?

43. What qualities would you like to have 5 years from now not
necessarily different from those you have now?

44. What would you like'your life to be like 6 years from now?

45. What do you expect your life to be like 6 years from now?

446. What is of greatest iMportance to you in your life now? Why?
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*47. (If and when you become a parent) What do you want most for your
son(s) to learn?

*48. What do you want most for your daughter(s) to learn?

*49. WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO A BOY BEING GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL
THIS JUNE? (ASUME HE IS QUALIFIED TO ATTEND COMEGE, BUT DON'T
LIMIT YOURSELF TO ADVICE ABOUT COLLEGE ATTENDANCE.)

*50. WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE A GIRL BEING GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL
IN JUNE? (ASSUME SHE IS QUALIFIED TO ATTEND CONEGE, BUT DON'T
LIMIT YOURSELF TO ADVICE ABOUT COLLEGE ATTENDANCE.)

*51. WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCE OF YOUR LAST 4 YEARS?
WHY?

52. Any other things you would like to comment on about your past
4 years, your present or your future?

*53. are considering another project similar to this and we would
appreciate your telling us your reactions to being part of this
project. Do you have suggestions for improving the future project
from the student's point of view?
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BIOGRAPHY OF A CLASS QUESTIONNAIRE
FOR MEMBERS OF THE 1966 FRESHMAN GROUP

NO LONGER ENROLLED AT SUNY/B

1970

Many of the questions are followed by the notation, "Change?
Influence?" This is shorthand for, "Is this a Change from last year
at this time (or 3 1/2 years ago, if that is specified in the main
question)? If so, what is the change? and What influenced the
change?"

It is not necessary to copy the questions when you answer.
Simply write the number of the question (or letter if it is a sub -
question), then your response.

1. What are you doing now?
Please include the following areas:
(a) Personal. How do you feel about it?

If married: When were you married? What do you see as
the advantages and disadvantages of your
being married?

(b) Social. Change?
(c) Recreational. Change?
(d) Intellectual. Change? Influence?
(e) Vocational. Change? Influence?

2. WHAT IS YOUR ULTIMATE VOCATIONAL GOAL? CHANGE? INFLUENCE?

3. How do you feel, now, about your leaving SUNY/B? Why?

4. What has been of most value to you since you left SUNY/B? Why?

5. WHAT HAS GIVEN YOU THE GREATEST SENSE OF SATISFACTION IN THE
LAST 3 1/2 YEARS? WHY?

6. WHAT HAS GIVEN YOU THE GREATEST SENSE OF DISSATISFACTION IN THE
LAST 3 1/2 YEARS? WHY?

7. What is your living arrangement this year? What do you think of
it?

8. What changes have occurred in your relationship with your family
in the last 3 1/2 years? Influence?
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*9. What do you think the role of parents of young adults should be
in relationship to their children in the 5 years after they
graduate from high school?
(a) What do you see as the responsibilities of parents at this time?
(b) What do you see as the responsibilities of young adults in

relationship to their parents during this 5 year period?

*10. In the last 3 1/2 years, have you found one or more friends with
whom you have had a deep, meaningful relationship?

If so: (a) Men? How many?
(b) Women? How many?
(c) Advantages?
(d) Disadvantages?

If not: Have you wanted. them?
If so: (a) What prevented them?

(b) As you look back - things you might have done
differently?

(c) Advantages?
(d) Disadvantages?

If not: (a) For what reason?
(b) In what way have you prevented them?
(c) Advantages?
(d) Disadvantages?

*11. What changes have occurred in your relationships with members of
your own sex in the last 3 1/2 years?

*12. How would you describe the group of friends with Wham you associate
most frequently?

(a) Please include the following areas:
1. interests 4. religion
2. age 5. race
3. sex 6. socio-economic background

(b) How does this compare with the group of friends with whom
you associated most frequently after you first came to the
University?

(c) What does this group contribute to you?

(d) What do you feel you contribute to the group?
Are you aware of a role you take in relation to the rest
of the group?

*13. What changes have occurred in your ideas about male-female relation-
ships in the last 3 1/2 years?

(a) What is your opinion now of:
1. premarital sex? Why? Change? Influence?
2. abortion? ft tt It

3. extramarital sex? " .
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(b) What does marriage mean to you now? Change? Influence?

(c) Do you want to have children in the future? Why? Change?
How many?

If already a parent: Did you want to have children? Why?
How many would you like to have eventually?

14. What changes have occurred in the influence of religion in your
. life in the last 3 1/2 years? Influence?

(a) What is your opinion of organized religion now? Change
from last year? Chai-igp from 3 1/2 years ago? Influence?

(b) What is your belief about God now? Change from last year?
Change from 3 1/2 years ago? Influence?

15. What is your opinion of the use of marijuana now? Change? Influence?

16. What is your opinion of the use of other drugs now? Change? "

17. What changes have occurred in your interests in the last 3 1/2 years?
Please include the following areas:
(a) Cultural
(b) Recreational

18. How would you describe yourself now?

19. What qualities are you aware of in yourself now?

*20. What one word best describes how you feel about yourself now?

*21. What do you see as your greatest asset? Why?

*22. What do you see as your greatest liability? Why?

*23. What do you like most about yourself?

*24. What do you dislike most about yourself?

25. What qualities would you like to have 6 years from now - not
necessarily different from what you have now?

26. What would you like your life to be like 6 years from now?

27. What do you expect your life to be like 6 years from now?

28. What are your plans for the next 6 years?

*29. What is of greatest importance to you in your life now? Why?

*30. (If and when you become a parent) What do you want most for your
son(s) to learn?

*31. What do you want most for your daughter(s) to learn?
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*32. WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO A BOY BEING GRADUATED FROM HIGH
SCHOOL THIS JUNE? (ASSUME HE IS QUALIFIED TO ATTEND COLLEGE,
BUT DON'T LIMIT YOURSFIR TO ADVICE ABOUT COLLEGE ATTENDANCE.)

*33. WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO A GIRL BEING GRADUATED FROM HIGH
SCHOOL IN JUNE? (ASSUME SHE IS QUALIFIED TO ATTEND COLLEGE,
BUT DON'T LIMIT YOURSRTR TO ADVICE ABOUT COLLEGE ATTENDANCE.)

*.34 WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCE OF YOUR LAST 3 1/2
YEARS? WHY?

35. Any other things you would like to comment on about your past
3 1/2 years, your present or your future?

*36. We are considering another project similar to this. We would
appareciate your telling us your reactions to being part of this
project. What suggestions do you have for improving the future
project?
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